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PREFACE
For more than a decade the Survey Research Center of the

University of Michigan and the Division of Health Interview
Statistics of the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) have
had a continuous contractual arrangement for the investigation of
response problems in reporting health information in sampling
surve ys.

The contract program, which started in the late 1950's shortly
after the initiation of the Health Interview Survey, began with a
series of validity studies in which sampks drawn from medical
records were -compared with data collected by interview. These
studies were designed to identify patterns of response bias as a
basis for developing procedures to improve reporting. These
investigations of levels of underreporting and characteristics of
response patterns were evaluated in terms of respondent status,
the attitudes and behavinr of the interviewer and the respondent,
and nature of the events being reported. These studies are
discussed in the sections, "Behavior in Interviews," and "Inter-
viewer Performance Difference" of this publication.

The more rece-nt studies, which have developed out of findings
of the preceding research, involved experimental procedures
designed to improve reporting. Investigated were such procedures
as the use of verbal reinforcement of the respondent, probing as a
method of improving memory and information retrieval, and
varying the length of questions in an attempt to increase
respondent participation in the interview. These studies are
described in the sections "The Use af Verbal Reinforcement in
Interviews and Its Data Accuracy," "Memory and Information
Retrieval in the Interview," and "Question Length and Reporting
Behavior in the Interview" of this publication.

All but one of the NCHS studies summarized in this report
have appeared as complete research reports in series 2 of Vital and
Health Statistics, The study by Cannell and Fowler (1963)1 on
validity of reporting visits to physicians was not published in the
series. The second study of interviewer-respondent interactions by
Marquis and Canne112 was done in 1969 under a contract with the
Department of Labor, Manpower Administration. All others were
contracted for by NCHS. In addition, two NCHS studies not
conducted by the Survey Research Center are frequently referred
to here because they had as their subject some of the same
problems of reporting: one in 1967 by W. G. Madow, the Stanford
Research Institute report published as Series 2-Number 233 ; and
the other in 1961 by E. Balamuth, et al., the Health Insurance
Plan study, most recently published as Series 2-Number 74.

Because these studies have had considerable interest for
methodologists and for survey researchers more generally, it was



thought useful to review them in a single volume so that the
sequence of the major lines of inquiry could be followed. This
report does not include a review of literature nor does it
attempt to integrate underlying theories. It does present the
findings in such a way as to make apparent their consistencies or
inconsistencies, and does discuss some underlying hypotheses. This-
compilation also allows more emphasis to be placed on interpreta-
tion and explanation than was possible in the individual presenta-
tions.

In the concluding sections of this report the findings of
the several studies are synthesized, a model of reporting is
developed, and a description is offered of how the research
performed at the Survey Research Center (SRC) has been applied
to collection procedures used in the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
to improve the quality of the collected data.

Since these studies were completed, much additional method-
ological work has been conducted by the Survey Research Center
focusing on experimental procedures for improving the validity of
reporting. This newer research at times confirms findings in this
report, provides further support for these hypotheses and, at
times, runs counter to some of the conclusions. Some of these
findings can be found in a forthcoming -report, "Experiment in
Interviewing Techniques," summarizing research conducted by
SRC for the National Center for Health Services Research.

The contractual relationship between the SRC and the HIS
does not consist solely of a financial arrangement; much of the
research is the cooperative work of the two organizations. The
Bureau of the Census has also been an active participant in several
of the studies, both in the planning and data collection phases.

Charles F. Cannell
Program Director,
Survey Research Center,
University of Michigan
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SYMBOLS USED IN TABLES

Data not available

Category not applicable---------- --- -----------

Quantity zer ------------- ----- ----- ------

Quantity more than 0 but less than 0-0

Figure does not meet standards of
reliability or precision-- - ---- -------
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A SUMMARY OF STUDIES
OF INTERVIEWING METHODOLOGY

Charles F. Cannell, Kent H. Marquis, and André Laurent,
Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research The University of Mtchigan

INTRODUCTION-

Survey interviewing as a technique of data
collection has developed from early attempts to
collect simple demographic information to the
current more sophisticated inquiries concerning
attitudes, motives, and a wide variety of factual
information. Despite the increasingly complex
demands on the survey inteiview, methodologies
for question construction and interviewer be-
havior have not changed a great deal.

Much research on interview method has been
directed to the general problems of underreport-
ing, to inaccuracies in interview data due to
inteniewer bias -or response error, and to the
problems of recall and information retrieval. The
inadequacies of the interview method have been
well documented and the need for improved
techniques in data collection is readily apparent.
However, little has been done toward perfecting
the interview procedure as a method of data
collection.

One reason interviewing techniques have ad-
vanced slowly may be that interviewing has no
comprehensive theory to draw T upon for cause-
and-effect relationships. Ideas about effective
questioning must be drawn from fragments of
psychological theory or, more often, from folk-
lore, experience, and common sense. Before
major advances can be made, it is necessary to
learn more about what happens in the interview
situation and to develop some theories about the
cause-and-effect sequences that occur. In several
studies of experimental interviewing techniques

and their effect on reporting behavior described
in this publication, an attempt has been made to
identify the elements of the interview process
that are potential sources for improving data
collection.

UNDERSTANDING
THE INTERVIEW PROCESS

Influence of the Interviewer

Early attempts zo investigate inaccurate
reporting in interview surveys were focused
primarily on the interviewer. Results of these
early studies suggested that the interviewer's
attitudes, expectations, background, and physi-
cal characteristics introduced important sources
of bias into the household interview.

In a 1929 pioneer study of interviewer effect
reported by Stuart Rice,5 it was found that
interviewers who were prohibitionists were
likely to ascribe the sad plight of destitute
respondents to the excesrive use of alcohol,
while socialist interviewers attributed indigency
of their respondents to generally bad economic
conditions.

The influence of interviewer expectations on
the interview process was demonstrated in 1942
by Stanton and Baker.6 Respondents were
shown 6 geometric designs and were later asked
in an interview to select from 12 designs the 6
which they had seen previously. The inter-



viewers were given inside information" about
which designs were originally shown to respond-
ents, but were purposely told the wrong six
designs. During the interview, the designs which
the interviewers thought were the correct ones
were identified more often than the designs
originally shown to the respondents

Another type of study demonstrated a less-
direct, but still powerful interviewer effect.
Katz7 found in 1942 that interviewers from
working-class backgrounds consistently obtained
more radical opinions, both social and political,

_ _

from respondents than did interviewers from the
middle class. Robinson and Rohde8 conducted a
study in 1946 on attitudes toward Jews in which
interviewers in one group were Jewish in appear-
ance and those in another group appeared to be
non-Semitic. The Jewish-appearing interviewers
obtained significantly fewer reports_ of anti-
Semitic attitudes than did the interviewers who
appeared to be non-Semitic.

Response Er or

In a household interview, a respondent can be
expected to provide information: (a) that per-
tains to items about which he is knowledgeable;
(b) that he can remember at the time of the
interview; and (c) that he is willing to report to
an interviewer. Underreporting or inaccuracies in
reporting on the part of a respondent may result
from lapses in any or all of these three cate-
gories.

Myers8 published data in 1940 from the 1930
decennial census that showed a suspicious
pattern of reported ages ending in zero (30, 40,
50, etc.). In the 1930's Twila Neely" found
that.one out of every nine families receiving city,
relief failed to report this fact. Perry and
Crossley11_, published data in 1950 showing that
a comparison of interviews with agency records
produced significant differences on such items as
voting arid registration, contributions to the
Commtnilty Chest, age, and ownership Of a

_library card.
Validity studies comparing data obtained,

from interviews with data obtained from objec-,
tive records show discrepancies between the two
sources Of ififormation for topics such as bank
accounts' 2 '1 3 ; airplane trips14 ; pediatric his-

tory' work history' and public
health. '4'17'113

One way to interpret underreporting on the
part of the respondent is to consider it a
consequence of poor memory. The disuse
theory, described by Thorndike18 in 1913 in
accordance with the findings in 1885 of Ebbing-
haus," suggests that events from the more
distant past are more likely to be forgotten than
are recent events. Thorndike assumed that the
sheer passage of time brings about a weakening
of the memory trace. Similarly, one could derive
from the Gestalt theory21.2 2 a prediction of the
high probability of the respondent to forget
events of low impact, particularly with the
passage of time.

There is, however, another theory of forget-
ting. According to McGeoch,2 3 who first ( 1932)
explicity stated the basic ideas of the modern
interferences theory later (1961) expounded by
Postman,24 forgetting does not occur in an
absolute sense. Information does not disappear
from memory but may be more difficult to
retrieve from storage because of competing
associations or interferences. Only the accessi-
bility of information declines, resulting in a
"lessening probability of retrieval from the
storehouse."28 This would indicate that under-

ireporting s a problem of retrieval, and that
reporting can be-- improved by manipulating
conditions that facilitate the recall- of informa-
tion.

Problems of Recall and Information Retrieval
There are-two critical stages for a respondent

who is asked to report information from mem-
ory. First, he has to search for and retrieve the
requested information from his memory; then
he has to transmit this information to an
interviewer. While performance may vary ac-
cording to the level of the respondent's general
motivatir,n or dedication to the role, it is useful
to think of recalling and reporting as two
specific variables that can affect the accuracy of
data. For example, underreporting may result
from failure of recall or from failure of com-
munication. An example of the latter case is the
tendency of the respondent to withhold
threatening or embarrassing information.28 A
fertile field for study is the type of underrePort-

13



mg that results from the failure of the cognitive
processes in searching for and retrieving informa-
tion from memory.

The three major activites of the interviewer
are: (a) question asking, (b) probing, and (3) giv-
ing feedback. If a question is not properly
worded, -the probability of obtainitrg accurate
data is low. A question that is improperly
worded, inserted out of context, or that conveys
to the respondent the type of answer the inter-
viewer wants can produce data that are biased.
Probing refers to repetition, or rephrasing of a
question or the addition of a new question to
obtain an adequate response when a previous
response has not been adequate. The problem of
introducing unwanted bias into the data through
probing is solved by distinguishing between
directive and nondirective probes. Interviewer
feedback consists oi evaluative statements that
the interviewer makes after the -respondent
answers a question. These statements may con-
sist of verbalizations indicating approval, atten-
tion, or understanding, varying from a simple
"Um-hmm," acknowledging the successful Com-
munication of an answer, to an elaborate rein-
forcement of the respondent's behavior.

Several classic experimental studies have
demonstrated that simple positive verbal rein-
forcement- can have marked effects on adult
performance. Taffe127 in 1955 gave his experi-
mental subjects a pack of 3-inch-by-5-inch cards
each containing a single verb In the simple past
tense as well as a list of six pronouns. He
instructed each subject to form- a sentence from
each card beginning with any of the pronouns
and using the verb. In the first part of the
session, during which the experimenter remained
silent, the subject showed a preference for using
each of the pronouns on the card. In the second
part of the session the task remained the same
for the_ subjects, but the experimenter said
"Um-hmm" or All right" whenever the subjects
used either the pronoun "I" or "we" in con-
structing a sentence. Consequently, the -ate of
using "I" or "wc" increased significantly during
the second part of the session.

Research by Greenspoon28 showed that ver-
bal reinforcement after a respondent mentioned
a plural noun in a free-association test increased
the rate at which plural nouns were named.

Another method of demonstrating the effects of
verbal reinforcement involves the occurrence of
certain kinds of behavior in a casual conversa-
tion setting. Verplanck" in 1955 was apparent-
ly the first to publish results from this type of
study. However, subsequent research38 indicates
that the conditioning effect obtained was prob-
ably due to several extraneous variables (pri-
marily experimenter, cheating, conscious or
unconscious) in using the procedures or report-
ing the data. More recently, Centers" has
successfully shown that with Kreat care, one can
obtain an increase in the rate with which a
person gives opinion statements in a conversa-
tion setting if such statements are reinforced by
another person.

In 1954 Kanfer and MeBrearty3 2 interviewed
32 female undergraduates about 4 predeter-
mined topics. During the first part of the
interview, in which the women were handed
cards designating four topics and asked to talk
about each, the experimenter remained silent.
During the second part of the session the
experimenter reinforced the respondent when-
ever she talked about a predetermined two of
the four possible topics.- Reinforcement con-
sisted of a posture of interest, including smiles,
and the phrases "1 see," "Um-hmm," and
"Yes." During the second phase of the experi-
ment the students spent more time talking about
the reinforced topics than about those that had
not been reinforced.

:

Bias Introduced Through Interviewer Feedback
The foregbing studies indicate that inter-

viewer feedback may have important effects on
the amount of- information reported, but they
reveal very little about how different kinds of
feedback procedures affect interview data.

Hildrum and Brown33 were the first investi-
gators to show systematically, in a survey
interview setting, that interviewer feedback can
produce response bias. Two groups of 10
Harvard University students were telephoned
and asked their opinions about Harvard Univeri-
sity's philosophy of general education. One
gn-oup was reinforced by the investigators (who
used the word "Good") each time a favorable
comment was made, and the other group was
reinforced after each unfavorable comment.



Responses of the group reinforced for positive
opinions were significantly more favorable to-
ward Harvard's philosophy of general education
than those of the group receiving reinforcement
for unfavorable comments. Interviewer feedback
applied in this systematic way produced a major
distortion in the overall attitude responses.

In 1957, Nuthman" asked two groups of
college students a series of questions about
themselves. In one group the experimenter said
"Good" when the respondent answered a ques-
tion in a way that indicated self-acceptance. The
other group was given no reinforcement.
Respondents who received reinforcement for
self-acceptance responses gave more answers of
this kind than did the group that was not
reinforced.

A. W. Staats and his -colleagues have done
several studies in this general area. In a 1962
study35 the experimenter said "Good," "Very
good," or "That's fine" whenever the respond-
ent scored in a positive direction on sociability

ms. Another group was given the same inter-
view but no reinforcement. Staats et al. found
that the group receiving the reinforcement
scored significantly higher on the sociability
scale than did the group not receiving reinforce-
ment. Studies by Singer3 6 and Insko3 7 followed

these general kinds of experir
obtained similar results.

Research Needs

One of the_ conclusions that can be drawn
from this background information on the inter-
view process is that research on the improve-
ment of reporting can fruitfully be devoted to
the .cause-and-effect relationship between the
occurrence of different kinds of behavior or
patterns of behavior and the validity of data
reported. The behavior that occurs during the
interview situation includes not only that of the
individual interviewer and respondent, but also
that involved in the interaction between the
two. Behavior may be motivated by controlled
interviewer feedback, techniques designed to
facilitate recall, verbal reinforcement, and an
effective interviewing instrument, namely, the
questionnaire.38.33

Obtaining good information in an interview is
not simply a matter of asking many questions.
More must be learned about the basic principles
of memory and retrieval in order to provide a
better understanding of the way in which
information is stored and to devise more effec-
tive ways of retrieving that information.

STUDIES;OF:,L,INPERREPORTING:i
----OF:HEWH -EVENTS IN THE HOUSEHOLD-INTERVIEW:-

This section summaxizes some major findings
of validity studies about the reporting of health
events and health-related behavior in the
household interview. It focuses primarily on
underreporting, since health events are more
likely to be underreported than overreported.
Estimates of the magnitude of bias in surveys
and calculations -of_ correction indexes for data
analysis are not Included in this discussibn, since
the studies show only underreporting bias, not
net bias.

The five major studies discussed here were
conducted fbr the National Center for Health
Statistics. Their focus was not on the inter-
viewer, but on the characteristics of the

respondents and their reporting patterns. Partic-
ular attention was also paid to the nature of the
information being reported. In five studies
similar questionnaires and comparable interview-
ing procedures were used, and the reports of
respondents were compared with independent
records assumed to be. valid. The studies arc
identified as follows:

HIP: a study of the Health Insurance P
of Greater New York, in which interview
reports were compared with medical
reco rds ;4

a SRC: Three studies1.1 7,18 conducted by
the Survey Research Center, in two of



which reports of hospitalizations were
compared with hospital discharge
records," '1 8 and a third in which reports
of physician visits were compared with
chnic records;1
SRI: a study carried out by the Stanford
Research Institute in which respondent
reports were checked against physician
records.4

Since the studies were designed to investigate
validity of reporting and were directed toward
problems of underreporting, they were based on
samples of records of presumed high accuracy.
Hospital discharge_ records, clinic records, and
physicians' records were used as sample frames:
Samples were usually weighted for certain
characteristics and in some cases certain types of
records- were omitted from the sample. (For
example, in the second SRC study of hospitali-
zation reporting,1 8 normal deliveries were
omitted and the sample was weighted with
hospitalizations of more than 3-months' dura-
tion.)

In each of these studies, interviewers were
given the family names_and addresses of the
respondents. Usually a dumniy sample was also
drawn from the phone book or city directory to
help disguise the aims of the study. Interviewers
were told that the study *as special, but were
not told its purpose. Formal inquiry conducted
after the studies were completed showed that in
no case had an interviewer guessed the study's
true purpose.

Interviewers were either experienced in the
Health Interview Survey of the National Health
Survey, or were given a 2-week intensive training
session. Standard interviewing techniques of the
Health Interview Survey were used in these
studies. While the questionnaires differed in
some ways, they were all essentially the same as
those used in the Health Inteniew Survey.

In four of the studies1 1 7 ,1 8 the usual
procedure of using proxy respondents was
followed. The interviewer personally questioned
all adults who were home at the time and used a
proxy respondent for all adults not present and

aA more recent report from
Statistics. Sales 2, No. 57.

study is Vital d Heal h

1 children. One study (S included only
self-respondents.

The analysis consisted of matching reports
from the interview with information contained
in the medical records. The first part of the
analysis involved an examination of the
relationship between the characteristics of the
health events investigated and the patterns of
underreporting. The second part of the analysis
was confined to the relationship between
characteristics of the respondents and patterns
of underreporting.

UNDERREPORTING AND CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF HEALTH EVENTS

Effect of Elapsed Time on Reporting

Investigators have long been aware of the
limited timespan ;over which a person gives
accurate reports. However, few studies have had
adequate data to demonstrate the extent to
which this phenomenon occurs.

Table lb demonstrates the decrease in
reporting of hospitalization that occurs as the

Table 1. Number of recorded hospital discharges and percent
not reported in interviews, by time elapsed between discharge
and intervitw: Survey Research Center

Ti e elapsed

1-10 weeks
11-20 weeks
21-30 weeks
31-40 weeks
41-50 weeks
51-53 weeks . . . . , . . .. . .

Souren: reference 17.

Percent
Recorded

not re-
discharges

ported

114
426
459
339
364

42

bMost tables ue based on events (hospitalizatiorw, visits to
physicians, chronic conditions), not on persons. The person with
two events thus has a wriest of two. For hospitalizations, 90
percent are single events, and thus persons and events tend to be
die same. For physician visits and chronic conditions, however,
the concentration is higher.

In tables from the same study, the number of cvents differs
omewhat. For clarity of presentation some irrelevant categories

("not wcertained,' for example) are omitted- The full report of
these studies gives complete data_



interval increases between the date of the event
=el the date of the interview. This appears to be
a typical "forgetting" curve in which failure to
report an event grows as time passes. The same
curves are evident for both male and female
respondents. The curve rises more slowly for
self-reports than for reports given by another
family member. Both SRC studies of hospitaliza-
ion17. I showed very similar patterns.

The HIP study4 also showed underreporting
of hospitalizations (table 2). The numbers arc
not stable because of the small sample, but the
rates of underreporting and the general pattern
are similar to those in the SRC studies.1 7.18

Table 2. Number of recorded hospital admissions and percent
not reported in interviews, by time elapsed between admis.
sion end Interview: Health Insurance Plan of Greater New
York

Recorded
admissions

Percent
not re
porte3

of underreporting for the second week preceding
the interview was twice that for the week
immediately preceding the inteniew.

Time etaps worded
visits

Percent
net: re-

1 week .
2 weeks .

........
. 2

6

n the SRI study on reporting of chronic
conditions,3 similar patterns of higher rates of
underreporting occurred with an increase in time
elapsed since the last clinic visit (table 3).

Table 3. Number of recorded chronic conditions end percent
not reported in interviews, by time elapsed between last
clinic visit and 'interview: Stanford Research institute

Lea than 1-2 months .

2-6 months
6-8 months
0-11 months
10-11 months

Time elapsed
Recorded
conditions

1.7 days . .. -

8-14 days
15-28 days
2Sk56 days

-84 days
12 days

-113-140 dales
141-168 days
169-224 days ....
225-280 days . . . . -
281-364 days . .

MB days or more . .

Source: reference 4.

The reader should consider that the interview-
ing took place over a period of rougldy 2
monthsfrom May 2 to July 6, 1958. If the
dates of hospitvl admsion are to be expressed
as approximate iraervals from date of hospital
admission to date of household interview, there
are overlaps in the classes, but rough equivalents

_are:

Date of admission to hospita Approximate interval to
household interview

Before July 1957
July-September 1957
Gctober-December 1957
January-March 1958
April-June 1958

months
onths

months
275 months

than 1-2

In the SRC study on visits to physicians,
respondents were asked to report visits over the
2-week perioa preceding the week in which the
interview took place. As shown below, the rate

116
218
440
683
674
513
476
356
372

1 232
1,078

71 ,

Source: reference 3.

Percent
not re-
ported

9
213

24
42
37
42
46
48
57

Similar data for the reporting of chronic
conditions for both checklist recognition ques-
tions and nonchecklist, free-response items from
the HIP study are shown in table 4.

Although the phenomenon of increase in
underreporting over time is evident for both
hospitalizations and chronic conditions, the
shapes of the curves differ. The curve__ for
hospitalization underreporting increases slowly
during the 6 months following the event, but
increases sharply beyond that period. The curve
for the underreporting of chronic conditions
rises rapidly during the first few weeks after the
visit to the clinic and thin flattens out after a



Table 4.. Percent of recorded chronic conditions, by checklist
status, which were not reported in household interviews, by
time elapsed between last clinic vhit and interview: Health
Insurunce Plan of Greater New York

Time elapsed

Percent not reported

Conditions
Conditions not on
n checklist

checklist
recognition recognition

list list

Less than 2 weeks
2 weeks-1 months
4 months or more

32
51

58
79
84

Source: reference 4.

few months. It is interesting to note that data
from a feasibility study conducted in Chester,
England; Smederevo, Yugoslavia; and Chitten-
den, Vt.411 showed that there were significantly
fewer visits to physicians reported for the
second week preceding the interview than for
the first week (see table 5). Similar data on the
underreporting of both medically attended and
nonmedically attended illnesses over a 4-week
reporting period were found in the California
Health Survey (see table 6).41-

Perhaps the bes': documented_phenomenon of
underreporting of health events as well as of a
wide variety of other types of events and
behaviors, is the decrease in- the reporting of
events as time elapses. This is characteristic of
studies of _consumer purchases, reports of
income, behavior of children as reported by
parents, and so forth. Some investigators have
hypothesized that this decrease in reporting is
not a result of forgetting but is due to the
tendency of the respondent to misplace the

Table 5. Percent distribution of reported physician visitS, by
week of occurrence reported in interview, in three selected
areas

Reported
occurrence

1Chester, Smederevo, Chittenden,
England Yugoslavia Vermont (U.S.)

Percent distribi_ion

Last week.
2 weeks ago 43

57 53

47

Source: reference 40.

57
43

Table 6, lllnewaS reported for a 4-week recall period expresset :
as a percentage of the number reported in the --;;;;;t week of
the recall period: California Health Survey,

Illnesses
with

Illnesses
without

Reported occurrence Total activity activity
of _illness illnesses restraints

or medical
attendance

restraints
or medical
attendance

s -_ k . . 100

Percent reported

2 weeks ago 60
3 weeks ago 40 68 28
4 weeks ago 39 66 ,

Source: reference 41.

event in time and recall it as being outside the
reference period. This explanation is especially
relevant to the sharp increase in underreporting
of events of the very last (earliest) weeks of the
reporting period. While these studies do not
provide a conclusive alswer, some of the
findings strongly suggest that misplacement in
time does not explain a significant amount of
underreporting.

In the SRC study of the reporting of
physician visits,1 respondents were asked to
report visits made during the 2 weeks preceding
the week of the interview. HoWever, the sample
was drawn to include personi who had had visits
within 4 weeks of the interview. If the
underreporting in this study were due to random
misplacement_ of the event in time, one would
expect compensatory overreporting of physician
visits from the third and fourth week to be
reported as having taken place in the first and
second week preceding the interview. This did
not occur. Telescoping into a more recent time
period accounted for only a small amount of the
reporting error. In one experimental study in
which the usual 12-month reporting period for
hospitalizations was lengthened to 18 months,
the data were compared to see whether known
events were inaccurately reported as having
occurred in the 12-18 months prior to the
interview. Tfus was not the case.

When respondents who did report their
hospitalizations were asked for the month of
discharge, 82 percent correctly stated the month
and only 3 percent were in error by more than 1

18



month in either direction. For those who
misplaced the mon th of the hospitalization there
was no predominant pattern of reporting the
event as having occurred ,earlier or later.
Furthermore, respondents were as accurate in
reporting the month of discharge for hospitaliza-
tions that occurred between 45 and 52 weeks
prior to the interview as they were in reporting
those of the most recent weeks. For visits to
physicians, over three-quarters of the reported
visits were accurately dated to within a day.

These findings present strong evidence that
the increase in underreporting as time elapses is
not primarily a function of the respondent's
inability to place the event in time. One must
look to other sources for an adequate
explanation.

Effect of Impact of the Event Upon
Reporting

Since early studies of memory, it has been
recognized that the greater the impact of the
event upon the person, the more readily it is
recalled. Impact is a term that is poorly defined
but generally refers to personal importance or
significance of the event. Psychologically, it
suggests that certain events occupy a greater part
of one's psychic life, having greater relevance
than other events for one's present life. In this
section some indexes of impact and their
relation to underreporting are examLned.

Both SRC studies of reporting of hospitaliza-
onsl 7,1 S clearly demonstrate that the longer

the duration of the hospitalization, the lower
the rate of underreporting. Table 7 shows the
results of one of these studies.

Table 7. Number of recorded hospital discharges and percent
not reported in interviews, by recorded duration of hospitali-
zation (excluding overreports): Survey Research Center

Recorded duration
of hospitalization

Recorded
discharges

1 day
2-4 days
5-7 days
8-1 4 day s
15-21 days .
22-30 days .
31 days or more

. 7 .
se

456
352
111

59
46

Percent
not re-
ported

26
14
10
10
5
2

According to the third SRC study,' the level
of underreporting of physician visits was lower
when two or more such visits had occurred
within the 2 weeks prior to the interview:

Recorded individual visits within 2
weeks prior to interview

ported

2
3 or more . .. ..... .

197
110
96

In the SRI study, a similar decrease in the
underreporting of chronic conditions was noted
as the number of clinic visits relating to the
condition increased (table 8).3

Table 9 demonstrates another index o
impact. Reporting of automobile accidents was

Table B. Number of recorded chronic conditions and percent
not reported in interviews, by number of individual visits to
clinic: Stanford Research Institute

Individual vi Recorded
conditions

Percent
not re-
ported

2 . . .. = -47
3 35
4 939 26
5 or more ... ..... 496 14

Source: reference

Table 9. Number of recorded automobile accidents, both
involving personal injury and not, and percent not reported
in interviews, by time elapsed between accident and Interview

Time elapsed

Less than
3 months .

months
6-9

months
942

months . .

Source: reference 17.

Accidents with no
personal injury

Recorded
numbers

Percent
not re-,
ported

Recorded
numbers _

71

141

71

Source: reference 42.

49 94



complete,-regardless of the interval since
the accident; if personal injury was involved."

Other evidence of the relationship between
mpact and reporting can be summarized briefly.

Hospitalizations that included surgical proce-
dures were more completely reported than those
not involving surgery. Conditions are more likely
to be reported if the respondent says he has pain
and discomfort, is limited in activity, takes
medicines or treatment, or is concerned about
his health.

Tables 10 (HIF) and 11 (SRC) show the
effects of both elapsed time and impact on
reporting. The cell totals for the chronic
conditions in table 10 are small and the results
show some instability, but the previously noted
pattern can be 'observed.

Table 10. Number of recorded service visits and percent of
nonchecklist chronic conditions not reported in interviews,
by time elapsed between last visit and Interview: Health
Insurance Plan of Greater New York

Recorded visits

Time elapsed
5-9

10 or
more

Less than 2 weeks .

2 weeks-4 months
4 months or more . . . .

Pe cent conditions not
repimed

70 71 25
83 79 60
89 85 59 19

Source: reference 4.

Table 11. Recorded duration of hospitalizations and percent of
discharges not reported in interviews, by time elapsed
between discharge and interview: Survey Research Center

Time elapsed

Duration of
hospitalizations

report. Furthermore, there is on in eractive
effect of impact and time elapsed between the
event and the interview. Neither of these
relationships is new or surprising; they conform
to earlier findings and to theory. What is
surprising is the rapidity with which the curve of
underreporting rises, especially for chronic
conditions, and the strong effect of impact on
mediating the effects of time on reporting.

Effect of Social and Personal Threat
Upon Reporting

Another factor that affects accuracy o
reporting is the level of threat or embarrassment
that the requested information ho!ds for the
respondent. Much research by social psycholo-
gists emphasizes the effectiveness of group
norms in bringing about and maintaining
approved behavior among group members. Also,
one's perceived self-image tends to censor
communications so that the image is maintained.
The study of hospitalization" has Some

2

findings on this issue.
A "threat scale" was created for the

hospitalization study. The diagnostic classifica-
tion was a 3-point scale which, in the judgment
of the researchers, described the -threat or
embarrassment involved with the diagnosis. All
diagnostic clusifications that, in the opinion of
the raters, would be very embarrassing or
threatening were placed in rank 1. Rank 3
included the groups judged neither embarrassing
nor threatening. Rank 2 contained a mixture of--
categories that were thought to be somewhat
threatening or that might be threatening to some
persons but not to others. Thus ranks 1 and 3
were kept as, pure as possible, arid rank 2 -
contained the uncertain categories. The results
of this threat scale, shown in table 12, indicate

Table 12. Number d hospitI discharges and percent
not reported in interviews- by diagnostic threat rating:
Survey Retearch Canter

iagnoztic threat rating
Percent
not re-

rted

These data suggest that impact level of the
event is clearly related to the adequacy of

Very threatening . .. = .

Somewhat threatening
Not threatening

235
421

1,164



recorded hospitalizations end percent not reported in interviews, by length
discharge and intemiew, and diagnostic threat rating: Survey Research Center

thy, time elapsed between

Len h of s ay and time elapsed since discharge
Recorded
hospitali-
zations

Diagnostic threat rating

ost
threatening

Somewhat
threatening

Least
threatening

ay o days

223

Percent

7

not

Discharged:
1-20 weeks ego
21-40 weeks ago 355 26 16
41-53 weeks ago 219 27 27

Stay of 5 days or more

Discharged:
1-20 weeks ago 0
21-40 weeks ago 2 5
41-63 weeks ago 273 22 17

Source: reference 17.

that highly threatening or embarrassing informa-
tion is reported significantly less often than is
nonthreatening information.

From table 13, which shows a three-way
effect of threat, impact, and time elapsed since
hospitalization, it can be seen that there is a
low-level relationship between the threat level
mid completeness of the case of most recent
events. For less recent hospitalizations the three
factors combine to produce marked differences.

By matching diagnoses from SRC interviews
with hospital records two sources of reporting
error were found: (a) complete failure to report
the hospitalization; and (b)_ reporting the
hospitalizations but misreporting the diagnoses.
A few diagnostic categories" showing extreme
differences between interview data and medical
records are examined in table 14. As predicted,
those with the lowest reporting levels contain a
lilgh proportion of probably threatening diag-
noses. There are, of course, reasons other than
embarrassment for not reporting a diagnosis
accurately; for example, the respondent may not
know the diagnosis. However, it is likely that the
differences between the two groups are due to
clifferences in threat rather than to other factors_

Undergi-aduates at The University of Michiga
were asked about their hypothetical willingness
to report each of a group of diagnostic

Table 14. Number of diagnoses reported in interviews and per-
cent of reported diagnoses compared with hospital records,
by selected grouped diagnoses: Survey Research Center

Benign end unspecified neoplasms
Infectious and parasitic diseases .
Ulcer of stomach and duodenum .
Diseases of the gall bladder . . .
Other digestive system conditions
Female breast and genital disorders
Diseases of nervous system and sense

organs
Mental and personality disorders .

Record
diagnos

Percent
reported

compared
with

hospital
records

87
23
36
46
72
52

47

+51
+45
+12
+10
37

67

Coded according to Manual of the Internatio al Statistical
Classification of Diseases, Injoris, and Cause4 Of Death, 1955
revision (World Health Organization,1957).

Source: reference 17.

conditions.2 6 In table 15 these data arc
compared with what respondents actually

_reported . in the HIP study. The diagnostic
categories that the students were most willing to
report were surprisingly,similar to those actually
reported best in the HIP study.



Table 15. Hypothetical willingness of students t0 report certain
medical conditions and percent of actual interview reports of
these conditions, by medical condition

Percent
willing

to report
(79 students)

Percent
valid

reports in
household
interview

(HIP)

More serious conditions:
Asthma . . -

Heart disease
Hernia . . . . . .

Malignant neoplasm
Mental disease
Genitourinary disease . .

s serious conditions:
Sinusitis
Indigestion
Hypertension . . . .

Varicose veins
Hemorrhoids

84
58
55
31

19
14

89
88
83
65
21

respondents' reporting behavior. Survey reports
are easily susceptible to serious biases in the
reporting of health events, and differential
reporting bias can result in misleading conclu-
sions. By understanding th problems involved
n underreporting and distortion, one can design
studies to improve reporting in the interview
survey.

UNDERREPORTING AND CHARACTERIS-
71 TICS OF RESPONDENTS60
54

25
22

41

46
42
38

Source: reference 26.

mmary

The data cited here present consistent
patterns of reporting; there is a predictable and
significant relationship between some character-
istics of the information sought and the

Table 16. Numbe

In the remainder of this section some
relationships between reporting and respondent
characteristics are analyzed. Are particular
respondents most likely to underreport health
events? If poor reporting is characteristic _of
some respondent groups, then the reasons for
differential reporting can be examined and
experiments can be designed to discover ways to
mprove reporting. The variables selected, for

study were those found to differentiate attitudes
and behaviors in other studies and which might,
therefore, be expected to show differences in
the reporting of health events.

Age of Respondent

Data in table 16 suggest that there is an age
effect in the reporting of hospitalizatiohs:

hospitalization, including and excluding deliveries, and percent not repo
type of respondent: Survey Research Center

n interviews, by age Cnd

Age of respondent
Rezorded
hospitali-
zations

Type of respondent

All
respond-

ants

Proxy
chil-

dren1

Proxy
adults

Self-
respond-

ents

All hospitalizations Percent not reported in intervie

18-34 years 792 i- 4
35-54 years 691 10 ll- 11
55 years and over 50 1_ 22 10

Hospitalizations excluding deliveries

18-34 years 7 12 .16 16
35-54 years .. . . .............. .... 11 1 12
55 years and Over 9 22 10

,I Defined by relationship to hew of the household, not by age.
Source: reference 17.

2 2
"--_ 11



younger respondents showed less underreport-
ing. The apparently large difference in reporting
hospitalizations for children (defined by rela-
tionship to the head of the household, not by
age) is not meaningful since the 35-to-54-year
age group reported so few.

Self-respondents tended to be predominantly
female and those who have proxy respondents
were predominantly male. Since the best
reporting was for younger self-respondents, it
was hypothesized that this superiority might
have been clue to the fact that hospitalizations
of these respondents might have been heavily
weighted with normal birth of babies, a category
almost perfectly reported. Deliveries accounted
fOr nearly one-quarter of all the hospitalizations
in this first SRC study.17 The lower part of
table 16 shows the underreporting exclusive of

_rmal deliveries.
The overall trend for increased underreporting

of hospitalizations with age disappeared when
deliveries were excluded. Self-respondents under
35 still showed superior reporting and adults
over 55 with proxy respondents showed less
accurate reporting. A second study' 8 of
hospitalization revealed similar age patterns:
younger self-respondents showed less under-
reporting and older persons with proxy respond-
ents more underreporting.

From the aurd SRC study,1 a high rate of
nonreporting of visits to physicians hy respond-
ents 55 years of age and over is shown below:

Age of respondent
Recorded

visits

Percent
not re-
ported

8-34 years 121 20
35-54 years ' 200 20
55-74 years 79 34

In the SRI study,3 in which all persons
reported for themselves, chronic conditions were
reported more accurately by older _respondents
(65 years and over) than by younger respond-
erits. This is true for both male and fern'ale
respondents (see table 17). A second study of
the reporting of chrOnic conditions (HIF)
confirms this pattern.4

These contrasts in response patterns suggest
that the p'toblerh of Underreporting is not one of
memory- which usually deteriorates with age.

Table 17. Percent of recorded chronic conditions not reported in
interviews, by age and sex of respondent: Stanford Research
Institute

Age of respondent
oth

sexes
le Female

Total, all ages

Percent

45

not repor

17-24 years 48 35 7
25-34 years 45
35-44 years 4 48 48
45-54 years 4 40 49
55-64 years 48 49 47
65-74 years 36 40 32
75-89 years 37 41 31

Source: reference 3.

The seriousness or impact of the condition, the
number of conditions, or the frequency of
physician visits may influence the reporting
level.

The SRI study demonstrated that the number
of visits made to physicians during the year was
highly correlated with the probability that a
known chronic conditiOn would be reported.3
The natu of the task is another factor which
may explain some of the demographic relation-
ships with differential reporting of hospitaliza-
tion and chronic conditions. For hospitaliza-
tions, the respondent was asked whether or not
any member of the family had been in the
hospital at any time during the past 12 months.
For conditions, the respondent was given a list
and asked whether or not he had had any of the
listed conditions at any time within the past 12
months. Since the conditions were chronic, the _

probability is high that if a respondent had had
any condition at any time during the past year,
he would still have hal it on the day of the
interview. Thus, where-bo'h questions appear to
ask for recall, the am age .z:lapsed timespan was
actually much longer kr hospitalizations than
for chronic conditions. This may explaih why
the data show 'a decreal_e in reporting . of
hospitalizations over the ycars, but no similar
effe-ct fOr the reporting of -r-hronie conditions.
While these patterns also reflect the effect's' of
other variables, it seems clear that a respondent's
age initself will be a predictor of whether or not
health events will be reported.



Sax of Respondent

It_ has been suggested by_ some investigators
chat illness is perceived as some sort of weakness
and is more appropriate to the female than to
the male role. Admitting to illness may threaten
a man's self-image and, therefore; he may
underreport illnesses.

Maintenance of the family health is perceived
the role of wife and mother. It can be argued,

then, that if one is to use a single respondent to
report about the family's health, the wife should
be chosen. (This assumes that illness of other
family members is not perceived by the woman
as a failure in her role performance, which
would lead to the prediction of greater
underreporting on her part.)

On the reporting of chronic conditions the
SRI study3 showed that males failed to report
44 percent of their own conditions, while
females failed to report 46 percent. Similarly, in
the HIP study,4 which compared male and
female respondents reporting for themselves or
for spouse and children, the reporting difference
never exceeded 2 percent.

Male and female respondents showed ahnost
no difference in their reporting of hospitaliza-
tions, reporting either about themselves or about
other adults or children in the family. Any slight
differences were in the direction opposite from
that predicted. Similarly, there was no differ-
ence between male and femOe reports of
physician visits in either the SRC or the HIP
study. In the HIP study, male and female-
respondents reported-as accurately for proxy
respondents as for themselves.

One should not make too many generaliza-
tions from these results. It must be remembered
that the interviewer queried all adults who were
at home when she called. A proxy respondent
reported for those not at home. Since
interviewers usually worked during the day, only
people at home during the day were likely to be
interviewed. The usual persons at home were
housewives, retired or unemployed men, or men
who were at home because of illness. The strong
possibility existed that these men would be
better reporters of health events both for
themselves and for others in the family than
males who were not interviewed, that is, those
who were neither retired nor sick.

Education of Respondent

Since it has been found in some research that
persons with more years of education are better
respondents, reporting patterns were examined
by educations! status. The first SRC study of
hospitali7ation showed an interesting pattern:
the best reporters were high school and college
graduates (table 18). The'Sicond hospital study
showed the same pattern for high school
graduates but the sample size was too small to
allow separate consideTation of college grad-
uates. Respondents who attended college but
did not graduate were poorer reporters than
were those in lower educational groups. Whether
this pattern is meaningful or is a chance
phenomenon is unknown. Onc could hypothe-
size that persons who were diligent enough to
complete successfully their college educations
may also be more diligent in fulfilling demands
of other tasks, and thus would be better
respondents. Neither study shows a particularly
strong tendency for higher educated respondents
to report more accurately than respondents with
less education.

Table 18. Number of recorded hospitalizations and percent not
reported in interviews, by education of vzspondenz: Survey
Research Center

Education of respondent
Recorded
hospitali-
zations

Percent
not re-
ported

Less than high school graduate
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate

646
180
155

13 _

7
15

Source: reference 17.

In the SRC study of repor mg physician
visit,:.1 the high school graduate group did not
show the same pattern As seen in table I9, the
college group showed much lower underreport-
ing than did other groups, but the sample was
not large enough to warrant any conclusion.

Table 20 shows the underreporting of chronic
conditions in the SRI study3 by educational
group. In this study education was reported for
the head of the household rather than for the
respOndent. in this table the pattern of superior
reporting with increased education is not
apparent. There is no indication here of less

2 4



Table 19. Number of recorded physician viiits and percent not
reported in interviews, by education of respondent: Survey
Research Center

Percent
not re-
ported

0-8 years . . . . . . . . . . .

1-3 years high school
4 years high school . .

1 year college or more

Source: reference 17.

121
132
113
33

. -
Table 20. Number of _recorded chronic conditions and percent

not reported in interviews, by education of head of house-
hold: Stanford Research Institute

Education of respondent Recorded
conditions

Percent
not re-
ported

Less than college

0 years
1-4 years
6-8 years
9-12 years

College

1-2 years
3-4 years ... .

5 years .. . j . .

2.608

2,040

40
51

41

43

851
640
549

47

Source: reference 3.

underreporting by high School and college
graduates as AVM found in the hospitalization
study.

The one conclusion from these SRI data is
that respondents with less than college-level
education reported more of their chronic
conditions than did those who attended college.
In contrast, the HIP study showed no consistent
pattern of reporting by educational level.

Data from these studies point to no definite
conclusion. One cannot generalize that respond-
ents with more education are better at overall
reporting tha_n are those with less education.
Why the patterns differ for the studies of
hospitalizations and doctor visits from those
found in the reporting of chronic conditions is
not apparent.

14

In 1965 Fowler" made an intensive analysis
of reporting by educational groups in the Health
Interview Survey.- Based on systematic observa-
tion of interviewer and respondent behavior he
concluded that less highly educated respondents
needed more help from the inteniewer to
perform adequately. They were less skilled at
the respondent role. There was also the
tendency for the Less educated to have less
information about the purpose of the survey and
what was being sought in the interview.
Interviewers tended to be more active in
interviews with less educated respondents,
helping them to perform more adequately.
Fowler considers that the effect of education
may be in the skill level it represents. However,
why respondents would show greater skill in
reporting hospitalizations than cluonic condi-
tions is unclear.

Family Income of Respondent

In other reseazch it has often been found that
family income level is a better predictor than
either age or education, since income frequently
reflects both these variables as well as additional
motivational components.

In the first SRC study, hospitalizations were
better reported as family income increased (see
table 21); in the second SRC study of
hospitalization reporting, the same pattern was
suggested. The reporting of visits to physicians
showed no such trend; although the best
reporters seemed to have annual family incomes
of $10,000 or more, the sample size was too
small to yield firm conclusions.

Table 21. Number of recorded hospitalizations and percent not
reported in interviews, by annual family income: Survey

=_.

-Research Center



In the SRI study on the reporting of chronic
conditions, the best reporters were in the lowest
income group, with no other pattern apparent
(see table 22). The ,HIP study of chronic
condition reporting als9-showed that persons in
families with annual incomes of less than $4,000
were the best reporters and here again, no other
pattern was observable. As with education,
differences in reporting by income groups are
not consistent among studies.

Table 22. Number of recorded chronic conditions and percen
not reported in interviews, by annual family income:
Stanford Research Institute

Percent
Recorded
conditions

not re-
ported

_Less than $3,000
S3,000-$4,999
$5,000-$6.999
$7,000-$9,999
$10,000 or more

Source: .referenee

46
48
46
47

Color of Respondent

The most consistent finding on characteristics
of respondents, one which shows up in three out
of the four studies, is that white respondents
reported significantly better than those of other
races (see table 23). This was true whether the
respondent was repotting for himself or for

Table 23. Percent of recorded hospitalizations, chronic condi-
tions, and physician visits not reported in interviews, by color
of respondent

Color of respondent

Hospitalize-
dons Chronic

condi-
tions
SR I3

Physi-
clan
visits
SRC
study

34

SRC
study

1

SRC
study

22

White
All °e .th

Percent not

10 16 I

16 27

reported

45
50

24
22

1Reference 17.
2Reference 18.

3Reference 3.
4 Reference 1.

other family -members. None of the studies
involved enough non-white respondents to

ipermit ntragroup analysis. One can only
hypothesize about the reasons for the finding.
On the surface the differences are too large to
reflect educational or income factors; rather,
they seem to reflect differences in behavior by
color.

A similar pattern clid not appear in. the SRC
study of visits to physicians. However, since the
sample for that study came from participants in
a voluntary health plan, respondents of colors
other than white who participated in that plan
would be expected to differ in several respects
from a random sample.

There is no ready explanation for these
reporting differences. It may be that the white
interviewer provokes suspicions in respondents
of other colors. It may be part of the present
cultural pattern for these respondents (especially
Negroes) to be unwilling to divulge information.
The answers await further experimentation.

Reporting for Self Versus Reporting for
Other Family Member

In the Health Interview Survey each person at
home when the interviewer calls is interviewed
for himself, and a "responsible selected adult"
reports for persons not at home and for children
under 17. As one might expect, the con,rilete-
ness of reporting depends about whom the
respondent is talking. It is ternpting, in terms of
time and cost, to use proxy respondents.
However, the 'data suggest that the practice has
some real dangers in terms of quality of
responses. -

Table 24, covering results of the first SRC
study of hospitalization reporting, shows clearly
that the more distant the relationship of the
respondent to the person about whom informa-
tion was being reported, the poorer the
reporting. The increase in underreporting about
children as compared with "self" or "spouse"
may be due to the nature of clildren's
hospitalizations, which are generally shorter and
involve less serious conditions than those of
adults. Data in table 25 front the HIP study on
reporting of chronic conditions show a similar
pattern of reporting for children.



Table 24. N mber of recorded hospitalizations and percent not
reported in interviews, by relationship of respondent to
sample person: Survey Research Center

Respondent relationship
to sample person

Recorded Percent
hospitali- not re-
=ions ported

Self-respondent
Spouse
Parent
Other relation ...

1,092 7

275 10
386 14

78 22

Source: reference 17.

Table 25. Percent of recorded conditions, by checklist status,
which were not reported in interviews, by relationship of
respondent to sample person: Health Insurance Plan of
Greater New York

Respondent relationship to
sample person

Percent not
reported

COndi.
tions
on

check-
list

Condi-
tions

not on
check-

list

Self-respondent . . ..... 57 79
Spouse 62 79
Parent 72 82
Other relation 68 72

Source: reference 4.

Reporting of visits to physicians1 was bette
for children than for self-respondents, and was
about the same for self-respondents and adults
with proxy respondents (table 26). The recall
period in this study was only 2 weeks long, and
an adult usually accompanied a child to the
office; these factors may have accounted for the
relatively good reporting of children's visits.c

cit methodoloecal investigation of the impact of the use of
proxy respondents in the Eletli Interview Survey, conducted
after the comple8on of this report is presented in Kovar, M. G.,
and Wright, R. A., "An Experiment With Alternate Respondent
Rules in the National Health Interview Survey,"-1973 Sacial
Statistics Section, Proceedings of the American Statistical
Association, pp.' 311-516, arid Kovar, M. G., and Wilson, R. W.
"Perceived Health StatusHow Good is Proxy Reporting," 1976
Social Statistics Section, Proceedings of the American Statistical
Association, Vol. II, pp. 495-500.

Table 26. Number of recorded physician visits and percent not
mooned in interviews, by relationship of respondent to
sample person: Survey Research Center

Respondent relationship
to sample person

Recorded
visits

Percent
not re-
ported

Self-respondent
Parent
Other relation .

Source: reference 17.

Conclusions

One cannot leave these findings on reporting
characteristics of respondents without atfempt-
ing some explanations. The general picture that
emerges from these data is that characteristics of
the respondent are not nearly as consistent, nor
as strong in their influence on underreporting, as

-are characteristics of the event.
One finds effects of age, education, and

income which are not strong, but which are
consistent in the reporting of hospitalizations.
The patterns also tend to be consistent for the
reporting of chronic conditions. The striking and
puzzling fact is the divergent nature of the
patternspersons with higher education, higher
income, and of lower ages are better reporters of
hospitalizations and poorer reporters of chronic
conditionsrAlthoughmanrof thedifferences
are not significant when viewed in isolation, the
total impression is that the differences are
meaningful and cannot merely be attributed to
random error.

It is likely that these patterns reflect the
effects of other variables, as has been hypothe-
sized here. The Lansing, Ginsberg, and Bratten
study' 2 of underreporting of cac+, loans from
loan companies shows a marked ir ullie effect,
with higher -income respondents being poor
reporters of their loans. This finding can be
understood in terms of soc. J acceptability.
Higher income people probably perceive making
loans at sinall loan offices as contrary to the
norms of their 'group. Weiss" found that
mothers in lower socioecononi;- groups a
more likely to report that their,- aildren were
forced to repeat a grade in school than are
mothers in higher socioeconomic groups. Again
the report may be made to be consistent with



behavior perceived as acceptable. Another
explanation may be that lower socioeconomic
groups have more sickness; therefore, it has
greater impact and is reported better. Hospitali-
zations, on the other hand, tend to be single
events and thus may be more difficult to recall.
That the task requirements are different in terms
of recall and motivation level are other tenable
hypotheses. Research is needed to explain these
phenomena.

In the studies presented here there is no
indication that special groups are characteristi-

cally poor reporters, with the exception of
persons of races other than white who are
sufficiently consistent in showing high under-
reporting to suggest that special research be
devoted to them.

The general con elusion from these studies is
that research on iurproving reporting can most
fruitfully be devoted to the nature of events and
the factors underlying the characteristics of
events. Problems of elapsed time, impact, and
threat or embarrassment appear to be the most
significant issues for research.

BEHAVIOR IN INTERVIEWS

Before effective theories about the cause-and-
effect sequences in the interview situation can
be developed, there must be accurate descrip-
tions and classifications of the material reported
in interviews. It is to help meet this need that
the Survey Research Center has continued
studies which describe the basic nature of the
verbal interaction between interviewer and
respondent. Since both SRC observation studies
discussed here are available in full report form,
this discussion will eliminate many of the
methodological details and concentrate on the
major findings and their possible implications.

HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
OBSERVATION STUDY

The first SRC observation study4 6 by
Cannell, Fowler, and. Marquis was carried out in
cooperation with the National Center for Health
Statistics.d Five kinds of measurements were
aken for each respondent:

a. I n f ormation about respondent demo-
graphic characteristics and family health in
the regular health interview;

b., A detailed account of the interviewer and
respondent behavior as recorded by a third
person observing the interview;

c. The interviewer's rating of the respondent
following each interview;

d. A reinterview with the respondent con-
ducted by a second interviewer within 2
days following the original health inter-
view; and

c. A staff interview with each health inter
viewer following the completion of her
assignment.

Complete data are available for 412 respond-
ents from a cross section sample of the area east
of the Mississippi (excluding the extreme
Northeast). About four-fifths of the respondents
were women, and about half of the respondents
had less than a high school education.
Experienced female interviewers employed by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census conducted the
health interviewing. Another group of women,
also employed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census,
carried out the behavior observation. The
reinterview with respondents was conducted by
a Survey Research Ce:,ter interviewer, rather
than the original health interviewer. The staff
interview with the health interviewer was also
conducted by a Survey Research Center
interviewer.

Health Interview Survey Data

The information that the respondent fur-
nished about his own health during the regular
health interview was used in this study to create
a dependent variable. The dependent variable

dA report of this study may bc obtained from the National
Center for Health Statistics, Vital and Health Statistics, MS
Pub. No. 1000-Scrics 2-No. 26.



was the number of chronic and acute conditions
the respondent reported for himself, with
adjustment for gross differences in actual
sickness which could be predicted from knowing
the respondent's age_ The previously cited full
report of the study details the rationale for the
choice of this particular dependent variable.
Evidence is presented which suggests that the
number of chronic and acute conditions the
respondent reports for himself is an indication
of the accuracy of other health data reported by
him.

Observation

During the health interview an observer
recorded what the interviewer and respondent
said and did. A wide range of behavior classified
in small segmmts of easily identifiable acts was
recorded for both interviewer and respondent.
In order to record different kinds of behavior,
the interview was divided into segments, each
containing a specific set of questions. For each
segment several particular kinds of behavior
were observed and recorded. In this way, a wide
variety of behavior could be recorded while the
task was kept within the observer's capabilities.

While the interviewer was still at the door, the
observer recorded such things as: the time of
day, how long the interviewer had to wait for
the respondent to open the door, what the
irifefir-iewer said aTih-Fintrodticed herself
the study, how many questions the respondent
asked, and who took what kind of initiative to
get the interview started. The observer also made
two ratings about how receptive the respondent
had been to this point in the interview. After the
actual interviewing started, the observer re-
corded the occurrence of different kinds of
behavior at different points in the interview.
Special attention was paid to irrelevant behavior
which departed from the task of asking and
answering the questions on the questionnaire.
Among the categories used to classify this
irrelevant behavior were: talking about the other
person (such as giving praise), asking irrelevant
questions, and giving suggestions. Conversation
about the respondent or his family, friends, etc.,
was -also considered irrelevant when it was not
directed to the specific question asked. Another
major category of irrelevant behavior was

humor, consisting of laughter, jokes, and other
means of relieving tension. The observer also
recorded the reaction which the other person
had to each instance of irrelevant behavior.
Reactions were rated on a 3-point scale, from
"very encouraging" to "very discouraging."
Throughout the interview the observer kept
track of the kinds of potential distractions
present (children, other adults, TV, radio

During three separate parts of the intertiew
the observer concentrated on the question-
answer interaction between the interviewer and
the respondent. Seven types of behavior were
recorded for the respondent:

a- Adequacy of answer;
b. Elaborateness of response;
c. Inadequacy of answer;
d. Need for clarification or repetition;
e. Checking with another person or with

records;
f. Reference to calendar; and
g. Doubt about the adequacy of an answer.

Five specific kinds of interviewer behavior
were also counted. They were:

a. Repeating the answer from the question-
naire;

b. Asking a question, not on the question-
nai re f--whi chdidnots ugges t---ananswer
(nondirective probe);

c. Asking a question, not from schedule,
which might have suggested a specific
answer, or asking respondent if she agreed
with a specific answer (directive probe);

d. Clarifying the meaning of the question; and
e. Suggesting that records, Calendar, or other

people be consulted.

Several other attempts were made to examine
different aspects of task-oriented behavior. In
one section the interviewer counted the number
of times the respondent paused before giving an
answer, the number of times the respondent
asked for clarification or elaborated on an
answer, and the number of times the interviewer
asked additional questions. During one particu-
larly difficult part of the interview, special
attention was given to the frequency with which



the respondent had to ask for help, to the
interviewer's behavior when the respondent
made such a request, and to the effort made by
the respondent during this difficalt part of the
interview. Between sections of the interview
where the observer recorded task-relevant
behavior, she recorded her impressions of the
respondent's reactions. For example, she rated
the respondent's attitude (enthusiastic, bored,
irritated), his understanding of the question, and
the smoothness of the interaction between
interviewer and respondent.

At the end of the interview the observer
recorded the length of time spent in conversa-
tion after the last question was asked and tried
to determine whether the interviewer or the
respondent was more willing to continue this
conversation. After the interview was com-
pleted, the observer filled out two pages of
ratings on thc respondent and recorded her own
impressions of the interview.

Interviewer Ratings of the Respondent

After the health interview, the interviewer
rated the respondent by describing her own
perceptions of respondent attitude and her own
attitude toward the respondent. The rating
scales used by the interviewer were similar to the
ones used by the observer at the end of each
health interview.

Reinterview With the Respondent

A major attempt was made to ascertain the
respondent's reactions to being interviewed by
conducting a second interview within 2 days
following the original health interview. The
questionnaire used in this reinterview focused on
the respondent's feelings and attitudes about the
interview and interviewer: his level of informa-
tion about surveys in general and this one in
particular, his motives for cooperating with the
interviewer, and his feelings about the questions
and about his role as a respondent. A special
attempt was made, using semiprojective tech-
niques, to uncover any negative feelings that the
respondent had about the original interview that
might be eifficult to express directly to another
interviewer.

Interview With the Health Interviewer

After all her observed interviews were
completed, each of the 35 health interviewers
was in turn interviewed by an SRC interviewer.
The health interviewer was questioned about her

udes toward her job, her feelings concerning
the interviewing of different kinds of respond-
ents, hcr reactions to specific aspects of her
work, and her reactions to the questions on the
health interview schedule.

Results

It was originally hypothesized that several
kinds of respondent psychological variables
would have a major effect on the quality of data
reported. Specifically, it was felt that reporting
accuracy would depend on the amount of
information which the respondent had about the
interview and its sponsors in combination with
the respondent's general attitudes, motivation
patterns, and particular perceptions of the
interview. It was expected that the information
level, attitude, motivation, and perception
characteristics of the respondent would also be
reflected in the behavior observed in the original
interview.

This attitude-based interpretation of the
causes of accurate and inaccurate reporting is
not new. Experience has been accumulated over

_man_y_years_Aboth_imim the psychological
laboratory and from the world of advertising
and marketing) which would enable the
researcher to design techniques to change
respondent attitudes, motivations, and percep-
tions and to supply information or correct
misinformation. Based on the assumption that

oor reporting was due to such variables as low
levels of information and inappropriate atti-
tudes, new studies were designed and testing was
started on some attitude- and information-level-
change techniques. However, as the main data
became available, it became clear that the
hypotheses concerning the causes of poor
reporting were unsupported. There was practi-
cally no correlation between the dependent
variable (a measure of reporting quality) and the
complex indexes of information level, attitudes,
motivation, and perception. (See Mueller,
Sehuessler, and Costner47 for further informa-
tion.) These cogniti% e variables were for the



most part also unrelated to behavior. Some of
these data are reproduced in table 27.

As more and more of the data were analyzed,
it became apparent that the actual behavior in

Table 27. Relationship of respondent cognitive variables to
reporting index and behavior indexes

C-ognitiva variables

Gamma coefficients of
association1

Reporting
index

Behavior index

Task-
oriented Irrelevant

General feelings
toward interview

Direct questions ,
Semiprojective ques-

tions

Citizen's duty . . .
Desire to talk
Personal benefit
Opportunity for a break

in routine
Concern about health

Stated reasons for nottrarmits.

-01

.03

.08
.05
.13

.08
.07

.01

.03

.02
.21

.14

.07

,12

the interview was the main variable that
correlated with the index of reporting quality.
Thus it appeared that if changes were to be
made in the accuracy with which respondents
furnished data about their health, behavior
patterns in the conduct of the interview would
have to be altered; some kinds of behavior might
be more conducive to good reporting than other
kinds. To test this, correlations were obtained
between the reporting index and the frequency
of various kinds of behavior which took place
during the interview. The preliminary results
suggested that the kinds of behavior normally
considered task oriented (asking for clarifica-
tion, giving elaborations upon answers, and
consulting records, on the part of the respond-
ent, and probing by the interviewer) were more
highly correlated with the dependent vatiable
thw the kinds of behavior which are considered
to be less relevant to task performance, such as
talking about self or joking. To illustrate, the
relationship between respondent behavior and
reporting3

,14 Respondent behavior index

.20
.20

Gamma,
reporting
index1

Teek-oriented . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Interpersonal . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Concern about time
Concern about the ques-

tions

Perceptions of the
respondent task

Interviewer wanted
exact answers ....

Interviewer wanted
verything to be

reported .........
Reason for collection

of information
(statistical

.01

.15

.18

.10

.22

.12

.07

.13

.02

1None of the coefficients of association is significantly
different from :far o at the 5-percent level. Gamma Is a

nonparametric measure of association based on rank order that
ranges from 1 to +1. Near zero, it indicates little association
between the variables being tested. For further information see
reference 47.

1Both coefficients are significantly different from zero (p

Further investigation revealed, however, that
the frequency with which any one category of
behavior occurred in the interview was highly
correlated with the frequency with which any
other kind of behavior occurred. Thus it was not
found that some interviews were predominantly
task oriented and others predominantly inter-
personally oriented. What was found was a
general behavior activity level characterizing a
particular interview. The higher the behavior
level (the more frequently each kind of behavior
occurred for both interviewer and respondent),
the 1-4her the score on the reporting index.

Since it was impossible to determine which of
the behavior categories, if any, determined this
general activity level, it appeared logical to
ascertain who was responsible for setting the
activity levels. Since the data are correlational, it



is difficult to determine directly whether the
respondent or the interviewer had major
responsibility for determining the amount or
level of tehavior in the interview. However, it
was determined that interviewers themselves did
not have 'a characteristic behavior level for all
interviews. The data also indicated that there
was an extremely high correlation between the
level of behavior of the interviewer and the level
of behavior of the respondent:

Interviewer behavior index

Respondent be-
havior index1

Task-oriented
Interpersonal

o h
zero to < .05).

cients are signi icantly different from

Thus it appeared that the amount of behavior in
the intemiew tended toward some sort of
balance. If the interviewer engaged in a high
level of behavior, so did the respondent, and vice
versa. It was also noted that the balance was
most likely to occur when the behavior levels of
the intei-%iewer and respondent were either
especially high or especially low. A special
statistical treatment of the behavior index data
which shows the high probability of ba-;ance at
extreme-behavior-levels-is-given-in-the original
research report by Cannell, FLiMer, and
Marquis," pp. 26-27.

The major conclusion from this observation
study was that the original hypotheses about the
effects of such variables as information and
attitudes on the quality of reporting were
probably wrong. The major causes of good and
bad reporting are probably to be found within
the interview itself, particularly in the behavior
of the participants. It was unclear which
variables determined the behavior of partici-
pants. The interviewer could be responsible for
setting the behavior level, the respondent could
have primary responsibility, both could share
equal responsibility, or the behavior level could
be determined by some other variable or
variables. The data led to speculation on a
procedure referred to as a "cue search" model of
interview interaction. It may be that the

household interview is a rather unique experi-
ence for the respondent and that he really does
not have a set of predetermined behavior
patterns for it. The newness of the interview
situation might mke it difficult to generalize his
associated feelings, attitudes, and expectations.
The respondent must look to the interviewer or
to some other source for cues about expected
behavior. On the other hand, the interviewer
may be in somewhat the same situation. She has
learned from experience that respondents are
different: some will enjoy the interview and
others will be annoyed by it, some will have
trouble with certain sections of the question-
naire while others will not. Therefore, the
interviewer will be attentive to subtle cues from
the respondent to help her arrive at a strategy
for dealing with each particular interview.

This hypothesis implies that both interviewer
and respondent search for cues from each other
about appropriate kinds of behavior. This
cue-searching process could account for the
strong tendency of interviewer and respondent
to behave at the same level of activity in the
interview. This heavy reliance on cues from the
other person to set the behavior pattern may
also account for the fact that cognitive
orientations measured in this study were not
predictive of behavior or reporting level. In
addition, the reciprocal cue-searching process
may explain why this research did not determine
whether-one person-sets-the-behavior-activity
level and the other follows.

Subsequent research has shown that changing
the characteristics of interviewer behavior can
have marked effects on both the amount and the
accuracy of health data reported by respond-
ents. These studies, while quite limited, support
the general interpretation of the findings of the
first observation study: namely, that changes in
response accuracy are most likely to be achieved
by changing the hiteraction process in the
interview itself. -These studies also show that
changes in interviewer behavior will often be
accompanied by changes in both respondent
behavior and reporting accuracy. They do not
rule out the possibility that data accuracy may
be significantly affected by the respondent and
other sources of variation, but they show that
the interviewer can have at least some beneficial
effect independent of other possible influences.



URBAN EMPLOYMENT SURVEY
BEHAVIOR INTERACTION STUDY

With the cooperation of the U.S. Department
of Labor, Urban Employment Survey, the
Survey Research Center conducted another
study2 of the behavior of the interviewer and
respondent in the household interview. This
study by Marquis and Cannell differed in a
number of ways from the observation study
described above. Data on the verbal behavior of
the interviewer and respondent were obtained
through a tape recording of the interview rather
than through the recording of impressions by a
third-person observer. The tape-recording proce-
dure substantially reduces data collection costs
and allows a much more detailed and refined
coding of the verbal behavior that occurs during
the interview.

In this study, a cross-sectional sample of 181
employed male respondents residing within the
city limits of Detroit were interviewed. There
were four interviewersall of whom were white,
female, middle-aged, and residents of the
suburbs.

New Coding Scheme

The study employed a revised coding, scheme
for interviewer and respondent IcrbaI behavior.
The coding scheme omitted all nonverbal
behavior. It also included more code categories
-for--task-relatedbehavionseveralcategories
reflected the way in which the question was
asked, and more detailed codes recorded the
way the respondent answered questions. Because
of the research on the effects of interviewer
reinforcement which had taken place between
the first and second observation studies, a code
for interviewer feedback and respondent feed-
back was included in the new scheme. Several
codes dealing with irrelevant conversation were
deleted since they had not proved useful in the
previous study. A summary of the new coding
scheme is presented in table 28. Additional
items derived from more recent studies end the
table.

Main Findings _

Behavior balance.One of the main findings
from the original observation study was that the

behavior of .he interviewer and the respondent
was best described in terms of a "balance"
model. That is, if one person was engaging in a
great deal of behavior, so was the other. This is
in contrast to another pattern which might be
expected: namely, that a low level of respondent
behavior would be compensated for by a high
level of interviewer behavior, and conversely, a
high level of respondent behavior would be
accompanied by a low level of interviewer
behavior. In this second observation study it was
possible to control, both in the questionnaire
design and in the statistical treatment of the
data, the number of questions asked over the
entire interview. Thus it was possible to
compute an index of interviewer behavior level
and respondent behavior level per question. The
ability to control the number of questions made
it possible to remove one source of variation
which might have accounted for the behavior
balance phenomenon observed in the first
observation study. The correlation coefficient
between the amount of interview behavior per
question and the amount of respondent behavior
per question was .77. This demonstrates again
the strong interdependence of interviewer and
respondent behavior during the interview. It also
indicates that the variables or parameters which
have a causal effect on reporting quality are
probably to be found in the behavior interaction
within the interview rather than in the personal
characteristics (e.g., attitudes) of either of the
participants.

Question asking and probing.Because of the
expanded coding scheme and because the
interactions were tape recorded rather than
coded during the interview, the second study
provided a much more detailed description of
the kinds of verbal behavior that occurred
during the interview. The descriptive data
confirmed that those interviewing procedures
for which the interviewers were trained, such as
question asking and probing, were carried out
effectively in accordance with accepted proce-
dures. Interviewers asked the question in the
correct manner more than 90 percent of the
time. Respondents gave many answers which did
not meet the objectives of the question, and
interviewers used many probes in attempts to
get adequate information. The probes used were
generally nondirective; that is, they did not



Table 28. Summary of revised coding scheme for interviewer and respondent verbal behavior used in the urban employment su
behavior interaction study

Code item Description

Correct question

Inca elm question

Inappropriate question

Incorrect question ..

Repast question

Omitted question

Skip part

Nondirective probal

on previously

Directive probel

Gives clarification. . ......

Volunteers information

Interviewer behavior

Question asked essentially as written on the questionnaire

Part of a question correct as far as it goes

Question that was asked but should have been skipped due to a skip pattern

Question in which meaningful wordisi helve been altered or omitted

Question thin has already been asked and 's asked correctly again

Question omitted by mistake, contrary to the questionnaire instructions, and for which the
relevant information has not bean obtained by means Of a preceding question

Question omitted because sufficient information to coda an adequate response has previously
been volunteered by the respondent in answer to a prior question

Question omitted because of skip pattern prescribed by the questionnaire instructions

A probe that neither suggests a specific answer or class of answers nor restricts the frame of
reference of the original question

A probe that suggests possible responses or implies that some answers are more
than others. It restricu the frame of reference of the original question.

Gives clarification upon request of the respondent regardless of whether the information SOP-
plied is correct or Incorrect. Includes also rephrasing or explanations of questions.

Volunteers Infor ition relevant to the topic of the question or interview. Includes transitiOn
statements.

Adequate answer

Lane enswe

Don't know an e

Refuses answer

Other -answer

Respondent behavior

An adequate response to a correctly asked question that meets the objectives of the question
as stated in the Interviewer's Manual. Incorrect clarification does not rule out the occur.
ranee of an adequate answer. May also occur as the result of a probe, provided the response
meets the question objective.

An inadequate response to a properly asked question that does not meat
tives as stated in the Interviewer's Manual

ion objee-

Response to a correct question that indicates that the respondent does not know, only If no
followed by an attempt to answer the question

Verbal refusal to answer question

Response Ito an incomplete or Incorrect question or a response
meet the question objective

ElaboratiOn

prObel that does nOt

Gives reason fore response or supplies More inform
and Is relevant to the question topic

ion that required for en adequate answer__

Requests clarification of a question or question objective



Table 28. Sum ary of revised coding scheme for interviewer and respondent verbal behavior used in the urban employment survey
behavior interaction studyCon.

Feedbacic

n oing feedback. . .

Repeats answer .

lrrJevant conversation . .

Gives suggestion .. . . .

Polite behavior .

Interruption

Laugh

Other

Extraneous interaction

Modified question

Alternatives incomplete

Infers answer

"Anything else" probe

Invents task-oriented question

Additional response

Closure

Simultaneous answer . .

Behavior that indicates attention, approval, understanding, or how well the other person is
doing, only if not a response to a question or a probe (excluding "Thank you")

Ongoing feedback that indicates attention, approval, understanding, or a desire to interrupt
while the other is talking without successfully interrupting the speech of the other person

Repetition of response either exactly or as e summary, or utilization of previous respon
transition to a new topic or for asking a question or a probe

Statements unrelated to the question or general field of the inquiry. Generally rapport-
building or personal rather than taskriented behaviors.

Suggests new kind of behavior that will enhance, interrupt, or resume task behavior

Polite behavior or socially expected courtesies not specifically related to task and not in-
cluded in the printed question on the questionnaire (e.g., "Please," 'Thank you")

Successful interruption. The other person must stop talking. Blocks can't occur at the and of
a sentence or at a pause which might be considered the end of a question.

Audible laugh, chuckle, or snicker that may indicate humor, teneon, or ridicule

Any significant behavior not elsewhere coded or unintelligible verbal behavior

Interaction of either interviewer or respondent with a third person during the interview

ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES2

Interviewer behavior

Question worded essentially-as written but with unimportant modifications

Fails to read all or some of response alternatives because interrupted by respondent

Omits question because interviewer can infer the answer even tough it has never been stet
explicitly by respondent

Special case of nondirective probe

Invents new question to gain or confirm in ormation necessary to follow skip instructions

Respondent behavior

Given for each adequate answer beyond the first one for open-ended questions

Respondent indicate information to give on open-ended question

Respondent answers while interviewer is talking

1A probe is a question or statement used by the inte iewer to elicit further information. ft is a creation of the interviewer and
not on the questionnaire.

2Additional categories have been derived from more recent studies.
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suggest to the respondent any particular
answers. This kind of probing, according to the
theory, helps to avoid the introduction of
interviewer bias. Furthermore, the data suggest
that the probing theory, with its emphasis on
nondirective as opposed to directive probing, is
correct. In this study interviewers were much
more successful in getting adequate answers
after nondirective probes than after directive
probes. These results are tentative however,
since it is possible that interviewers used
nondirective probes when they expected that
the respondent would have no trouble in giving
an adequate answer and used directive probes
only when they anticipated a great deal of
difficulty in getting an adequate answer. Natural
observation studies of this type are subject to
this limitation on inference. Experimental
studies are needed for a more refined analysis of
the actual cause-and-effect relationships.

Feedback and nonprogramed behavior.
Another major finding from these data is that a
large proportion of interviewer and respondent
behavior is nonprogramed behavior. That is,
much that goes on during a household interview
is not considered in typical interviewer training.
Two sets of data illustrate this point.

One discovery was that interviewer feedback,
the interviewer's verbal reaction to the respond-
ent's answer (such as "O.K.," "I see," "Good,"),
occurs very frequently. In fact, in this study
interviewer feedback accounted for about 23
percent of alnnterve behaviOr coda. The
effect which interviewer feedback may have on
the accuracy of these data is discussed in detail
in the section "Use of Feedback To Increase
Accuracy," of this report. These observational
data indicate that feedback is very frequent and
is probably used in a way that is nonproductive,
or even counterproductive, of good data.
Specifically, the data indicate that positive
feedback statements occurred just as frequently
after inadequate answers as after adequate
answers. Most surprising was the finding that
positive feedback statements were used over half
the time when the respondent refused to answer

. .
ia question. The probability of the nterviewer

using a feedback statement after nine different
kinds of respondent behavior is shown in table
29.

Table 29. Probability of interviewer feedback following respond,
ent behavior, by category of respondent behavior

Category of reçpondent behavior

Adequate answer

Probabil-
ity that
inter-

viewer
eedback
follows

.28
Inadequate answer .14
Don't know" answer .18

Refusal to answer .55
Other answer .34
Elaboration .30
Repeats answer .32
Gives suggestion 33
Other behavior (not classified elsewhere)

The significance of the pattern of feedback
use demonstrated in this study is not entirely
clear, but results from this and other studies lead
to some hypotheses. In another section of this
report several experimental studies are described
in which different ways of using positive feed-
back statements were tested (see "Use of
Feedback in a Nonexperimental Interview
this report). These studies show that if
positive feedback statements w,ere used by the
interviewer only after the respondent has given
ari adequate answer, more accurate data were
reported than when no feedback statements
were used. The data in table 29 indicate thaLthe_
interviewers used feedback in a random fashion
or when they felt some tension was developing
or about to develop. Neither the effects of
random feedback contingencies nor of tension-
reduction contingencies have been evaluated in
the household interview setting. An educated
guess at this point is that these strategies are less
productive of accurate reporting than the usual
laboratory strategy which provides verbal
reinforcement only after desired respondent
behavior. Further research is planned in this
area.

Another technique for determining if there is
more to the personal interview than asking
questions and giving answers is to divide the
behavior data into two parts: (a) the average
amount of behavior needed to get an adequate
answer to a question, and (b) the average
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amount of behavior wlvich occurs after an
adequate answer and before the next question.
Data in this study show that, on the average,
one-third of all behavior occurred after an
adequate answer uid before the beginning of the
next question. Computer programs are being
modified to explore in greater detail the kind of
behavior that takes place after an adequate
answer. Although these results are not yet
available, it is possible that this "extra" behavior
may represent a large potential either for bias in
the data or for cues which lead to even more
accurate information.

E ect of type of question on behav onThe
behavioral data from this study make it possible
to explore how different kinds of questions
result in different kinds of behavior patterns. In
his doctoral thesis, Thomas deKoning4 8
classified questions on two independent dimen-
sions: open-closed and fact-attitude. An open
question was defined as any question to which
the respondent must formulate his own answer,
while a closed question was defined as one to
which the respondent might either anwer "Yes"
or "No," or respond according to the alterna-
tives supplied in the question. DeKoning's
closed question was similar to what others call a
forced-choice question. The dependent variable
was the average number of behavior codes
assigned per question. Results which are
summarized in table 30 indicate that, as might
be expected, them was more behavior recorded

--for-operiqueitiOns Wan for cIöd quesiions.
When these data are split into specific behavior
categories, it appears that interviewers probe
about three times as often and provide about
twice as much feedback for open as compared
with closed questions. On the other hand, the
respondent is about six times as likely to give an
=acceptable answer to an open question as to a
closed question. This pattern of results suggests
that open questions present the respondent with
more difficulty in meeting the objectives of the
question. This conclusion is supported by data
presented by "Question Length and Reporting
Behavior," in another section of this report, and
by the' results of an experimental study by
Mushall, Marquis, and Oskamp49. Open ques-
tions require the respondent to retrieve informa-
tion from memory with a minimum of
stimulating cues. On the other hand, closed
questions involve only recognition memory.

Table 30. Rate of recorded behavior for open and closed ques-
tions, by type of behavior

Type of behavior

ate
havior per
question

Open
ques-
tions

Closed
es-

lions

Interviewer behavior

Total 3.57 I 2.13

Correct question 0.91 0.91
Probing 1.05 0.32
Feedback 0.86 0.46
Other behavior 0.75 0.44

Respondent behavior

Total ........ . .. 2.76

Adequate answer .......
Unacceptable answer Iinadequate, don'
know, refusal) ........ .. . . . .36

Other answer . .63
Elaboration ....... .39
Other behavior .37

That is, all the respondent is required to do in
response to a closed question is to decide
whether the stated characteristic_isiruc_or_false,_
good or bad. While such questions do have_
advantages of clarity and case of recall, it is
often necessary to ask many of them in order to
cover the same material as is coveted by one
open-ended question.

DelConing48 also showed that there is a
higher behavioral level in getting an answer to an
attitude question than .to a question of fact.
However, the differences are not quite so large
as for open and closed questions. For attitude
questions interviewers are more likely to probe,
to give feedback, and to engage in irrelevant
behavior and laughter than for fact questions.
Respondents are more likely to give unaccepta-
ble answers, to ask for clarification, and to
elaborate upon their answers when responding
to attitude questions. These data suggest that
attitude questi6ns are somewhat more difficult
and cumbersome to handle than are fact
questions, but this difference is small and may



be due to other variables confounded with the
attitude-fact distinction.

Diagiosing specific question problems.-One
of the intriguing motives for using the behavior
coding technique is to arrive at a systematic
evaluation of the adequacy of specific questions
as they appear on the interview schedule_ This
kind of evaluation procedure may be very useful
in the pretest phase of questionnaire construc-
tion. Social science strives to be a scientific
discipline, but the procedures used by social
scientists to develop and validate questions and
questionnaires are generally crude. One usually
sends a group of interviewers into the field with
the questionnaire developed in the office. There
is then a meeting (or series of meetings) during
which interviewers and the researcher discuss the
questionnaire. One hears familiar statements
such as "This question seems to work well," or
"This question seems to do what we want it to
because we have the distribution of responses."
The interviewer might say, "I don't think the
respondents really understood this question," or
"This question irritates people." It is on the
basis of such highly subjective evaluations that
questionnaires are jr,loped.

In preliminary work done -r7- tile U.S.
Department of Labor, are biaN!or-codir:
method has shown conside..: promise for
evaluating some aspects .ri ,:test ;:iterviewing.

There seem to be ie :A problems
with questions: (a) tho:e atiributable to the
interviewer, (b) those '-lickt T-eti4 -Crrevon-dent
difficulty, such as failure to understand the
questio:i or trouble in recalling information, and
(e) problems caused by the questions them-
selves, such as poor syntax, "skip" instrrietions
that are difficult to follow, or ohs r. are
placement on the interview schethoe A
small-scale attempt was made to trace que5
problems to one or more of these sourc,,:s
using a small number of the codes obtained in
the behavior observation study.

For example, those questions that were asked
incorrectly by the interviewers at least 15
percent of the time were identified. A question
was coded as "incorrectly asked" if important
words or phrases were changed or omitted.'" The

eMore s ringent criteria were 115C.; She last section o
questiormaire which contained mosey idc questions.

list of incorrectly asked questions revealed
several items which contained parenthetical
phrases, others wi-uch contained difficult syntax,
and still others which were extremely cumber-
some to handle in verbal form. The first set of
questions pointed to the fact that during
training, interviewers had been given incon-
sistent rules about handling parenthetical
phrases. The second group of questions,
containing awkward syntax, pointed to a
problem that has been overlooked by many
questionnaire designers: When questions are
extremely long and complex, respondents often
interrupt at the end of a clause to answer
without allowing the interviewer to finish the
question.

Another set of 39 questions was identified as
having been answered inadequately more than
14 percent of the time even though they were
asked correctly. From this list there appeared to
be two reasons why a question would receive an
inadequate answer code a high percentage of the
time: (a) the respondent was unable to answer
because the required information was not easily
accessible from memory, and (b) the interviewer
could not discriminate between an adequate and
inadequate answer, and therefore mistakenly
accepted the inadequate answer as meeting the
objective of the question.

Another analysis of question problems was
tried in which two kinds of interviewer omission
codes were combined to show different kinds of
questiön-probrehis. TM:logic 01 tliat-Wilysicir-
as follows:,

Nature of problem

Interviewer error
Questionnaire redundancy
Skip pattern or format problem
No problem . ..

Code (N)1

H igh

H igh

Low
Low

Code (.12

High
Low
High
Low

1Code N indicates a question was omitted because the answer
was already given.

2Code indicates that the question was omitted by mistake.

NOTES: "High" indicates the question was omitted 10 per-
cent of the time or more.

-Low" indicates the ques inn was omitted less than-10 per-
cent of the time.

he There
omitted

c 27 questions identified as being
times, either because of error or

- 27



because the interviewer thought the answer had
already been given. The data suggest that
Omission problems Hke these might be overcome
if interviewers received better instruction as to
what constitutes an adequate answer. Thirteen
questions were identified as belonging to group
three, questions which were omitted often by
mistake but were not skipped because an answer
had already been obtained. This finding also
suggests the need for better irn..-:rviewer training
since these questions are often skipped because
the interviewers assume they have been an-
swered adequately through previous questions
when indeed they have not.

On the other hand, better interviewer training
concerning the objectives of each question may
not entirely solve the omission problem. Other
data indicate that omission rates are above 10
percent only when a question is to be asked of a
subsample of respondents. Questions which
must be asked of all respondents are almost
never subject to high omission rates. Of the 71
questions in this interview which were to bc
asked of all respondents, only 1 was omitted
more than 10 percent of the time, while.pf the
102 questions to be asked of subsamples of
respondents, 55 (54 percent) were skipped more
than 10 percent of the time, either by mistake
or because an adequate answer had already been
obtained. Thus, omission problems may be
traced to skip instructions and other subsam

ues. While these _procedures are
often necessary,_ the questionnaire designer
should be aware of the potential for interviewer
omission error whenever subsampling techniques
are used. The subsampling omission bias may be
especially acute in an interview such as the one
tested, in which skip patterns occur frequently.

Other procedures to identify question prob-
lems have been or will be tried. The possibility
of obtaining systematic data on question
problems in the pretest phase of a survey study
remains intriguing. Much work is still to be done
in devising procedures relating to question
design. The Survey Research Center methodol-
ogy program is working to develop additional
kinds of logical analysis of question problems, as
well as to reduce the cost and time involved in
obtaining such data. When some of these latter
problems are solved, other survey research

agencies should be encouraged to experiment
with these appropriate procedures. There are
enough experimental and observation studies
now in the literature to indicate that question
variables such as structure and content are
important determinants of data accuracy in
survey interviews. While many factors may
potentially affect data accuracy, the question
variables probably have a much greater potential
effect on overall accuracy and completeness
than does any other single class of variables. A
thorough understanding of how question con-
struction and question content affect data
accuracy should do a great deal to advance the
usefulness of the survey interview for research
purposes.

Effect of respondent age and race on
behavior.Social scientists and those responsible
for the conduct of cross-sectional sample surveys
often hypothesize that the demographic charac-
teristics of the interviewer and the respondent,
such as age, race, education, and income, will
have some effect on survey data accuracy. For
example, earlier research has shown that white
respondents are reluctant to admit prejudice
toward blacks when the interviewer is black.
Such results are interpreted as being reasonable
in terms of cultural norms concerning prejudice.

The question remains, however, whether the
results of these studies are applicable to the
reporting of all information in all survey
interviews. For example there is, evidence to
suggest that the accuracy of data obtained about
such things as physician visits or financial facts
does not differ by race of respondent. This
second SRC observation study included an
experimental design which provided for the
investigation of interaction patterns by respond-
ent age and race. White middle-class female
interviewers interviewed employed male re-
spondents. There were four experimental groups
of respondents: (a) white, 18-34 years (N=47);
(b) black, 18-34 years (N=-44); (c) white, 35 64
years (N=43); and (d) black, 35-64 years
(N=47).

With respect to the effect of age on behavior
during the interview, the data confirm the
results of the first observation study. Older
respondents were much more likely to engage in
a large amount and wide variety of behavior



during the interview. The proportion of their
behavior devoted to good task performance was
much lower than that of younger respondents.
In addition, when interviewing older respond-
ents, the interviewers displayed high frequencies
of a variety of behavior. Thus, an interview with
a younger respondent was quite different from
an interview with an older respondent. The
former appeared to be task oriented while the
latter was characterized by a great deal of extra
behavior which may have resulted in keeping the
interaction at a relatively tension-free level.

The effects of respondent race on the kind of
behavior shown in the interview were not clear.
Two attempts have been made to analyze and
explain these data,2 '4 8 and both produced a
somewhat similar set of- inferences based for the
most part on nonsignificant statistical trends.
The oveniding conclusion is that when age was
controlled, the effect of respondent race on the
kind of behavior in an interview was not marked
for the kind of information contained in the
interview. However, the data do suggest that if
there was a race effect, it was in the areas of
interviewer probing behavior and respondent
inadequate answering behavior. Although the
differences were not always statistically signifi-
cant, it appeared that the proportion of
inadequate answers (answers which normally
require probing) was higher among black than
among white respondents, and that interviewers
probed_rnore_with_black_thanwith_whit
respondents. Also, black respondents tended to
give more "don't know" answers, repeat more of
their answers, and ask for clarification more
frequently than did their white counterparts.
These racial differences are very small but may
indicate slight differences in difficulty with the
questions. The pattern viewed as a whole does
not indicate any active resistance or lack of
motivation to cooperate.

There was a slight tendency for white
respondents to exhibit more ability to give
adequate answers than did their black counter-
parts, and interactions with the female inter=
viewers seemed to be less task oriented among
white respondents. For example, white male
respondents engaged in slightly more polite
behavior, feedback, and elaborations than did
black males. White males also seemed to show

more resistance or more dominance while
performing their task, as indicated by a slightly
higher percentage of refusals to answer,
suggestions to the interviewer, and unsuccessful
attempts to interrupt the interviewer.

In summary, the age effect was found to be
fairly reliable. It was quantitative rather than
qualitative. Older respondents in comparison to
younger respondents engaged in a higher
percentage of almost every kind of behavior
except providing adequate answers and making
requests for clarification. The race effect was
much smaller than was the age effect. Black
respondents showed a pattern of behavior
characteristic of well-motivated performance on
a difficult task. White respondents seemed to
have an easier time at the tmk, interacted more
smoothly with the interviewer, and showed a
slightly greater tendency toward dominance or
resistance. It seems likely that whatever
differences exist may reflect variables such as
educational backgrotInd of respondents rather
than race as such.

Interpretation problemsThe if
trying to interpret the nonsignificant
between the two racial groups poin
apparent problem or handicap in the cnrrent
behavior ob,.:.rvation scheme._ The problem
seems to be that the readily coded behavior
categories such as "asks question correctly,"
refuses to answer," and "laughs" arc difficult

to_dgfine_in an_abstract sense. Social_ scientists
are accustomed to dealing with abstract
concepts about human interaction, such as:
"shows hostility," "is annoyed," "interacts
smoothly," or "is having conceptual difficulty."
At an even higher level of abstraction these
concepts might be: "is ingratiating," "shows
lack of rapport," "enjoys the interview," or "is
motivated." A point to be made in defense of
the observation technique and its scheme of
categorizing behavior into small units is that
extrapolating behavior codes to a higher level of
abstraction does not really provide much more_
meaning to the data. The theories of human
interaction to which some have attempted to fit
the existing data have not themselves been
validated to any great extent. Interpreting the
present data in these frames of reference will



probably not yield any greater understanding or
predictive power.

It is suggested, however, that the problem of
attributing meaning to the observational data
may be carried out in a different way. If it is
recognized that the problem of the survey
researcher is to obtain complete and valid data,
the strategy for assigning meaning to the various
behavior observation codes becomes fairly clear.
Empirical research is needed to establish the
cause-and-effect relationship between the occur-
rence of different kinds of behavior or patterns
of behavior and the validity of data reported.

Thus, the next research steps might include
several kinds of studies which record and code
the behavior that takes place in an interview and
which, in addition, obtain independent verifica--
tion of the accuracy and completeness of the
data the respondent has reported in his answers.
Correlations between the accuracy measures and
the behavior measures would then yield
significant insights into the meaning of the
behavior codes or combinations of behavior
codes.

INTERVIEWER PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCE:

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR FIELD SUPERVISION AND TRAINING

Most survey researchers believe the adage that
practice makes perfect or at least makes for'
improvement. Thus, they expect seasoned inter-

_vieWers __when _compared with less experienced
ones to be more skilled at adapting to various
interviewing situations, more at ease in interact-
ing with respondents from various social classes,

-and more proficient in using nonbiasing proce-
,Aures. Interviews conducted by an experienced

. staff -usually present fewer_ problerns in coding;
the Jesponses are clearer and more adequate to

:the objectives, contingencies are followed more
-strictly, ,and, witn a minimum ot omitted ques-
tions, there are fewer noncodable replies.

Data from methodological studies which were
recently examLned raise questions about the
positive effects 'of experience in interviewing.
Since the analysis of interviewer behavior was
not planned as part of these studies, the research
designs are inadequate to produce conclusive
findings but are sufficiently intriguing to en-
courage further study. As an incidental analysis
in one study, the data on failure to report
known hospitalizations were tabulated for each
item separately. These data showed a surprising
trend: The larger the number of interviews taken
by a single interviewer, the fewer the hospitaliza-
tions reporte.d by the respondents. Although
random assignment of intervicwers was not
made, and the results therefore might reflect a
iifference in types of respondents interviewed

10 -

by each interviewer, the finding was sufficiently
interesting to raise questions about the positive
effects of experience in interviewing and to lead
to an analysis of interviewer performance-in
other studies.

The first SRC study' 7 was designed to
investigate the underreporting of -hospitaliza-
tions. A sample of approximately 2,000 hospital
records was selected from patients who were
discharged from a hospital within the 12 months

i iprecedng the nterview. The sample was taken
from hospitals located in counties that were a
part of the Health Interview Survey (HIS
regulai national sample. The- family name and
addr-qc of the person discharged were given to
the .Ircau of the Census interviewers who
regularly conducted the- interviews for theinter-
view survey in that county. Twenty-seven ex-
perienced Bureau of the Census interviewers
were included in this study. All interviewers
working in the areas in Which sample hospitals
were located did some interviewing. Because the _

number of sampled discharges varied consid-
erably by county,- interviewers received varying
numbers of sample addresses each week.

The questionnaire and interviewing proce-
dures used were identical to those of the regular

For details of
findings cf ri Health

sample, the procedufes used, and the
erview Survey, see reference 1,7



Health Interview Survey. Interviewers were in-
formed by the census field office that they were
to undertake a special study and were given
special sampling instructions. They were told
that the regular questionnaire and interviewing
procedures were to be followed. Interviews were
conducted with each adult member of the
family found -at home at the thne of the visit.
For those not at home and for all children, a
proxy "responsible adult" was interviewed.

While the interviewers were aware that this
was a special study, the purpose was not
divulged. In order to attenuate the number of
hospitalizations reported, a sample of names and
addresses drawn from a telephone directory was
added. However, interviews at these addresses
were not used in the analysis.

Following the usual procedure, each inter-
viewer was given a weekly assignment which she
was to complete during that week. The inter-
viewing extended over 3 months, and the inter-
view reports were matched with the hospital
discharge records. Table 31 shows the rate at
which hospitalizations were underreporterls" by
the number of interviews taken by groups of
interviewers. The data show a tendency for the
rate of underreporting of hospitalization to
increase as the number of interviews increases.

gThe reader is cautioned not to interpret the figures in this
palier as a measure of net reporting bias, since only underreport-
ing is included. An estimate of the rate of overreporting is not
possible with this sample, as it requires a different research
design.

Table 31 Number of r

The rank order correlation of the number of
interviews taken and the failure to report the
hospitalization is very high.

Attempts to understand these results by
looking for differences in characteristics of
hospitalizations were not fruitful. The overall
response rate for this study was 95 percent; thus
differences could not be attributed to low
response. Interviewers were given a weekly
assignment depending on the number of sample
discharges in their county or that part of the
county in which they worked; thus they had no
choice in the number of interviews to be
conducted.

The most tenable hypothesis to explain these
findings is that interviewers lost interest _and
enthusiasm for the work. It may also- be that
interviewers had some feeling that an'aim of the
study was to check on their performance,
although much reassurance was given that this
was not the case and they gave no indication of _

such concern in interviews conducted with them
after the completion of their interviewing. The
data indicate that whatever the motivation
interviewers behaved differently in the earlier
interviews than in later ones.

Data from other validity studies of hospitali-
zations and physician visits were then analyzed
to see whether the pattern was.replicated and to
gain greater understanding of the finding. Data
were available from another study on under-
reporting of visits to physicians during the 2
weeks preceding the interview. A sample was

orded hospital discharges, median number of reported discharges per interviewer, and
by number of interviews per interviewer: Survey Research Center

Rank orde of interviewers by numbers of intervie
(lowest to highest)

taken

1-5

...... . . = .. . . .

16-20
21-25

1Difference between first

Source: reference 17=

e and last five interviewers significant at p

4 2

ate of underreporting,

Recorded
discharges

inn number
of discharges
reported per
interviewer

Rate of
underreporting
discharges per 1

interviewer -

Median Mean-

54 4 .4
237. 47 10 10=5

330 65 12 12.4
506 100 15 15=6

697 . 137 12 112.5
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drawn from the records of a large subscription
medical care plan in the Detroit area. A sys-

matic sample of visits to clinic physicians was
drawn weekly for 8 weeks. With _each week
comprising a random sample of those visiting the
clime during that pw-ticular week, a total of 275

_interviews were conducted: Since many respond-
ients had multiple visits, these nterviews_ ac-

counted for a total of 403 visits for the 2 weeks
preceding the week of interview.

Ten interviewers were hired by the Survey
_Research Center for this study. All were corn-
paratively inexperienced. Some had worked
'briefly on a Methodological study; others had
worxed- for a short time on the U.S.- decennial
census, but most had no previous interviewing
experience.

Special training- manuals and material were
prepared and a supervisor with several years of

n this study, although interviewers were not
given random assignments, the total sample for
each week was an independent random sample
of visits. It is, therefore, possible to make
comparisons of underreporting rates for all
interviewers for each of the 5 weeks in which
interviewing took place (see table 32).

Table 32 shows a significant increase in
underreporting over the 5-week period of the
study. The difference between week one and
week five is significant at the 5-percent:=Ievel.
There is a decrease in validity of reporting over
time. This finding tends to confirm the results
shown in table 31. In the first study reporting
got progressively worse as the number of inter-
views taken by an interviewer increased, and in
this study underreporting increased as time
progressed.

interviewer training experience conducted the Table 32. Number of recorded physician Visits and perceA! no
training, assisted by two other experienced field reported in interviews, by week of interview: Su«.e'eY:
supervisors. Three weeks of training were com-
pleted before the actual interviewing started.
Classroom training and field assignments were
conducted during the -first week, and-dunng the
second week each interviewer was observed as
she conducted interviews at nonsample
addresses. The third week consisted of inter-
viewing assignments which interviewers thought
were part of the regular study, but which were
actually addresses from the telephone directory.
During the .fieldwork, questionnaires were re-
viewed in the office arid errors were discussed
with-interviewers.

The questionnaire was nearly identical to that
used in the Health Interview Survey. The ques-
tions about visits to physicians were as follows:
.`List- week or the week before, did anyone in
the family talk to a doctor or-go to a dOctor's
)ffice or clinic?" Three probe questions were
idded for specific types of visits which respond-
Tits might consider-to be outside the scope of
be:question: (a) "At the time of this visit was
he doctor asked for any medical advice for any
Alter member-of the family?" (b) "Did anyone
r the- family get any medical advice from a

ctor over the telephone last week or the week
;efore?" (c) "Did anyone in the family see a
iurse or technician for shots, X-rays, or other
reatment last week or the week before?"

,search Center

Intervie week
_ _ _ _

78
102
95

Source: refe ence 17

However, even though underreporting in-
creased as time progressed, the rate of under-

,
reporting was actually lower in the second study
when a comparison was made of the rates -of
underreporting by the number of interviews
taken by each interviewer (see table 33). This
finding contradicts the conclusions drawn from
the data of tables 31 and 32. An explanation
may be found in the reasons why interviewers
conducted more or fewer interviews in the two
studies and in the way the assignments were
carried out. In the hospitalization study, inter-
viewers were given weekly assignments by the
office and had little to say about the number
given because each interviewer worked only in
one geographic area and had to take all inter-
views in that area. Therefore, some had a heavier

A ri



Table 33. Number of recorded physician visits and percent not of discharges was _selected from 18 hospitals in
reported in interviews, by number of weekly interviem the Detroit metropolitan area. ,The design _con-
conducted per'interviewar: Survey Researin Center sisted of four orthcigonal randomized latin _

Individual number of
interviews per week

Percent
Recorded

not re-
visits

ported

1

2
3.

4
5
6
7
8
9

10 .

Sou : reference 17.

weekly load than others, regardless of their
wishes. In the physician visits study, all inter-
views were taken in a single area, and each
interviewer could take interviews in any part of
the area with little increase in cost. Within
limits, interviewers Were perniifted fa Cli6oielhe
number of interviews they wished to take each
week. Thus, the choice rested with the inter-
viewers. Their choices may reflect a greater
involvement or interest in participating in the
study, or, since interviewers were paid on an
hourly basis, it may reflect a desire to earn more
money. Thus, the difference in underreporting
rates between interviewers in the two studies
may reflect a difference in their motivation.
Since interviewers were generally consistent in
their choice of a large or small nuinber of
interviews each week; the original finding of an
increase in underreporting is understandable

ain. in terms of interviewer interest and en-
thusiasm. Those with low motivation for the job
lost interest early, and even the enthusiasm and
reporting accuracy of more highly motivated
interviewers waned over time in the course of
the fieldwork.

Another validity study of hospitalization
reports by Marquis and Cannel5° utilized three
different field procedures and thus permits
comparison of interviewer performance. For this
study, which differs in several respects from the
hospitalization study reported earlier, a sample

squares. The major sources of variance were five
interviewing weeks; five regions of the city; and
hree field procedures one control and two

experimental. This design provides a base for
comparison of interviewer performance that is
less confounded with other variables than that
of previous studies.

The three field procedures were as follows:

Procedure A.-This was applied to the control
goup. This procedure involved essentially the
same standard Health Interview Survey question- '
naire that was used in the other two studies.

Procedure B.-The questions and procedures
were the same as in procedure A, except for
hospitalizations. The reference period for
questions on hospitalizatiOns was a year and a
half instead of a year. -Probe questions were'
added and special introductory statements were
included.h

Procedure C.-The interview questionnaire
was identical to that_uscd in procedure A _except,i
that no questions on hospitalizations were asked
during the interview. A form to be filled out by
the family was left with the respondent. .

Nonresponses were followed up by mail and
_ -

telephone.

=

Each interviewer was assigned to two
procedures. One group used procedures A and C;
the other group used procedures B and C.
Twenty interviewers were employed (most of
whom had very limited interviewing experience).
Inexperienced interviewers were used so that
they would not know that the- varions
procedures were different from those cus-
tomarily used in the Health Interview Survey.
The training was conducted by experienced
trainers using standm-d interview methods. There _

one full week of training asird-practice
interviews followed by field observation of each

ewer. A comprehensive manual was
p epared -that -specifi-' all- techniques:The

This procedure also utilized a mail followup questionnaire
designed to pick up further hospitalization reports. The data
presented here do not include results of the followup and consist: =

only of reports Oven in the interim.

_ A A: -_-



training was conducted in two groups and by
two trainers, one for those using procedures A
and C and the other for those using procedures
B and C.

Table 34 shows a pattern percentage of
underreporting of hospitalizations for each of
the 5 weeks for each of the three procedures.
Procedure A (control group) shows a pattern of

.underreporting much like that found in the
study of physician visits. Reporting was poorer
as the fieldwork progessed. Procedure B
(experimental interviewer) showed a similar
pattern with small -differences. It may be that
the effect of the experimental procedure was to
diminish or eliminate the effects of time on
inteniewer performance. Two factors, the
additional probes and the supplementary state-
ments tea respondents about the study, may
account for this effect. Procedure C (the
self-administered form) does not show this
pattern and would not be expected to since the
interviewer merely handed the hospitalization
form to the respondent, asking that it be
completed and mailed in. Because the design

ed for approximately equal numbers of
rviewz: per interviewer, it is not possible to

compare reporting rate by number of interviews
conducted.

Table 34. Percent of recorded hospitalizations not reported in
interviews when procedures A. B. end C were used, by week

low: Survey Research Center

Week of the interview

Hospitalization
n erviewing procedure

c

Percent of hospitali-
zations not reported

7
11.0
16.8
22.1
23.7

8.3
8.6
9.2
8.7
0.0

14.4
16.0
21.2
10.5
16.1

'Source: reference 18.

There is another bit of evidence in this study
rhich supports a motivation hypothesis. Each
iterviewer used two procedures: procedure C,
-hich involved the self-administered report of

4

hospitalizations left with respondents to corn-
plete and mail, and either procedure A or B,
both of which obtained a report of hospitaliza-
tions in the interview. The average underreport-
ing rate obtained for each interview can be
compared with the average underreporting rate
based on the mailed return. The product
moment correlation for the reporting rate by
interviewer for the control procedure and mailed
response procedure is .65; that between the
experimental procedure and mailed procedure is
.56.

These relationships are surprising; particularly
because one reason for using a self-administered
procedure was to avoid the interviewer's
influence. The relationship is, of course, based
on the performance of only 10 interviewers in
each group. One interviewer who was singularly
unsuccessful in obtaining reports of hospitaliza-
tions in either procedure contributed dispropor-
tionately to one of the correlations. However,
these data indicate, as do previous results, that
interviewer behavior varies uld that this
behavior affects responses. Interviewers who
were More sikeeisful in stimulating respondents
to report hospitalizations during the interview
were also more successful in stimulating
respondents to better performance in filling out
a self-administered form and mailing it to the
office.

Another interesting behavior pattern was
discovered. The questionnaire for the study -of
physician visits contained one main question and,
three fellowup probe questions designed to
make Au_re that the respondent's concept of
physician visits was the same as the interviewer's
and to stimulate recall of eaSily forgotten events.
An overall 7-percentage-point improvement in
reporting w2o achieved through Use of these
followup probe questions, but the data demon-
stráte some interviewers used the probe
questions quite differently than did others. Not
only are there large differences in the amount by
which the probe questions improved reporting
for different interviewers, but meaningful
patterns are present.

The rates of underreporting for the 10
interviewers according to the total number of
interviews conducted are shown in table 35. The
improvement in reporting through use of the
probe questions is shown in the last column of



Table _: Number ecorded physician visits_reported in interviews, percent not reported when procedures A and B were used, and

percent of improvement in reporting rate, by individual Interviewer

Interviewer number

Number of
recorded
physician

visits reported

Percent not reported
Percent

improvement In
reporting rate

(A 9)

Main question
only
(A)

Main question
plus probes

(8)

1
26 6 39

2 26 38 38 0

3 . 28 29 29 0

4 35 20 20 0

5 39 26 26 0

6 . . ........ . ... 43 28 26

7 44 23 11

8 49 33 20 .13

9 49 22 20

10 .. . . ... . . ...... . . . . . . . 20 14

NOTE: Data previously unpubbshed.

this table. When only _the main question was
used there was not a clear relationship between
the number of interviews taken and the
underreporting. rate,-(rank order. correlation_ of
.52). When the probe questions were used there
was more of a tendency for interviewers taking
ari increased number of interviews to have lower
reporting rates (rank order correlation- of .83).
The most interesting- finding was related to the
effect of probe questions. Only one of the_five
interviewers recording- fewer than 40 sampled

ivisits mproved the-reporting by using probe
questions, but all of those who recorded over 40

_visits shoWelrnprovement in reporting when
the- probes were used. The median rate of
underreporting is within I-percentage point for
the main question when the tOp five interviewers
are compared with the bottom five_ interviewers.

'When all the probe questions were used, there
was no change in reporting -for-the _first five
interviewers, and a 6-percentage-point improve-
ment in reporting for the five interviewers
having the greatest number of reported visits.

Two conclusions axe suggested by these data.
The first is that interviewers differ in the way
they use questions and probes. Some apparently
make little use of the probe questions, either
failing to ask _ them or asking 'them in ari
incidental manner. For four interviewers the
probes failed_ tp elicit any additional informa
tion. In contrast, interviewer number I, who

seemed to have placed most of ber reliance- on
probe questions, experienced a 39-percent .

*mprovement in reporting when she used the
_probes. ,The training _and_ supervision failed t_p_rl:
obtain uniformity in the use of the probe
questions.

The second conclusion is that, except for the
unusual behavior of interviewer number I, the
interviewers who had the laxgest number of
sampled visits (who may have been more
interested and motivated) generally made better --.
use of the probe questions. A major_ interviewer -

difference in this study_ and the hospitalization --
study is the amount of experience in interview-
ing and in using the Health interview Survey
questionnaire. For, the experienced interviewers
there was a drop Over time in the reporting of
known events, suggesting that additional experi-'
ence did not make_ for improvement in skill,
since skill level was already_high. The drop can':
be accounted for in motivational terms; the
novelty of the studies wore off. In the phsician
visit study, the interviewers were inexperienced; ,

Those who conducted a large number of_int-er2
views improved, suggesting that they did-profit
from longer experience and did gain in skill. This
finding plus the earlier motivation hypothesis
suggest that interviewers who are motivated _
improve their performance with- added
ence. For the less highly motivated interviewers
this relationship is not as strong. ThiS inte

6



tation, based only on speculation, would help
explain the conflicting results in the dine
studies.

One final study is relevant. In this study,"
which did not have validity measures, the
dependent variable was the number of health
conditions and behaviors reported. Since pre-
vious studies suggested that the major problem
in_ reporting health events is underreporting
rather than- overreporting, the working hypothe-
sis in this study was that high reports are likely
to be more accurate than low ones. The study
had two experimental interviewing procedures
and a control group. The control procedure was
fairly similar to the questionnaire used in the
Health Interview Survey. Only the control group

used for this analysis. Because the experi-
mental procedures required interviewers to fol-
low rigid rules of interviewing techniques, it was
necessary to institute special field supervisory
procedures. Each interviewer was observed dur-
ing her interviewing every week during most of
the fieldwork. Attention was focused on inter-
viewing techniques and each interview was dis-
cussed with the interviewer.

Average reports for the number of conditions,
symptoms, and physician visits respondents re-
ported for themselves and for other family
members are shown in table 36. In contrast to
data of other studies, these data show higher
reporting of events in the second half of the
fieldwork, for all but one item. Self-reports for
chronic and acute conditions and symptoms
were significantly higher during the last 3 weeks
of the study than during the first 3 weeks.

Again a motivational hypothesis explains
these findings. In this study, in contrast to the
preceding ones, attention was paid to the inter-
viewer's performance in interviewing. In pre-
vious studies interviewers were rated on the
quality of the completed questionnaire, while
for this study the reward was for good interview-
ing performance. It seems likely that both
different criteria and greater personal attention
led to greater skill and increased motivation in
performing the interviewing task.-

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The evidence from these data indicates that
he interviewers generally did not improve their

Table 36. Average frequency of health reports during first 3
weeks end second 3 weeks of the interviewing period using _

procedures A and 5, and improvement in reporting during
second 3-week period, by respondent status and health avant

Average events reported

espondent status
and health event

Respondent reporting
for self

Chronic and acute
conditions

Symptoms . . .

_ Physician visits .

Respondent reporting
for other family

members

Chronic and acute_

conditions
Physician visits .

First
weeks
(A)

Second
weeks
(8)

Improvement
during second

3 week;
(Et A)

1.87
4.88
0.34

2.63
5.83
0.60 .26

0.14
1.26
0.26

.24
.12

1 4 01P - -

performance as they gained experience, at least
not during a single study'. In fact, performance
began to deteriorate almost immediately after
training and, at least in some cases, dropped
significantly within a few weeks. Contrary to
expectations, this deterioration occurred arnong
both experienced and inexperienced inter-
viewers.

The fragmentary data are susceptible to vari-
ous interpretations. One explanatibn is that
reporting bias is related to the interviewer's
inability or lack of incentive to encourage
enthusiastic performance by the respondent and
that, over time, interviewers become less con-
scientious in their use of interviewing tech-
niques. Because performance dropped as the
interviewing period progressed, it would seem
thatPerformance is related more to motivational
level than to ability to perform the task. Even
though the nature of the behavioral change in
the interviewer is not known, there is evidence
that the manner in which the questions are
asked may change over time. Whatever the
mechanisms are, the interviewer's behavior
apparently has an effect on the respondent's
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behavior, both in the reporting during the
interview itself and in the respondent's subse-
quent performance in filling out and mailing a
self-administered form.

It is, of course, no surprise that iack of
incentive or interest in performl.,g the interview-
ing task results in poor performance, but it is
surprising that the interviewer's performance
dropped as rapidly as these findings indicate.

It appears that interviewers were being
reinforced for part of their role performance,
and that the reinforcement brought about
mprovement. However, adequate performance

in stimulating respondent reporting behavior and
in proper use of interviewing techniques was not
reinforced and, accordingly, deteriorated. Per-
formance in interviewing was not reinforced
because observation of interviewers was not
continued after training, and good- or poor
performance could not be identified by a review
of the completed questionnaire. (It is instructive
to note that in one of the studies reported here
the interviewer who was among the poorest in
obtaining known hospitalizations and whose
underreporting rate rose sharply over the
interviewing period was selected as the best
interviewer and was promoted to an office
supervisory job because of her "excellent"
work.)

, There are two major implications in these
fmdings. The first is that research is needed to
identify explicitly those interviewer behaviors
that relate to adequate reporting. Studies that
concentrate on interviewer-respondent interac-
tion, especially through analysis of recorded
interviews, can provide information for better

understanding of some of these factors. A
second implication is the need for training and
supervisory methods that will reinforce adequate
interviewer performance in the application o
interviewing techniques.

Studies frequently show a relationship be-
tween the information reported in interviews
and the attitude of, or expectations of, the
interviewer. Interviewer bias studies abound, but
all relate characteristics of the interviewer
(background characteristics, attitudes, percep-
tions, and expectations) to the reporting of
respondents. The data presented here point to
the importance of the interviewer's continued
motivation to do a conscientious job of
interviewing. The suggestion is that as fieldwork
progresses, interviewers become less careful or
conscientious in using the techniques they were
trained to use. Furthermore, there is evidence
that interviewers who performed well in the
interview also Mspired their respondents to
perform well, as was shown in the adequacy of
respondent reporting of hospitalizations in a
self-administrative procedure. Good interaction
improves not only the technical aspects of the
interview, but also stimulates a high level of
respondent role performance which extendi in
time beyond the interaction itself.

Interviewer training needs to include devices
for building the interviewer's enthusiasm for the
job as well as procedures for training in the
proper use of teclmiques. Attention to perfor-
mance cannot stop when interviewer training is
completed. Training needs to be evaluated and
good performance reinforced continually during
the period of production interviewing.

THE USE OF VERBAL REINFORCEMENT
IN INTERVIEWS AND ITS DATA ACCURACY

The purpose of this section is to describe
interviewer verbal reinforcement as it occurs in
interviews, to conceptualize it in the same
manner as other major interviewer behaviors,
and to look at some of the relevant research
studies that provide information about how
verbal reinforcement influences the accuracy of
interview data.

The major category of interviewer behavior of
concern here is interviewer feedback. Inter-

viewer feedback consists of evaluation state-
ments that the interviewer makes after the
respondent says something. The subject of feed-
back may be approached through two basic
questions: "How can interviewer feedback be
used to improve dafa?" and "How can it be
arranged so as not to introduce unwanted bias?"
The following discussion will be limited to
interviewer verbal reinforcing statements wl-ach
represent only one kind of interviewer feedback.



Probes and statements that are intended to build
rapport are not treated directly. While this
restriction is undesirable, it is necessitated by
the sfact that research conducted at the Survey
Research Center and elsewhere has dealt mainly
with task-oriented verbal reinforcing statements.

RESEARCH ON INTERVIEWER
REINFORCEMENT

Since Pavlov's famous experiments, there have
been numerous studies of the effects of reward
and reinforcement on learning and performance.
Much of this research has been carried out with
animals and occasionally with children. It has
been assumed that the principles of reinforce-
ment derived from these laboratory studies

-could be projected to adult human beings. This
assumption has been made explicitly by many
writers, most notably Dollard and Miller51 and
Skinner.5 2

Operant Conditioning Studies With
Verbal Reinforcement

-Outsidethe psychology laboratory two
important kinds of practices, programed instruc-
tion (or teaching machines) and behavior modifi-
cation therapy, demonstrate the powerful ef-
fects of properly scheduled reinforcement on
human performance. Some practitioners in the
fields of education and psychotherapy have felt
that traditional methods -of producing learning
or behavior change (e.g., lecture, introspection)
are inefficient. They have met some success with
new techniques based on tightly controlled
operant conditioning techniques where re-
nforeement is contingent on the respondent's
ictual behavior.

These studies point to the importance of
edback on human performance under a variety

)f conditions. However, the experimental situa-
ions mentioned above (sentence construction,
ree assoCiation, and casual conversation) are not
ike a typicaLsurvey interview. Several studies
Rave been conducted in interview settings. The
irst set of studies shows that interviewer re-
riforcement haS great effects on the amount of
eSpondent behavior. The second group of stud-
,!..s shows that interviewer reinforcement can
roduce -an interviewer bias effect.Finally, the
tudy by Marquis, Cannell, and Laurent53 indi-

cates that, under certain conditions, interviewer
feedback can be used to increase the accuracy of
information given by respondents.

Effects of Feedback on Amount Reported
A study by Marquis and Carmen") shows that

the presence or absence of interviewer verbal
feedback has a significant effect on the amount
of health information reported by a respondent
in a household interview abOut family health. In
this study a probability sample of moderate-
income females between the ages of 17 and 65
and living within the city limits of Detroit was
interviewed. They were asked questions about
their own health, about their use of clifferent
kinds of medical services, and about the health
of another person in the household. Although
three experimental groups were used in this
study, two groups of respondents are of interest
here: (a) the group of respondents who were
reinforced every time they reported a symptom
or health condition either for themselves or for
the other person in the household for whom
they -were -reporting; and -(b) -the --group of
respondents who were interviewed using the
same questions but who received no reinforce-
ment or feedback from the interviewer.1

For the first experimental group the kinds of
reinforcing statements which the- interviewer
used are outlined here. Words in parentheses
could be used, omitted, or interchanged by the
interviewer:

(Yes.) That's the kind of information we need.
(Um-hmm.) We're interested in that.
(I see.) You have (name of condition)

There were some other small differences in the
interviewing procedures for the two groups and
these are described in detail elsewhere.50

'The third group ww alto interbiewed without reinforce-
ment. A list or symptoms, which appeared at the begisming of
the other two kinds of interdews, was inserted r.ea: die end of
the third treatment interview. The purpose of this proceduse wss
to Jest the sensitizing effects of the symptoms list on later
reporting. No main effect was found on thc amount reported
later in the iraertiew, although it may be necessary to begin a
reinforcement interview with a symptoms list which allows all

spondenti to report some sort of sickness and to receive
reinforcement for their reporting.



The main dependent variable in the study was
the number of chronic and acute conditions
which the respondent reported for herself.
Following the logic outlined by Cannell, Fowler,
and Marquis" (appendix 11), it was assumed
that the more chronic and acute conditions
reported, the more valid the aoverall data. The
group of respondents receiving reinforcement
reported an average of 2.74 conditions per
person. The nonrein forced group reported an
average of 2.20 conditions. The data indicate
that the rcinfdieed--gioup of respondents
'reported about 25 percent more chronic and
acute conditions than did the nonreinforced
group. The difference is significant at the .02
level of confidence. The same inagnitude of
effect was obtained for reporting chronic and
acute conditions for the other person in the
household. The number of conditions reported
by proxy averaged 1.88 in the experimental
interview and 1.43 in the control interview. The
experimental or reinforcement interview
obtained about 24 percent more chronic and
acute conditions reported by the proxy

----reniondent- and the difference is significant at
the .01 level of confidence. Other results
indicated that the reinforcement effect was
general rather than limited to one kind of
condition. For_ example, the reinforced respond-
ents reported about 25 percent more medically
attended conditions for themselves and about 55
percent more of the highly embarrassing
symptoms than did the nonreinforced group.
The group that received feedback from the
interviewer did not report, more visits to
physicians than did the nonreinforced group.
This finding is , discussed in more detail in the
original report by Marquis and Cannel1.30

Kanfer and McBrearty3 2 interviewed 32
female undergraduates about 4 predetermined
topics. During the first part of the interview the -
women were handed cards listing each of the
topics and were asked to talk about each one.
The experimenter sat in the room but kept
completely silent. During the second part of the
session the experimenter reinforced the respond-
ent whenever she talked about a predetermined
two of the four possible topics. Reinforcement
consisted of a "posture of interest" including
smiles and the phrases "I see," "Um-hmm," and
"Yes." When the women talked about the

remaining two topics, the experim nter said and
did nothing. The subjects spent more time
talking about the topics that were reinforced
than about those topics that were not
reinforced.

These two studies indicate that interviewer
feedback can have a great effect on how much is
said during the questioning. It should be noted
that both of these studies involved maximum
contrasts in interviewer feedback; that is, in one
group or at one time interviewers used verbal
reinforcement and for another group or at
another time interviewer feedback was com-
pletely nonexistent. While these studies show
that interviewer feedback can have important
effects on the amount reported, they indicate
little about the nature of the effects or what
kinds of feedback procedures are most effective.

Use of Feedback To Increase Accura

The study to be discussed here is one in which
the data indicate that interviewer feedback
procedures can have beneficial effects on survey
data -accuracy. It -should be -remembered- that
this is a single study dealing with fact responses,
and that the results are tentative and possibly of
limited generalization. This study by Marquis,
Cannell, and Laurent33 was carried out under
contract with The National Center for Health
Statistics. In an unpublished study by Marquis
and Laurent," a number of interviewing
variables were -tested but the discussion that
follows is restricted to the effects of reinforce-
ment on initial interviews and reinterviews usin
short (nonredundant) questions. _ The sample
respondents were white females between the _
ages of 17 and 65, who were residents of the
greater metropolitan Detroit area. The respond-.
ents were selected on a weighted basis from _
persons who had come into a prepaid health
clinic during a 6-month period prior to
interviewing. During the time each patient was
in the clinic a physician filled out a checklist
indicating which of 13 chronic conditions the
patient definitely or probably had, and about
which of the checklist conditions the physician
had no information. The physician obtained
information -about the chronic condition from
the patient's record and from his own
knowledge of the patient's medical condition.



He did not interview the patient directly about
the specific conditions listed on the form.

The dependent variable used in the study was
the accuracy with which respondents, in a series
of subsequent household interviews, reported
having had or not having had each of the 13
aforementioned chronic conditions. Two types
of respondent error were a) underreporting, in
which case the respondent failed to mention a
condition winch the doctor said she had; and (b)
overreporting where the respondent mentioned
a condition which the doctor said she did not
have.

It was _not expected that the respondent and
physician would agree entirely on the state of
the respondent's tmli,h. However, what was
expected, for the reporting of these 13 very
common chronic conditions, was that an
experimental interviewing procedure that ob-
tained low average rates of respondent-physician
disagreement obtained more valid data than an
interview procedure yielding high rates of
disagreement. The study included a reinforced
group of respondents and a nonreinforced

ou.p. All respondents received the same kind of
uestionnaire composed of straightforward short
questions. The verbal reinforcement used in the
reinforced group was similar to that described in
connection with the study by Marquis and
Cannel1.50 Half of the respondents were
reinteiviewed approximately 2 weeks after the
initial interview. Respondents in the experi-
mental group received reinforcement for report-
ing all kinds of health events, not just symptoms
and conditions as in the 1971 study just cited.
The results obtained in the analysis of the 1972
study data were not those initially antici-
pated." They indicated that !he effects of
7,-lifferent ways of conducting interviews were
mediated by the level of education of the
respondent. ProcedUres that increased accuracy
and reduced bias in the low education group
(had not completed the 12th grade) had
apposite effects in the high education group.

.

The reader should consult the full report of this
study, for a more detailed treatment of all data
rid all experimental techniques.

'Copies of this study axe available from the National Center
it lietti Statistics, Vital and Health Statistics. PliS Pub-
o. 1000-Series 2-No. 45.

The discussion of the results of this study is
limited to four groups of respondents, those
reinforced and those not reinforced in each of
the two education groups, all of whom were
interviewed with short questions.k

The underreporting index scores shown in
table 37 indicate that, for respondents who had
n ot finished high schoo 1, the use of
reinforcement in interviews significantly reduced
the underreporting of chronic conditions in the
original interview. However, reinforcement
significantly incriased upderreporting error for
the more educated group. The drop from .387
to .225 in underreporting brought about' by
reinforcement in the less educated group repre-
sents a decrease of about 42 percent; the
percentage increase of underreporting in the
higher education group due to reinforcement
(from .443 to .575) was approximately 30
percent. Both of these differences are significant
at the 5-percent level.

The overreporting errors were generally low
(7 to 14 percent) and were less affected by
reinforcement The - slight trends in -the data
suggest that reinforcement reduced over-
reporting in both education goups. One hypoth-
esis in this study was that reinforcement by the
interviewer each time the respondent reported
an illness would result in the respondent "mvent-
ing" sicknesses in order to gain further approvalof the interviewer. Since the reinforcement-
interview produced fewer Use positive
responses than the interview that did not include
reinforcement, the trend was counter to that
expected.

The total error index scores shown in table 37
represent the unweighted sum of the individual
underreporting and overreporting scores. Since
underreporting scores had a higher mean and
variance than overreporting scores, the total
error score reflects the effects of underreporting
due to reinforcement and education level. For
the less educated group, reinforcement signifi-

reinforcement contrast so tested using a
questionnaire which contained a mixture of long and shon
questions. For reasons not discussed here, the effect of
reinforcrment with long questions was ambignous-lt is clear,
however, that the combination of reinforcement with 1Png,----v
questions does not result in marked improvement in:data
accuracy.



Table 37. Error rates for chronic condition ng in original interviews end reinterviews. by use of reinforcement end education
level of respondent

Respondent's education level

Original interview

Reinforc
Not

reinforced

Num .r of responden

Low education level

701:11 error . .. ..... ..
l.171:erreportin:

High education level

of respoidents

error

t11::.:moorting
.norlirty

.225

.113

4

41

.530

.337

.14

.575

candy- the total error; for the more
educated gl'uup, reinforcement significantly in-
creased the overall error.

The trends in the reiritelNiew data were in
general similar to those observed in the data as
collected originally. The questions were approxi-
mately the same as those asked the first time.
Respondents who were in the reinforced group
originally were also reinforced during the re-
interview. Similarly, respondents initially in the
nonreinforced group, did not receive reinforce-
ment the second time. Thus, the reinteniew
data reflect the cumulative effects of either
reinforcement or nonreinforcernent.

While the results of this study are not as clear
one might wish5 they do indicate that certain

kinds of reinforcement procedures can have a
marked effect on the accuracy of the estimates
made for a population from survey data. It
would appear that less educated respondents
rely on interviewer cues to direct their reporting
performance. Thus, appropriate use of reinforce-
ment, probes, and other feedback by the inter-
ifiewer can aid recall and reporting accuracy.
Perhaps because of the -perceived social status
discrepancy, feedback is accepted as appropriate
and actually welcomed. Performance is generally
good in an appropriately conducted initial inter-

Reinterview

Reinforced
Not

reinforced

25 20

_- .230 .400
.131 1

20 27

.615

.521 .495

.082 .120

view, but there is little additional benefit froma
remterview.

More educated respondents carry out the
reporting task according to their -own under-
standing of it rather than relying on cues from
the interviewer. Reinforcement under such cir-
cumstances may be perceived by the respondent
as inappropriate, unnecessary, or even con-
descending. The , more educated respondent
appears to have a tendency to underreport
chronic conditions, possibly dde to a stfEinger
conservatism or social desirability bias. While
these findings are somewhat speculative, they do
stress the importance of such "human!' 'charac-
teristics as memory, recall, cognition; social
status, and infellectual ability_ that are often
Overlooked in methodological studies.

The studies cited to this point indica that:

a. Interviewer feedback makes a difference in
respondent performance:

b. Interviewer feedback can bias respOndent
answers.

c. Intewiewer feedback can increase response
validity.

However, these findings are hmed on ekperi- _

mental interview studies with unorthodox ways

5 2
.
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of programing feedback and do not indicate how
feedback is used in the normal household
interview.

Use of Feedback in a Nonexperimental
Interview

Marquis and Cannell2 obtained tape record-
ings of 181 interviews with employed male
respondents about employment-related topics.
The respondents included both black and white
persons ranging in age from 18 to 64. The four
interviewers were white middle-class female
residents of suburban Detroit.

The tape recordings of each interview were
analyzed by identifying each instance of verbal
behavior on the part of the interviewer or the
respondent and assigning it 1 of 36 possible
behavior codes. Thus, each interview was trans-
formed into a series of code symbols which
represented the kinds of behavior in which the
interviewer and respondent engaged. The data
indicated that 23 percent of all coded inter-
viewer behavior consisted of feedback. Feed-
back, _as_ a category of interviewer behavior,
occurred as frequently as probing. The only kind
of interviewer behavior that occurred more
frequently than- feedback was question-asking
(this accounted for about 37 percent of all
interviewer behavior). These data indicate that
interviewer feedback is, indeed, a large part of
interviewer behavior.'

Data presented in table 29 are the basis of
diseussion of the use -of reinforcement by
interviewers. The table shows a very surprising
finding: The probability of feedback after an
inadequate answer was almost the same as the
probability of feedback after an adequate
answer. Evert more surprising is that interviewers
on the average reinforced over half of the

spondents' refusals to answer. This kind of
pattern discloses that interwiewer feedback may
be _used in an inappropriate manner. These data
indicate that interifiewers not only gave positive

Drt g preas, results from a small pilot
31xervation -Study (N23), conducted on a different kind of
nterview (uiban problems) and with more experienced inter-
dewers, indicate that -the proportion of interviewer behavior
levoted to short, positive feedback statements was 10 to 15
'anent. That-this percentage range is considerably lower the6
he proportion obtained in the labor force study suggesu the
iced for further research.

evaluation- responses when the respondent re-
plied adequately, but they also sd positive
things in situations where they may have been
under, some tension or may have felt the need to
build rapport in the interview._ The rapport
hypothesis:- about the use of feedback is sup-
ported by the finding that feedback was given
after refusals to answer and after answers that
did not meet the objectives of the question.

The authors have never systematically dis-
cussed these 'data with interviewers, but were
this to be done, it might be expected that
intertiewers would insist that the difficulty of
their job makes it necessary for them to build
rapport with respondents by using positive
reinforcing statements when tension is felt
during the. interview. The authors would prob-
ably reply that at least one experimental study
has shown that validity can bc improved by
reinforcing only adequate answers and that this
pattern should be followed. Possibly these two
divergent hypotheses about the effective use of
intersiewer reinfdrcing statements can be tested
experimentally. At this point there' is only
limited empirical support for the authors' posi-
tion and intuitive, common-sense support for
the interviewers' position.

Discussion

The data indicate that the survey researcher
should be concerned about the feedback styles
used by interviewers. The remainder of this
section discusses ideas and research concerned
with reinforcement effects in the personal inter-
view. Before going further into the hypothisized
effects of verb reinforcement on respondent-

performance, a schematic diagram of variables
that may influence reporting quality might be
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The diagram implies that there are four hypo-
thetical personal characteristics (other than hav-
ing correct answers available in memory) that
will affect -the accuracy and completeness of
reporting. These consist of two knowledge (cog-
nitive) variablesknowledge of what is expected
and knowledge of how well one's responses are
meeting these expectationsa skill variable, and
a motivational variable.

This diagram implies that if the respondent
knows what is expected of him, has the ability
to do what is expected, can t tell how adequate
his responses are vis a vis the task requirements,
and:Wants to do well, then the data he gives will
be accurate and complete. The purpose of the
discussion that follows is to explore how verbal
reinforcement procedures and alternative proce-
dures affect each of these hypothetical variables.

The tentative conclusion reached is that
positive verbal reinforcement contingent on
adequate answers provides a wide variety of
desirable effects on these intervening constructs,
while other,procedures that might be used tend
to have more limited effects. The effects of
verbal reinforcement at any particular stage are
not totally clear and derivations from' theory
suggest reinforcement may also have some
counterproductive effects in certain situations.

THREE KINDS OF INTERVIEWER
VERBAL REINFORCEMENT EFFECTS

The effects of verbal reinforcement on
respondents can be divided into three categories:
a cognitive effect, a conditioning effect, and a
motivational effect. There can be a great deal of
overlap among these categories but, for ease of
presentation, the three kinds of effects will. be
treated as if they 'are independent.

Interviewer verbal reinforcement has a
cognitive effect on respondents because it
supplies information about the expectations of
the interviewer and how adequately the
respondent is meeting these expectations by his
answering behavior. For example, i f the

_ interviewer asks whether the respondent has ever
had a headache, the respondent says "Yes," and
the -interviewer uses a reinforcing statement such

'Good, that's the kind of information we
need." The Inierviewer has indirectly told the
respondent that she expects him to report his

minrr illnesses and that the response he just gave
wa "ood one in terms of meeting the
obj. of the health inteiview. This
infolii,Lon-giving aspect of verbal reinforcing
statements which changes (or -maintains) the
respondent's intellectual understanding of the
respondent role requirements and the adequacy
of his responses is described as a cognitive effect.

The second effect that interviewer feedback
may have is referred to here as "instrumental
conditioning." This effect is important in many
studies of the psychology of learning. In the
simplified model of the interview just described,
the interviewer's evaluation comes immediately
after the respondent has given a response. This
sort of pairing of an evaluation with a response
can have reinforcing properties, that is, it can
alter the frequency of the 1,chavior that
immediately preceded it. Thus, the evaluation
process has the potential of strengthenjng or
weakening the probability of eliciting that
behavior or similar behavior on subsequent
trials. Also, through the process of differential
reinforcement of successive approximations, the
reinforcement procedure can establish a new
kind of response class or behavior in which the
respondent would not normally engage on his
own.

The third possible effect of interviewer_
feedback is motivational. In this case feedback
affects the intensity or psychological effort
which the respondent allocates to his reporting
task and to other behavior that may interfere
with the adequate performance of kis
respondent task.

Cognitive Effects of Reinforcemen

Two kinds of knowing or understanding are
thought to influence respondent performafice:
understanding what is expected (e.g., knowledge
of the proper respondent _role) and knowing
when answers meet and do not meet those
expectations. Two ideas are hypothesized: (a)
such knowledge is sometimes very helpful bia is
neither necessary nor sufficient for good:
perforicance in some conditions; and (b)
reinforLment plays an important role in helping
the respondent to acquire both kinds of
knowledge and is a more effective procedure
when compared to more conventional teaching
techniques.
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Before exploring the effects cf reinforcement
on knowledge, it should be noted that many
people maintain that the most effective way to
increase a person's knowledge and understanding
is o teach him by direct (e.g., to lecture) rather
than by indirect (e.g., using feedback) methods.
Direct approaches to teaching which are not
dependent on respondent performance_ are=not
uncommon in survey interview settings. For
example, before an interviewer arrives at the
doorstep, the potential respondent has often
received a letter or a brochure that explains the
survey and describes what is wanted from the
respondent. Often at the beginning of the
interview, an explanation of the goals of the
research is given, accompanied by specific
appeals for accuracy, completeness, or candor.
_ knawn_about the,effects-of this
common, direct approach to teaching a
respondent. However, if it were possible to
extrapolate from the lecture analogy and to
research these effects, it might be found that
often the "students" had not learned or
understood or would not be able to verbalize
what they had been expected to learn. Two
studies obtained some relevant data. In a study
by Cannell, Fowler, and Marquis55 respondents
were reinterviewed 1 to 3 days after an initial
health interview. Two questions were asked of
412 respondents to find out how well they had
understood their role. The answers were
distributed as follows:

Q. 26. Did the interviewer want you to be exact in
the answers you gave or were general ideas
good enough?

Respondent's answer
Percent
distri-
butiori

"Exact-
-Some of each"
'General-
Not ascertained

Respondent's answer

"Everything"
"Important things"
Not ascertained

Percent
distri-
bution

76

5

A similar question was asked of 428 respondents
in another study by Marquis and Canne115° at
the end of the health interview rather than at a
followup interview:

Q. 17. Will people think we want them to report a 1
their illnesses or only the important ones?

Respondent_
Percent
distri-. .

bution

-Report all illnesses":
Gave correct reasons"' . .

Gave incorrect reasons . .

"Report only important ones" . . .

The data indicate that despite introductory
letters and brochures, interviewer explanations,
and the actual experience of the interview,
between 20 and 40 percent of respondents in
these health studies clearly did not understand
the respondent role correctly.

Some data are available to indicate what
techniques are effective in changing respondent
understanding. In an unpublished Survey Re-
search Center study by Cannell, Fowler, and
Marquis,56 different kinds of brochures and
introductions were used. The effect on respond-
ent understanding of an unattractive but
informative control) brochure was compared
with that of:

a. A brochure indicating the kinds o
questions to be asked, the Interviewer's
role, the respondent's role, and the
Importance of accuracy in reporting;

b. A brochure mentioning uses of data and
stressing the benefits that might result from
the survey;

27. Did she ntervi wer) want everything, no n'These reasons indicated that reporting al illness was what
matter how small it was, or was she interested the survey, interviewer, or Government wanted or that reporting
only in fairly important things? all illnesses would result in good data.



c. A calendar on which the respondent might
write family sickness information for two
weeks prior to the health interview; and

d. A set of actual questions to be asked during
the interview, asking the respondent to
think about them and consult records and
family members for accurate information.

Results of pretests were so disappointing that
full scale evaluations of the effects of these
communication/teaching devices were not
undertaken. The experimental materials,
whether used singly or in combination, made no
difference in respondent knowledge or reporting
performance.

It is currently believed that teaching may be
more effective if methods of programed
instruction are used. In contrast to the brochure
or lecture techniques-,- one essentialfdature of
the method of programed instruction is
immediate feedback about the adequacy of each
answer the sttkdent gives. One characteristic of
reinforcement is that it can provide immediate
information to the respondent about the
adequacy of his answer. The first SRC
reinforcement study mentioned above55 gave
positive verbal reinforcement for adequate
answers (see report of that study for feedback
procedures and definition of adequate answers)
to one group and not to another group. Both
groups received the same advance letter and
explanation of the study by the interviewer. The
following data indicate that the reinforced group
had a slightly better understanding of the
respondent's task than did the group not
receiving feedback for adequate answers:

Q. 17. Will peopk think we want them to report all
their illnesses or only the important ones?

_

Respondent's answer
Reinforced

(151 re-
spondents)

Not
reinforced
(277 re-

spondents)

Total

"Report all illnesses
Gave correct reasons ..
Gave Incorrect reasons

"Report only important ones"

Percent distribution

100 100

37
28

27
28
45

Therefore, a reinforcement procedure does
have at least a small potential for teaching a
respondent. However, reinf-orcement effects
appear to be stronger in the area of eliciting
adequate responses than in teaching what is
expected, since the effects of reinforcement on
the actual amount reported are greater than the
effects on understanding the task requirements.

Two remaining points about verbal
reinforcement and knowledge effects on
reporting performance need to be discussed: (a)
certain types of reinforcement procedures used
in the laboratory experiments mentioned above
may be less effective than the procedures used in
the 1967 study; and (b) the effects of the verbal
reinforcement procedures used in the 1967
study did not appear to be mediated by the
degree of the respondent's _knowledge__of
expectancies (awareness of respondent task
requirements).

There is a lively controversy over whether or
not the respondent must know what is expected
of him in order to perform well. In other words,
is complete awareness of what is expected a
necessary, although possibly insufficient,
condition for accurate reporting? Despite the
finding that reinforcement appeared to increase
understanding of the response requirements, the
data from the 1967 study mentioned above
show no correlation between reporting and
awareness as measured by question 17. This is
true for the reinforced group as well as for the
nonreinforced group. Yet the reinforced group
showed superior performance in reporting their
health conditions. Cannel', Fowler, and Marquis
reported a slightly positive, but not statistically
significant, relationship between awareness and
good reporting performance.4 6 Fowler
reanalyzed the latter data and found that the
relationship between awareness (measured by
one of the two questions) and the amount of
information reported was large for respondents
with at least a high school education." That
awareness, however, did not predict reporting
behavior for respondents with less education,
nor did data from the second awareness question
predict behavior. Possibly the reinforcement
effect, if it is cognitively mediated, is produced
by letting the respondent know when his
responses are adequate rather than by giving him
knowledge of general task requirements. This



implies that the respondent need not understand
exactly what is expected of him to respond well.

Recent experiments in social psychology have
tried to explore the relative effects of awareness
of task requirements and reinforcement of
performance. A detailed treatment of these
findings is beyond the scope of this report, but
some of the main issues and findings are
presented at the end of this section where
further experimentation is discussed. It appears
that awareness can be helpful when the
respondent (a) can tell when his single responses
are meeting task requirements, (b) has the skill
to perform what is requested, and (c) has the
will (motivation) to perform.

Feedback used in the 1967 studies may have
provided two types of information, and achieved
the increase in reporting frequencies because of
this double-barreled effect. In some of the
laboratory experiments mentioned earlier, re-
inforcing statements contingent on correct
answers consisted of "Yes," "Mm-hmm,"
"O.K.," or "Good." The 1967 studies used
verbal reinforcements which contained more in-
formation, statements such as: "Mm-hmm, we
need to know that," or "I see, that's the kind of
information we need." Probably the two types
of statement convey different amounts and
kinds of information. The simple statements
apparently convey information about response
adequacy, leaving it to the respondent to infer
the interviewer's goals. The longer statements
possibly make it easier for the respondent to
arrive at some knowledge of interviewer expecta-
tions. This hypothesis would be relatively easy
to test in the laboratory or in field interviews.

These conceptions of how reinforceinent
teaches the respondent to understand his proper
role point to the desirability of using more effi-
cient techniques which do not rely so heavily on
the respondent's ability to figure out what is
expected. Further research seems to be needed
in order to test whether the respondent's under-
standing of his role is necessary for good report-
ing or whether knowledge of the adequacy of his
responses is, in itself, sufficient. If knowledge of
expectations is found to be important, it might
be effective to develop a method that informs
the respondent of his expected performance
quality and at the same time, through reinforce-
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ment procedures, gives lum immediate inforrna-
tion about the adequacy of his answers.

The effects of reinforcement on two kinds of
respondent knowledge and the role of knowl-
edge in producing good survey data have ban
touched upon above. Other variables can also
influence data quality. In the following sections
reinforcement is discussed in the context of two
other variables, skill level and motivation.

Conditioning Effects
of Reinforcement

Experiments cited earlier show that giving re-
inforcement immediately after some behavior in-
creases the probability that such behavior will
recur. This pattern is defined here as an operant
conditioning effect, or more simply a condition-
ing effect. In the tradition of B. F. Skinner, the_
ariangement of-reinforcement contingencies to
produce the conditioning effect minimizes con-
sideration of the intervening variables that might
help explain the obtained results. Thus, the fol-
lowing paragraphs omit speculation about how
interviewer reinforcement may affect cognitions _

and motivations to aChieve a performance effect.
They relate to such problems as identifying the
correct behavior to reinforce and the circum-
stances under which a conditioning procedure
seems appropriate.

When to use a conditioning procedure.The
following discussion is based on the premise that
conditioning effects of reinforcement should be
used (a) when respondents do not have a clear
understanding of how to perform effectively and
cannot be given this understanding by mere ex-
planation or appeals for good performance, (b)
when the respondent does not possess the ability
or skill for good reporting regardless of whether
or not he understands what is wanted, or (c)
when the respondent is performing in a manner
which is less than optimal (for example, he
wants to do something besides answer questions
accurately and completely). The implication is
that if the respondent understands what he is
supposed to do, has the ability to do it, knows
when he is doing it, and wants to do it, there is
no reason to introduce a conditioning procedure
into the interview. However, all of these condi-
tions are seldom met in any personal interview
situation.



The general conditioning pattern suggested
for personal interviews is the scheduling of re-
in f orcing statements only after adequate
miswers. In this way the frequency of adequate
answers can be expected to increase. For exam-
ple, an adequate answer appears fairly easy to
elicit with increasing frequency when the follow-
ing instruction is given: "When I ask an open-
ended question, please tell me all you can think
of, using specific examples." This is accom-
Fished by an interviewer using a reinforcing

statement every time the respondent gives an
acceptable idea or example in response to an
open-ended question. The arrangements to pro-
duce an increase in valid answers, especially to
forced-choice questions, are not that easily con-
ceptualized. Methods that change the reinforce-
menu contingeney-rules to reward responses that
come closer and closer to approximating some
goal have been shown to be effective and,
theoretically, could be used in the personal
interview setting.

Another use of conditioning procedures is to
maintain an acceptable level of respondent per-
formance. Once the respondent has been taught
appropriate response behavior, it is desirable for
him to continue to answer acceptably. Accord-
ing to the operant conditioning literature, a pre-
viously reinforced response (especially if it has
been reinforced every time it has occurred) will
be given less and less frequently if it is no longer
reinforced. Thus, another function of a verbal
reinforcement procedure is to prevent extinction
of appropriate behavior once it has been estab-
lished. A schedule of reinforcement that uses
positive statements after at least some of the
desired behavior is probably adequate to serve
the response maintenance function. Procedures
that omit reinforcing statements or use them in
a -random way probably cannot maintain any
performance -pattern that has bcen established
earlier.

Problems of conditioning proceduies for
teachingA conditioning effect of reinforce-
ment involves the respondent learning how to
perform or improve his performance on some
task. He may or may not be aware of his result-
ing increase in ability. For a feedback technique
to be c ffect ivc , the interviewer (or study
designer ) must be aware of what is to be taught

or improved, be able to recognize when a
respondent performs the desired behavior, and
be able to give appropriate verbal reinforcement
immediately after the respondent behavior
occurs. These are very stringent conditions, and
in the usual interview situation they cannot be
met. One major obstacle is the difficulty of
determining immediately whether a particular
respondent behavior is desirable or not. Without
knowing which responses to reinforce, a proper
conditioning effect cannot be obtained.

The dangers of trying to teach one concept
but actually teaching something else can be illus-
trated by a recent series of experiments. Cannell
and Marquis originally diagnosed the problem of
error in reportin6 .thronic and acute health con-
ditions as an underreporting or "failure to re-
port"- problem.-- Subsequently, in-- their--I96-7-
study,5° they reinforced every instance where
the respondent reported a symptom or a chronic
or acute health condition, and obtained a 25-
percent increase in the number of symptoms and
conditions reported. A subsequent look at un-
published data about chronic condition report-
ing from other sources suggested that over-
reporting might be more of a problem than
underreporting for this kind of health informa-
tion. Therefore, the conditioning procedure used
may have decreased the accuracy of the data in
that study because it led to increased overreport-
ing errors. Therefore, Marquis, Cannel, and
Laurent53 carried out a second study using inde-
pendent records from physicians as indicators of
the presence or absence of chronic conditions
for particular respondents. Respondents received
approximately the same kind of reinforcement
as in the earlier study. The results mentioned
earlier in connection with the discussion of table
42 did not show the expected biased condition-
ing effect. If the conditioning effect were the
only effect operating, it would be expected that
overreporting (reporting of nonexistent chronic
conditions) would increase. The -fiata indicated
just the opposite. The short-questiOn reinforce-
mem interview had its major effect in reducing
overall reporting error by reducing the amount
of overreporting. Exactly why thii-happened is
uncertain. Possibly no conditioning effect
occurred, and the reduction in error was due to
increased knowledge or motivation effects.



Another possibility is that a concept other than
a positive or sickness-reporting response set was
taught." The main point, however, is the diffi-
culty in predicting what sort of consequences
will arise when interviewers use reinforcement in
a particular contingency schedule. While the
above example shows that reinforcement proce-
dures had a beneficial effect on the validity of
health reporting, the effect may not have been
for the reason originally hypothesized.

Substitute for conditioning procedures when
the problem is one of low respondent ability.
Probably one of the biggest problems in survey
interviewing concerns the respondent's ability to
recall factual information accurately. The most
dramatic example of a memory problem is
shown by Cannell and Fow leri in the reporting
nf_ visits to a physician during the 2_ weeks_pre-__
ceding the interview. Using a standard question
designed to find out how many times the
respondent had consulted a physician during this
time, 21 percent of the visits known to have
occurred within the last week were not reported
and 38 percent of the visits known to have
occurred during the second week prior to the
interview were not mentioned. Inability to
remember increased over 80 percent from the
first to the second week preceding the interview.

It has been hypothesized that a Conditioning
3rocedure might help the respondent learn to
iistinguish correct from incorrect memory rep-
vsentations of an event such as a physician visit.

theory, this kind of teaching seems possible
mat it has not yet been demonstrated as feasible
n the interview setting.

A nonreinforcement interviewing approach
night be considered when ability to remember

most likely explanation for the data was how the re-
dorcement vatiable was originally introduced to respondents.
he interviewer began by asking the respondent if he had ever
ad any of each of 17 very common symptoms. The probability
tat the respondent had experienced any one of these symptoms

least once in his lifetime was very high. Therefore, a "Yes"
tswer was most likely a true answer and was reinforced, and a

answer was most likely an underreport and was not re-
forced. Thus, the concept initialy taught was probably, Give
lid answers and don't underreport." This concept may have
en maintained by the reinforcement schedule used in the re-
ainder of the interview and was possibly still in effect for
testions about chroruc conditions.

correctly presents problems for survey data
accuracy. The recommended approach involves:

a. Making the recall task simpler so that mem-
ory ability is less important for validity;
and

b. Using repeated trials so that an initially
faulty recall decision may be corrected.

Evidence for the possible efficacy of this task
simplification and repeated trials aporoach is
presented in another section of this report,
"Memory and Information Retrieval in the
Interview." It should be remembered, however,
that if response error is thought to be due to
variables other than memory failure, e.g., mis-
understanding or fear of embarrassment, a re-
inforcement procedure might be more appro-

-priate.-- _ _

Motivational Effects
of Reinforcement

The use of feedback statements, regardless o
the rate or the contingency rule for their use,
may have motivational consequences. The moti-
vational effects are probably not reflected
directly in the awareness or consciousness of the
respondent, and hence may be difficult to detect
by questioning.

One motivational consequence has been men-
tioned previously. In standard interviews it was
observed that feedback statements were used
often in situations where there may have been
tension or negative feelings. Implicit here is the
hypothesis that positive statements by the inter-
viewer can reduce the respondent's tension or
hostile feelings about the interview. This
hypothesis should be tested.

Psychological theory suggests at least three
possible motivational effects of positive feed-
back statements. These statements might:

a. Affect the general level of motivation drive;
b. Strengthen or weaken levels of specific

motives which facilitate or inhibit reporting
performance; or

c. Affect the degree of approval the respond-
ent has for the interviewer. The effect of
approval on performance is ambiguous and
is discussed briefly below.

General moduation.Some theories of moti-
vation include the idea of "general drive" or gen-



era! arousal. This refers to a hypothetical con-
cept about a nonspecific or general level of
motivation which multiplies the strength of any
behavior tendency in a person. For example, if a
person is nmning a 100-yard dash, his speed will
be faster if his general drive level is high and
slower if his general drive level is low. His speed
is affected by other thinks, of course, such as his
ability as a runner and his specific desires to win.
It is hypothesized that reinforcing statements in
the interview increase the respondent's general
motivation and thereby accentuate whatever
response tendencies exist, regardless of whether
the response tendencies are the right ones or
no t.

A complete presentation of drive theory and
supporting empirical evidence is beyond the
scope of _this section, but one fairly complicated
aspect of the empirical evidence is important
enough to mention. (For further discussion, the
reader should consult Zajonc.5 7 ) There is a com-
plex relationship between drive and behavior. If
a task is easy, high levels of drive will result in
good performance. If a task is difficult, high
levels of drive interfere with efficient perfor-
mance while low levels of drive are accompanied
by good performance. For tasks of intermediate
difficulty, the level of drive shows a curvilinear
relationship to good performance, with .moder-
ate levels of drive producing good results and
high and low levels accompanied by poor perfor-
mance.

It may be that high levels of respondent drive
reduce the underreporting problem in survey
interviews and that this has been one effect of
reinforcement procedures in the studies already
discussed. There is some evidence that leads one
to suspect, however, that respondent drive levels
may have been too high in some of the experi-
mental interviews. A schematic representation of
data from Marquis, Carmen, and Laurent" is
given below. Possibly, the addition of several

experimental techniques aimed at producing
good performance on the moderately difficult
recall task (remembering one's chronic condi-
tions accurately) caused performance to suffer
in the way the Yerkes-Dodson law predicts.

If an extensive interview, such as the one
described by Laurent, had been used in com-
bination with reinforcement instead of lolig
questions, the respondent task would have been
easier and accuracy would have been increased.

Effects on specific motives.Specific motives,
such as achievement or social approval, may be
affected by reinforcement. The tendency to
achieve or seek approval, in addition to being
influenced by general drive, can also be height- _
ened or dampened by the amount of social
approval given at any particular time. This might
_be made clearer by the following analogy: If a
person is hungry and eats a reasonable quantity
of food, he soon behaves as if he is no longer
hungry. It is said that the food consumption
reduced the desire for additional food. If, on the
other hand, a person is not particularly hungry
but is allowed to eat a small quantity of food
(e.g., one potato chip), he often behaves as if he
has become hungrier. Similarly, social reinforce-
ment may increase the tendency to seek social
approval (or avoid social disapproval) and task-
oriented reinforcement may increase or decrease
the desire to do well.

In the Marquis and Cannell study,5° some evi- _

dence was obtained suggesting that the respond-
ent's tendency to seek social approval (or avoid
social disapproval) was reduced as a result of
receiving reinforcement. These data are far from
conclusive, but if the social approval tendency
of respondents can be reduced, they have im-
portant implications for response accuracy.
According to Edwards," people tend to err by
responding in a socially desirable direction. If
there is some way to make people less concerned
about social approval or disapproval in the inter-
view, interview data would presumably be more
valid since respondents would be less reluctant
to report socially disapproved information about
themselves.

It may be that positive reinforcement, which
represents social approval given by an inter-
viewer, actually reduces the respondent's ten-
dencies to fear social disapproval and thereby
reduces his reluctance to report socially dis-



approved information. Marquis and Connell"
also found that reinforced respondents report
about one and one half times as many highly
embarrassing symptoms for themselves as do
nonreinforced respondents. This finding is con-
sistent with the specific motive reduction
hypothesis discussed above.

On the other hand, it may be that an inter-
view using only a few reinforcing statements
may fall victim to the "one-potato-chip effect."
It may be that fear of interviewer disapproval
could be accentuated by having only a small
number of positive feedback statements pro-
gramed into the conversation.

Feedback and establishing a relationship.It
is often stated that the success of an interview
depends on the degree to which the interviewer
can establish rapport with the respondent. Opel--
ational definitions of rapport differ and are
usually unstated. The concept often seems to
refer to a relationship of personal understanding
and approval between the interviewer and re-
spondent which is thought to facilitate response
accuracy.

The evidence is reasonably clear that feedback
or other positive statements which do not nec-
essarily follow any particular contingency sched-
ule result in the respondent approving of the
interviewer. What is not clear, however, is
whether the resulting positive feeling has any-
thing to do with obtaining valid data.

The relationship between approval (produced
by several types of feedback) and performance is
found to be nonexistent. Marshall, Marquis, and
Dskamp49 showed that respondents tended to
Like interviewers who made positive comments
ibout their performance more than they liked
nterviewers who made only negative comments.
iowever, interviewer comment style was un-
elated to accuracy of recall even in these ex-
reme conditions.

Bales' data59 suggest that, for long-term inter-
ictions, feedback statements indicating solidar-
ty, agreement, acceptance, attention, and satis-
action, or promoting the release of tension
erve a "maintenance" function. That is, they
erve to keep a team or group together and
vorking on a task. Presumably, without this
ind of interaction, task-Oriented groups would
Teak up without finishing the job at hand. It is
ot clear, however, that a short-term interview

interaction requires this socioemotional kind of
interaction to be successful.

Finally, Hyman et al."' have questioned the
assumption that rapport is desirable in the inter-
view. They point to the possibility that the
social relationship implied in a high-rapport
interview may prevent the full disclosure of
socially unacceptable information. Carmen"
has proposed an experimental test of this
hypothesis.

Thus, while positive feedback in the interview
seems to create a good relationship, this relation-
ship per sc may have either no effect or negative
effects on reporting accuracy. On the other
hand, it may be that the relationship somehow
interacts with other variables (such as a condi-
tioning procedure) to influence response.
accuracy. Further research is needed-in-this area.

EXPER I M ENTAL STUDY'

The social reinforcement effect for adult
humans is fairly well established. In a review of
the literature, Krasner" pointed out that re-
inforcement effects have been demonstrated
under numerous settings with a variety of re-
inforcing statements, with many kinds of
responses, and with different types of people.
Currently, attention has turned to a considera-
tion of other variables which may be in 'ant
in producing reinforcement effect:.
performance.

One of the major concerns in the preceding
discussion was the separation of the instruc-
tional or cognitive effects of reinforcement from
the more automatic conditioning effects. This
issue is very important to survey interview plan-
ners for several reasons and has some major
implications for theories of humm behavior. For
example, if the reinforCement techniques men-
tioned above achieve their effects merely by
informing the respondent about what the inter-
viewer wants him to do, it would seem that
there are better ways of passing this information
along to the respondent. Using only reinforcing
statements to convey information about what

°This section was written in collaboration with Ms. Linda
Wood, who has undertaken the major responsibilities of design
and execution of the experiment described here.



the interviewer wants has the distinct disadvan-
tage that the respondent can misinterpret the
message or possibly never get it at all. On the
other hand, the reinforcement procedures might
be producing better reporting which could not
be produced by other means. If this is true,
reinforcement procedures should be considered
seriously for all personal interviews, as a tech-
nique for improving reporting.

This issue of whether the reinforcement effect
is purely cognitive or more than that is a major
concern of experimental psychologists. These re-
searchers have given a great deal of attention to
a process they call "awareness," the respond-
ent's knowledge that reinforcement is being used
and that it is used only after he gives certain
kinds of answers, A number of researchers63*65
maintain that the reinforcement effect can be
obtained for a human subject only when the
subject is "aware" of the response-reinforcement
contingency or, in terms used here, is aware of
what the interviewer expects him to do. The
mere fact that a reinforcing statement follows a
particular response is not in itself sufficient to
increase the probability of occurrence of that
response. An increase can be obtained only
when the respondent understands the relation-
ship between his answers and the reinforcing
statements. The implication of this position is
that one may obtain high levels of respondent
performimce right at the start of an interview
merely by giving clear instructions to the
respondent rather than by using reinforcement..
Furthermore, since reinforcement takes a longer
time to achieve its effects, some respondents
may never become aware of what is wanted.

Another group of researchers33 .3 7 ,6 6 main-
tain that reinforcement can have a direct condi-
tioning effect. They do not deny that awareness
or cognitive effects of reinforcement may con-
tribute to the reinforcement effect, but say that
these are not necessary in order for the re-
inforcement effect to occur. The major thrust of
the research of the I.,tter group is that reinforce-
rnent effects can be produced without the
respondent becoming aware of the expectations
of the experimenter or interviewer. These
studies do not show that reinforcement proce-
dures are more efficient than direct instruction
procedures. They do indicate, however, that
human behavior can be changed without the

necessity of the respondent having to think
about the change.

Earlier it has been shown that innovative
instruction procedures such as brochures, calen-
dars, and informing the respondent about key
questions prior to interyieWing were not effec-
tive in producing better thitiz Thus, establishing
awareness through these initial procedures was
not sufficient to produce desired performance,
as Spielberger and others might imply.

However, in view of the large number of
studies supporting each point of view, it may be
that both interpretations are correct but that
each is true under different circumstances. It
would seem that there is some other variable
that helps to determine whether simple knowl-
edge of what the interviewer expects is sufficient
for good responding Or Whether more compli-
cated conditioning procedures are necessary, A
comparison of the two sets of studies _suggests
that this variable is "task difficulty." Those :
studies that suggest that awareness is sufficient
in itself usually involve a simple task, for exam-
ple, the selection of a firstTerson pronoun.2 7
Those that suggest that awareness may be un-
necessary invoie a soMewhat more difficult
task, such as giving "self-acceptance" re-
sponses.34 The, difference in difficulty between
these two type's of tasks has been obscured by
the fact that as long as the interviewer's expecta-
tions arc unstated, both types of task seem diffi-
Cult.

It must be hypothesized, therefore, that the
conditioning effect of reinforcement brings
about changes in respondent ability level or skill
in responding adequately (sec "Dependent Vari-
ables," under "Design of an Experimental Inter-
viewing Approach," this report) and that, to
extent that a respondent's skills are low, the
conditioning effects or reinforcement will be
greater. That is, the importance of awareness,
however obtained, is relevant ,to knowledge of
expectations, but only reinforcement can change
skill. When skill needs to be iMproved, a condi-
tioning procedure is necessary. On the other
hand, when the task does not require a high level
of skill, direct instructions should produce maxi-
purn performance and a reinforcement pro&.
dure wiii not produce any further iniprovement!

Some of the basic questions that arise in the
consideration of reinforcement effects should be
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clarified in order to improve the quality of re-
porting. For example,

a. How important is respondent kno ledge of
the interviewer's expectations?

b. If this knowledge is essential, is it conveyed
better by interviewer instruction, by re-
inforcement, or by some combination of
the two?

c. Is the recall skill of the respondent in'-
. proved by reinforcement and does the

amount of this improvement depend on the
difficulty of the task?

d. Does reinforcement provide information to
the respondent about the adequacy of his
responses and does the importance of this
information vary with the respondent's
skill?

MEMORY AND INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL IN THE INTERVIEW

The purpose of this section is to present some
hypotheses about underreporting and to de-
scribe an experiment designed to reduce under-
reporting in a field survey. One-of the principal
causes of underreporting is the failure of recall;
information is not reported because it is not
retrieved from memory. Work in interviewing
methodology tends to support the assumptions
of McGeoch2 5 and modern interference
theory24 that information does not disappear
from memory but may become difficult to recall
because of interfering associations. Only the
accessibility of information declines, resulting in
a "lessening probability of retrieval from the
storehouse."25 Thus, underreporting is essen-
tially a problem of retrieval, and reporting may
be improved by manipulating conditions under
which retrieval occurs.

THE INADEQUATE
SEARCH HYPOTHESIS

Interviewing methodology indicates that the
conditions of recall have a crucial effect upon

_the outcome of an interview. Some information
may be unreported simply because the questions
do not convey to the respondent an accurate
notion of what information to search for. For
example, 19 percent of a sample of respondents
intemiewed in the 14- alth Interview Survey
declared La a 1.0 interview that they
thought the interviewer was interested only in
"fairly important" things.55 By itself this ob-
servation provides an alternative hypothesis to

interpret the underreporting of low-impact
items. They may be underreported only because
the respondent does not consider them _to be _

relevant and therefore does not even search for
them.

Several early experimental studies had sug-gested that the nonreported material had not
been repressed or deeply suppressed, nor had it
vanished from memory, but often was simply
not elicited by the usual questioning procedures.
It seemed likely that the use of different sets of
questions and techniques by interviewers could
significantly decrease underreporting. For in-
stance, over half the , hospitalizations not re-
ported in a first interview were reported in a
second interview." An experimental procedure
which Facluded a few extra questions, more
explareaion of purpose to respondents, and a
mail followup also resulted in a significant
increase in the reporting of hospitalizations."
Adding probes to major questions regarding
visits to physicians reduced the underreporting
by 7 percentage points, from 30 to 23 percent)
Another study by Balamuth, et al.4 indicated
that checklists also seemed to reduce the under-
reporting of chronic conditions. A laboratory
study showed that the form of the questions had
a great effect on the accuracy of reporting items
from a movie.67 Finally, an experimental study
by Marquis, Cannell, and Laurent65 demon-
strated a substantial effect of mere question
length upon the validity of the reporting of
chronic conditions.

A major contribution of these studies is the
demonstration that experimental questioning



strategies can improve reporting by changing the
conditions under wIdch the respondent is invited
to search for past events. While these studies
suggest promising avenues for methodological
progress, they are not concerned directly with
the cognitive processes involved in recall.

AN INTEGRATIVE HYPOTHESIS:
COGNITIVE INADEQUACY OF

STIMULI QUESTIONS

Although one can hypothesize that failure to
recall information is an important reason for
underreporting and also demonstrate that recall
can be improved, it is not immediately apparent
what steps one should take to improve reporting
in the survey interview. Why do customary
questioning procedures fail to obtain adequate
reporting? Why, for example, if a respondent is
asked to report his dental visits of the past 6
months, is he likely not to report them all? A
tautologous answer is that for some reason the
question was not adequate to stimulate retrieval
of infcirmation located in memory. The in-

adequacy of a single question to elicit informa-
tion suggests a consideration of how information
is copitively organized in memory.

When a person experiences an event, the event
is not merely recorded in its original form in the
mukner of a computer tape, but rather it
becomes organized in a perceptual field. As in
the old illustration of a blind man describing an
elephant, the meaning of an event depends upon
how it is perceived and with what other events it
becomes associated in memory. Thus, what is a
simple, single-dimension variable for the re-
searcher may not be a simple item for the
respondent. The dental visit the researcher sees
as a simple item of information may be
organized in one of several frames of reference
by the respondent. The respondent may think of
the visit in terms of cost, pain, or loss of time
from work. From this point of view the single
question about the occurrence of the dental visit
may be ineffective; it may fail as a stimulus to
recall the event.

As showri in figure 1, the respondent's cogni-
tive organization and the researcher's d6ign of
a questionnaire can be viewed as two diverging
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paths by which information is processed inde-
pendently and quite differently before the inter-
view. These two paths lead to two independent
informational statesmemory trace and stimulus
questionwhose interaction in the interview is
expected to produce the retrieval of the initial
information. This model indicates that the prob-
ability of proper recall is a function of the
ability of the stiumli questions to interact
adequately with the respondent's cognitive
organization. The appropriateness of the stimuli
questions is a function of the researcher's ability
to comprehend the nature of the respondent's
cognitive path and to utilize this knowledge in
the framing of the questions.

The methodological objective becomes one of
redesigning- questionnaires to facilitate recall.
One way of doing this is to incorporate into the
design of questionnaires some of the things
already known about how people learn, store,
and retrieve information. The experimentP de-
scribed below is an exploratory attempt to
ascertain the validity as well as the feasibility of
this cognitive approach for improving reporting
in the household interview:

DESIGN OF AN EXPERIMENTAL
INTERVIEWING APPROACH

The study was designed to increase the
reporting rate of acute and chronic illnesses,
usually underreported in household interviews.
The strategy consisted of an experimental ques-
tioning procedure which would provide stimuli
yelevant to the respondent's cognitive processing
of health information. This procedure was ex-
pected to improve retrieval from memory and to
increase the probability of reporting.

To find out about the sicknesses of a person,
during the month preceding an interview, one
may ask a standard qUeStiOn%such as, "Were you
sick at any time last month?" If the person had
had influenza and had stored this experience in
memory as "being sick," there is some chance
that it would be reported in response to this
question.

PA detailed presentation and discussion of this experiment
appears in a study by Laurent, Cannel, and Maxquis."

If, among other illnesses, the researcher is
particularly interested in collecting data about
influenza, he may also want to use a simple
question such as: "Did you have the flu last
month?" This question will be a powerful
stimulus only if the sickness has been experi-
enced as the flu or influenza and was concep-
tualized as such. There are clear limitations to a
straight application of this recognition technique
in the interview. Aside from the old issue of
suggestibility, an exhaustive list of all potentially
relevant items of information would not usually
be feasible. Furthermore, the L.ecognition tech-
nique relies much rnore than other retrieval
techniques upon the assumption that researcher
and respondent share the same concepts. This is
clearly shown in a medical interview. A physi-
cian contends that his patients usually report
only major surgery when asked about previous
operations, whereas they tend to report both
major and minor surgery in answer to a question
about stitches. The recognition principle is basic
to the recall process,68 but its application to
interviewing procedures is valuable only if
appropriate stimuli of recognition_can_be_de-
signed.

All of this experience indicates that an event
may be stored in memory under various infor
!national states so distant from the initial infor-
mational state that a stimulus merely traced
from the original event or from its straight
conceptualization might not elicit the stored
information. Last month's influenza may have
been stored in memory in many different ways
and not necessarily as being sick or having the
flu. There is enough'evidencc from experiments,
as well as from everyday experience, to show
that memory is not a simple recording device
but rather a complex process in which informa-
tion is transformed and organized. Thus, influ.
enza may no longer exist in memory as a
sickness, but may be organized around a number
of other possible traces. For example, the
interference of serious chronic illnesses may
cause the respondent to fail to consider the
episode of influenza as a sickness and no longer
to store it as such. On the other hand, this minor
flu may have prevented the respondent from
going to work on a cold day, thus reducing his
income in a manner significant enough to have



impact on his budget. It becomes clear that this
respondent may be less likely to report the flu in
answer to a single question about sickness than
to a question such as: "Have you lost any
income because of any sickness during the past
month?" If the flu has caused this person to be
feverish, a symptom that he very seldom experi-
ences, another relevant stimulus might be:
"Have you had a fever during the past month?"

Memory can process an illness in such a way
that it gets transformed in storage and becomes
organized around concepts such as pain, incapac-
ity, cost, visits to doctors, hospitalizations,
medication or treatment, symptoms, or more
generally around other causal, circumstantial, or
consequential events. The initial perception may
be distorted to an aisociation with another
perception in order to fit into some structure. If
one asks a broad question such as, "Tell me
about your illnesses," the respondent has to
make the effort to review a multitude of
cooitive structures in order to recall properly.
He has to invent appropriate frames of reference
to guide his search; he has to create his own cues
to reactivate traces of possibly weak salience.
Altogether, the task is enormous and complex
and the motivation to invest substantial effort in
it cannot be expected to be spontaneously high,
especially in the context of an information-
getting household interview that has no
immediate benefit for the respondent. Within
this framework, underreporting is predictable;
the broad question is not an adequate stimulus
to the relevant frame of reference and the
respondent is not going to work hard to recall
information.

This framework, however, provides prospects
for an experimental methodology. Instead of
asking one standard question essentially traced
from a simple conceptualization of the event to
be recalled, several questions may be asked that
are traced from hypothesized states of informa-
tion after memory processing. In other words,
instead of requesting from the respondent the
difficult task of building up his own cues and
frames of reference, the researcher should at-

mpt to create these recall aids and to build
them into the questionnaire. If the researcher
can be successful in predicting and designing the
relevant cues 'and frames of reference, then the
respondent's recall process should be signifi-

cantly facilitated and the availability of informa-
tion correspondingly increased.

The Extensive Questionnaire

The strategy of an extensive health interview
consisted of designing a questionnaire containing
a large number of questions that would provide
the respondent with multiple ands overlapping
frames of reference and cues (see Laurent,
Cannell, and Marquis69). Medical information
was asked within classical conceptual frame-
works as well as in the language of the layman,
and through standard questioning as well as
through multiple behavioral cues or direct recog-
nition of items. Transitions between sections
were also used to -bring some relief in the
questioning style and to instill a deliberately
relaxed pace in the interviewing.

The questionnaire started with question about
symptoms, such as, "Do you have pains in the
abdomen?" "Have you had any pain or soreness
in your joints?" "Have you had trouble breath-
ing?" Every time the respondent gave a "Yes"
answer the interviewer used the probe, "Do you
have any idea what causes it?" in an attempt to
obtain the report of an underlying health condi-
tion. Other frames of reference and cues were
used, such as asking for a medical history by
means of queries related to childhood, adult-
hood, 6 or 12 months previous, last week, or the
week before last. Then specific behavioral impli-
cations of illnesses inch as diet, food sensitivity,
restrictions of activity, medications taken, and
visits to physicians were all used to provide
assistance in the retrieval process. Finally, a
checklist of chronic conditions implemented a
direct items-recognition approach.

Control Questionnaire

A control questionnaire was used in the
collection of information on the same major
items of health information as the extensive
form, but it consisted of single direct questions
for each variable. This procedure contained
standard questions comparable to those used in
the Health Interview Survey and the same
chronic conditions checklist that was used in the
extensive form.

6 6



Field Experiment

The study was designed to compare the
ffectiveness of the two questionnaires on two

main dependent variables: (a) the number of
health conditions reported, and (b) the impact
of these conditions on the respondent.

To decrease the variance from factors other
than those purposely introduced by the experi-
mental design, the sample population was
homogeneousa restricted segment of English-
speaking, native-born, white females between 18
and 65 years of age, all of whom were residents
of the city of Detroit and were of low-middle
and middle socioeconomic status. Two clusters
of three dwelling units were chosen at random
from each of 110 blocks, selected with probabil-
ity proportionate to size in 16 census tracts.
Only one person in each dwelling was inter-
viewed; the wife in the household was the first
choice. Six female interviewers were employed
in the study and were assigned to geographically
convenient sections of the city. The assignment
of experimental questionnaires to households
wa; random within each sample block.

The study showed that 204 respondents were
interviewed, consisting of 105 extensive and 99
control subjects. Aside from the variations in
questions, the interviewing techniques were kept
constant for all subjects. (e.g., introduction of
the survey, getting demographic information,
probing procedures, interviewing style). All
respondent demographic characteristics were
similar, as were the response rates (87 percent in
both interviews). On the average, the duration of
the extensive interview was 74 minutes and of
the control interview, 40 minutes.

pendent Variables

Eligible health condition.To ensure the com-
parability of the data collected through the two
interviewing procedures, precise criteria were
established to determine the eligibility of any
reported health problem as a condition. Every

me any health problem was mentioned in
either of the two procedures, standard struc-
tured probing was used to ascertain its eligibility
as a condition. In order to be an eligible
condition for data analysis, an illness had to
present either acute characteristicsthat is, to
have started within the 14 days preceding the

interviewor chronic characteristicsto have
chronic implications for the person's health. All
conditions were screened by the interviewer and
later by the coder to include only those meeting
the criteria of the Health Interview Survey. The
number of eligible conditions reported was the
major dependent variable analyzed.

Condition impact.As suggested earlier,
health events get transformed and organized in
memory within various clusters or frames of
reference. It is assumed that the number of such
categories under which a health condition is
organized is a mark of its salience or impact and
a predictor of its accessibility for retrieval. A
condition of low impact that is organized under
only a few categories is likely to be missed'by a
single question. Therefore, the hypothesis in this
study was that the extensive interview would
pick up more conditions of low impact.

To create a measure of impact in both
techniques, every eligible condition reported was
probed according to a standard procedure. Addi-
tional information was asked about the exist-
ence of health behaviors associated with each
condition occurring during the past 2 weeks
(visits to a physician, medicine, treatment, spe-
cial diet, days in bed, days of restricted activity,
amount of pain or discomfort). An index of
impact was created for each reported condition
on the basis of this additional information.

The two dependent variables were selected
upon the empirical evidence that underreporting
represents a major problem in the health inter-
view. As medical records were not available for
this research, a working assumption built into
the design of the study was that the more
information reported, the better the overall
validi ty.

Hypothesis

The major hypothesis that the study at-
tempted to test was the following: By provicling
a broad aid to the respondent's recall process
through the use of multiple frames of reference
and cues, the extensive procedure is expected to
increase the overall number of reported eligible
conditions as compared with the number ob-
tained in the control procedure. Since events of
low impact are more likely to be underreported
than those of high impact, a significant increase



was particularly expected in the reporting of
chronic conditions of low impact within the
extensive interview. As a consequence, the over-
all impact level of the reported conditions was
expected to be lower in the extensive than in the
control procedure.

Results and Discussion

As shown in table 38, the data clearly
supported the major hypothesis. A significantly
larger number of health conditions was elicited
by the extensive interview than by the control
interview. Respondents reported an average of
7.88 eligible conditions in the former and 4.42
in the latter. The increase in reporting was
significant for both chronic and acute condi-
tions.

As. predicted, the increase in reporting was
obtained by eliciting conditions of low, hut not
trivial, impact that were not reported in the
control interview

i.
As shown in table 39, the

-mean level of mpact for all conditions was

significantly lower in the extensive procedure
(2.03) than in the control procedure (2.64), and
this was especially true for chronic conditions. It
was further verified that the reporting of higher
mpact conditions wm similar for both tech-

niques.
Several analyses have been conducted in an

attempt to identify the main sources of im-
proved reporting in the extensive questionnaire.
It was found, for instance, that 61 percent of all
conditions reported in the extensive interview
were elicited by the initial symptoms questions.
These questions dealt with the presence of
specific symptoms, aches, or pains and with the
health conditions underlying them. The average
number of conditions reported under these
initial questions in the extensive interview was
larger than_ the total average_ number _of condi-
tions reported in the entire control interview.
This observation Lndicates that a cue-giving
approach using symptomatic manifestations of
illnesses as a frame of reference is more produc-

Table 38 Mean number of health conditions reported per person and difference
questionnaire procedure

eans by type of condition and

Reporting variable

Mean number of
conditions reponed Difference

between
means

P1
Extensive
procedure

(105 respondents)

Control
procedure

(99 respondents)

All eligible health conditions

Chronic conditions . . . . , ... . .. . ....... . . . . . .

Acute conditions (in last 14 days)

7.88 4.42 3.46

6.29
0.82

3.99
0.33

2.30
0.49

.001

.001

1 Significance level of difference. Values were computed on the basis of the one-tailed r-stati

Table 39. Number and mean impact level of health conditions report by type of condition and questionnaire procedure

-

Reporting variable

Number of health
conditions

Moan impact level
Difference
between

means
p1

Extensive
Procedure

Control
procedure

Extensive
procedure

Control
procedure

All eligible health conditions

Chronic conditions . . . . . . . . . . ..
Acute conditions (in last 1.1 day

661 399 2.03 2.64 0.61 .001

583
73

a7
29

1.R7

3.34
2.46
4.93

0.59
1.59

.001

.025

I of difference. Values were computed on the basi he one-tailed r-



tive in e icitmg tl-r.e report of illnesses than are
the standard questions actually designed to serve
this purpose.

Another observation of this kind concerns_ the
effectiveness of recognition checklists. At the
end of boih interview procedures, a standard
checklist of 41 chronic conditions was utilized
and the reiative effectiveness of this device was
evaluated within each procedure. It was found
that this last section was highly productive in
the control questionnaire (57 percent of all
conditions were first reported there) and appre-
ciably less productive in the extensive question-
naire (where it yielded a total of 16 percent of
first reports). The high figure obtained under the
control procedure (57 percent) confirms to
some extent the effectiveness of an items recog-
nition approach as .a basic tool for eliciting
information in a standard type of interview. The
lower but still substantial figure obtained under
the extensive procedure (16 percent) demon-
strates the adequacy of this recognition ap-
proach for gathering information not already
reported through the various cues provided
during the course of art extensive interview.

A comparison of the differential effect of this
recognition approach under the extensive and
control interviews for the reporting of chronic
conditions is shown in table 40. In the extensive
interview, 67_psrcent of the chronic conditions
in the final standard checklist were first elicited
before thl final checklist, as cdmpared to only
26 percent in the control interview. In both
techniques, the high-impact conditions were
reported first, the low-impact ones last. This is
especially typical in the control technique where
the mean impact level varies from 4.36 for

chronic conditions repo ted prior to the recogni-
tion list to 1.61 for those reported on the
recognition list. An analysis of variance carried
out on the impact level of all eligible conditions
reported by chronological sections of the ques-
tionnaires in the two procedures led to the same
observation; showing a significant lowering of
impact from the earlier sections of the question-
naires to the later sections.

The same finding was replicated on a question
basis in the extensive interview. The extensive
interview made some use of primary or standard
questions followed by additional or cue-giving
questions. The average impact level of eligible
conditions reported for each of tliese two types
of questions is shown in table 41. An analysis of
variance based on these data showed that the
average impact score varies significantly
(p.05) according to whether the condition
was reported in the primary or additional
questions. Table 41 demonstrates the tendency
for the average impact to be lower for condi-
tions reported on the additional questions (2.25)
than on the primary questions (3.66). This table
also illustrates clearly the power of additional
cue-gisring questions to elicit information riot
reported on standard questions. In this case the
additional questions are providing as many and
even more eligible --cbrichtions (36) than the
primary ones (32).

This general tendency for high-impact condi-
tions to be reported earlier and for Iciw-impact
conditions to be reported laterwithin an entire
questionnaire or within given questions
confirms the idea that high-impact events are
more easily recalled and reported than are
low-impact events. Since they are easier to

Table 40. Percent of chronic conditions reported and mean impact level of listed chronic conditions by whether first reported prior to
or in response to recognition list, by Questionnaire procedure

Questionnaire procedure

Listed chronic conditions

First reported prior
so recognition list

First reported in
..response to
recognition list

Total listed chronic
conditions reported

Mean levelPercent
of impact

Percen
ean level

of impact Percent

Extensive
Control

67
- 26

2.
4. 74
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Mean level
of impact

2.02
2.32



Table 41. Number and impact level of eligible conditions, by
whether first reported In primary or additional questions of
the extensive questionnaire

adequate stimuli to activate respondent recall
because they may ignore the way in which
information is organized in memory. Thus an
attempt was made to pattern an experimental
questioning procedure after the processes that
the respondent was expected to use in acquiring,
storing, and retrieving information: This was
accomplished by the use of multiple-frames of
reference and multiple cues integated into a
questionnaire. 4 substantial increase in informa-
tion was obtained through these procedures in
the-areas of information where underreporting is
traditionally observed. This improvement is
interpreted as the result of a greater corre-
spondence between the questioning procedures
and the manner in which respondents organize
health information in memory.

Several uncertainties remain, _however. While
there is evidence from the reported data that the
additional information elicited in the extensive _

procedure is not trivial, the validity of _ this
information needs to be ascertained by a study
which would check- the respondent's-reporting
against valid records. The amount of overreport-
ing obtained with the- experimental technique
should be evaluated apd compared with the
amount obtained using a Control technique.

On a more theoretical level although the
results of this study supported the hypotheses, it
is not possible to infer from these data any
satisfactory statement of causality. Indeed, the
interactions between cognitive and motivational
factors involved irs the interview situation were
not controlled in this study. Even though the

iapproach was cognitive, t seems that motiva-
tional changes also occurred,that may have been
instrumental in deterrnining the outcome of the
experimental treatment For instance, as the
extensive procedure made the recall task easier,
it also reduced the amount of effort required to
perform it and thus reduced the motivational
requirements of the task as well. Also, since the
interviewer_had to devote more time and display
more behavior in administering the extensive
questionnaire than irkerninistering the control
procedure, this increaser:1 activity may have
conveyed-the- idea-that-the-task-was-importa,nt,
and may have thus heightened the respondent's
motivation to perform. Too, -the respondent
may have modeled his behavior after that of the
interviewer the interviewer did more talking in

Number
of

conditions
Standard
deviation

Both types of
queStions

Primary questions . . . . 2.65
Additional questions 1.87

NOTE: F 6.50 (p < .05).

recall, they are reported first; low-impact items
appear harder to obtain from the respondent
and, as such, require stronger stiftfuli (recogni-
tion lists or cues) and more time. Thus the
recent behavioral implications, or impact, of an
event strongly affect the likelihood of its re-
trieval. This likelihood seems to increase as the
amount of behavioral implications increases, and
Ihce versa.

The inadequacy of standard interviewing to
elicit reports of' lower impact events appears,
then, as a major cause of underreporting and
incomplete data. The analysis presented above
has pointed to the ability, of some interviewing
devices to improve the prospects of reporting for
events whose behavioral implications are weak.
It is interesting to note that in spite of its
low-impact character, the additional information
collected through the extensive technique was
still significant in terms of the criteria of the
Health .Interview Survey, as it involved, for
example restricted activity or use of medical
services.

Conclusions

The results of this study emphasize the
important effect of question content and ques-
tion strategy on survey data and suggest several-
methods of reducing underreporting bias. The

--irietheidological -objective was- to deni-onstrate
that the completeness of the reported informa-
tion can be changed significantly by programing
the respondent's recall task more efficiently.
Standard questions may not represent the most



the extensive interview and the respondent may
have followed his lead by being more active and
reporting more information). It is, unclear
whether increases in reporting have been ob-
tained through direct cogniiive facilitation, re-
duction of motivational requirements, indirect
motivational stimulation, or a combination of
these factors. The major outcome was a prag-
matic one; techniques designed in a cognitive
framework to facilitate recall have proved effec-
tive in increasing reported infOrthation.

Finally, two main implications deserve partic-
ular attention. First, it seems that the complex-
ity involved in retrieving adequate information
in an interview tends to be underestimated. Even
data that appear relatively simple to obtain may
require the design of more elaborate interview-
ing techniques. Efforts have been made in past
research to overcome various iliases in interview
responses. However, in most cases they have
been avoidance strategies rather than construc-
tive approaches. Evidence from data such as
those presented above suggests that probably
very little is known about the asking of appro-
priate questions, so that reporting errors may
often be the result of questioning errors. In view
of the wide utiliiation of survey methods to
create new.. knowledge and to guide policies,
there is great need for more basic research on
the interviewing tool itself. A major objective
for these research efforts is simply improvement
in the design of questions. The present rzsearch
has attempted to demonstrate that_ progress Can
be made in a-Lis direction by framing questions
in accordance with the respondent's cognitive
processing of the initial information.

A second implication of this research is that
the experimental survey research interview could
provide a new approach for investigations in the__field of cognitive_ psychology. If hypotheses
about the cognitive process can be introduced
into the design of interviewing experiments,

then the interview setting can serve as a labora-
tory for the study of human memory and recall.
It is interesting to note that most of the
knowledge related to the memory process has
been developed in classical experiments by
manipulating the input or learning conditions
and evaluating the resulting output or recall.
From this experimental design, inferences are
made about cognitive processing and memory.
Thus, in the laboratory the focus is most often
on input or learning conditions. Little attention
is given to recall, which is usually considered as
an end result variable or as a test of learning and
retention _after ,memory processing. Textbooks
are more likely to discuss the psychology of
learning than the psychology of recall. A re-
versed strategy was attempted in the present
research; the learning conditions _or input were _

kept constant or controlled by experimental
survey design and conditions Of recall were
manipulated. Recall was no longer considered
only a test of learning but wai viewed as- a
powerful intervening process itselfone which
mediates the effects of learning and memory
processing on survey interview reporting.

"The more questions one asks about a topic,
the more information one obWns," is a state-
ment made frequently by survey researchers.
"Recognition-list questions will obtain more

information- than those requiring free recall," is
commonly stated by survey practitioners. The
present study helps to provide some understand-__
ing of the phenomena underlying these state-
ments. It is not a simple matter of asking more
questions; nor_ are recognition-list questions
necessarily better than other kinds of questions._

Bome basic prineiples of memory and retrieval
can be used to improve reporting. This study
suggests that further research will yield abetter
understanding of the way in which information
is stored and will invent more effective methods
of retrieving that information.

QUESTION LENGTH AND REPORTING BEHAVIOR
IN THEANTERVIEW:_PRELIMINARY-INVESTIGATIONS

This section reports on two exploratory
studies of the effects of question length on the
amount and validity of information reported in
household interviews. Both of these studies.are_ __ _

described in more detail in Vital and Health
Statistics, Series 2-Number 45,53and the find-
ings of the- second one have been discussed
previously- in this report in relation to-the effeCts



of reinforcement on household interviews in the
section, "The tfs,- -of Verhal Reinforcement in
Interviews and Its Data Accuracy."

Statements such as _the following can be
found in questionnaire methodology mmuals:
"Make the questionR as concise as possible
The length alone miles_it practically impossible
to carry the question as a whole in mind."79 "It

generally best to keep _questions short
preferably not more than 20 words."71 On the
basis of these statements it was assumed that
lengthy questions were an obstacle to clear
communication. However, some empirical find-
ings showing the presence of a verbal behavioral
balance in the household interview65 along with
other findings repeatedly demonstrated a match-
ing effect between interviewer and respondent
speech duration.7 2 From this _finding it was _
concluded that long questions might have some

- value not previously anticipated.

Empirical Findings on Behavior Matching In
the Interview

The Survey Research Center study by
Cannell, Fowler, and Marquisq showed a clear,
positive:association between the overall amount
of behavioral activity of- the respondent and the
number of items reported. Furthermore, _a very
high correlation was found between the behavior
activity level of the interviewer and that of the
respondent. These findings led. to speculation
that interviewer and respondent sought and
perceived cues from each-other about the degee
of effort to put into their-reSpective roles. If this
cue-search process causes the respondent to
model his behavior- after the behavior of the
interviewer, inferences can be made about ques-
tion_ length. -Logically, short questions should
elicit -short answers and long questions should
yield long responses._

_

This inference is supported by a series of
stUdieS On interView speech hehavior conducted
by Matarazzo et _al." Briefly stated, these
Studies demonstratedlliai ionic formal measures
of the:interview -;process unrelated to content
namely, interviewer and respondent speech dura-

gThis studY -is described in greater detail in an earlier-section
of this report, "Behavior In.Interviews. For a full report of the
study, see reference 46-

tion and silencesarc remarkably reliable, valid,
and consistent. These- studies have shown very
explicitly and repeatedly ernplOyment inter7
views that an' increase in interviewer average
speech duration resulted in a significant increase
in respondent average speech duration. For
instance, in'. a 45-minute interview divided into
three 15-minute periods where the intervieWers
spoke in utterances averaging 5.005.2, and 5.5
seconds, the respondents'- utterances averaged

_ _

30.9, 64.5,- and 31.9 seconds, respectively. /n
other experiments of this serieS, the researchers
varied the schedule of the interviewer sequence
of utterances both in range and direction; They
also controlled for number and type of -clues;
tions, for topics discussed, and for interviewer
differences. In all cases they consistently ,ob-
taMed changes of approximately 100 percent in,
respondent speech duration. The changes -ive-re-
always in the direction of the patterns shown by
the interviewers.r

The results of these studies of behavior
matching in the interview demonstrate that
increases 'in interviewer verbal activity produce
increases in respondent verbalization. The proba-
bility that a long response. will contain more_
information is an interesting h)jpothesis -to be
tested. The research described here is deVoted to
an investigation of this problem.

Hypotheses About the Effects of Question--
Length on Reporting Behavior

A major' contributiOn of the--- work by
Matarazzo and his associates was the focus on
the measures of speech behavior irt tbc interview
not related to content,- particularly. interViewer _
and respondent speech: duration. Survey, re-
searchers arc interested in the potential effect of
these variables (question -length or speech dura-. _
tion) upon the content variables (amount and
validity of reported- information). Ways of in-
ducing_ greater respOndent verbalization are of:
particular interest because it might.be conducive
to improVing reporting accuracy.

TReplications of this finrig have been obtained under other
interviewing situations, such as the astronaut-gound communi-
cator conversation-37,3 the Kermedy news conference3,74 and
the eperiment on interviewer style by Heller, Davis, -and
Myers. -

'



One needs to ascertain if the speech-matching
-ffect is present:in: survey interviews. Fur';rier-
more, it is_ necessary to find out whether the
increases in respondent sPeech duration reported
in other studies are a direct result of increases in
interviewer speech duration or the result of
greater information demands made upon the
respondent by more elaborate questions. If
person A is asked the short question "Tell me a
little bit about your job," and person B is asked
the long qnestion "Tell me everything you can
think of about your job. I am interested in as
many details as you can provide to describe it,
one expects person B to talk longer than person
A-Simply because of differences in the demand
characteristics of the question. In order to find
out whether changes in respondent speech dura-
tion are a _function -of changes in interviewer
speech duration and independent of changes in
the- information dernands (of the questirin, one
needs to modify the length of the question while
holding constant the amount of information it
requests. Such a design was used in the first
experiment to be deseribed in this section.

A second crucial task is td find out whether
increases in question length, without changes in
the information demanded, have _any effect on
the answer content, independent of variations in
respondent speech duration. A mere increase in
question length might result in an increase in
amaunt of reported information, with ar with-
out a Corresponding increase in respondent
speech duration. This hypothesis is based upon
the cue-search model of the interview described
above, in which it is assumed that the respond-
ent looks to the interviewer as a source of cues.
A long question might provide 'the respondent
vyith cognitive and motivational cues conveying
-the idea that a full report is desired. It also gives_

the respondent more time to work .on recall
while the long question is- being asked. The final
reporting performance might change, although
this change might not necessarily be reflected in
the length of the answer.

Finally, it is important to ascertain the effect
of question length upon the validity of -the
reportedinformation. Validity relight- be- int--
proved the use of long questions, since the
interviewer cues might transmit a request. for
completeness and accuracy of report. For this
step ,of_ the research, the respondent's report will
be-checked against independent records.

EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECTS OF
QUESTION LENGTH ON ANSWER
; DURATION 'AND REPORTING

FREQUENCY

A pilot field experiment was designed to test
the effects of interviewer speech duration upon
respondent speech duration and reporting fre-
quency.5 3 In order to increase control over all
aspects of interviewer verbal behavior, variation
in speech duration was created through the use
of questionnaires with short and long questions.
Furthermore, the lengthening of short-form
questions was implemented in such a way that
the information requested in short and, long
questions was kept constant. This strategy was
used to rule out the possibility of obtaining
anger answers to anger questions only because
these questions explicitly asked for more infor-
mation.

Questionnaire Procedures

An interview containing 28 questions was
created according to-customary methodological
principles. An average _of 14 words was used in
each question. Information was requested
variouS health events (e.g., acute illnesses, in-'
juries or accidents; and chronic conditions) and
health-related behaviors (e.g., medicines taken
and doctor visits) which occurred during various
periods 'Of time (e.g., last 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6
months). The questions were primarily .about
the respondent herself, (24 questions) and sec-
ondarily 'about another selected member of the

I household (4_ questions). The types and numbers =

of questions used were as follows:
'

a. Open-ended type,- leading to free response

b. "How, many.. . ." type, Seeking information
on frequency of specific events (8); and

c. Closed, forced-choice, checklist type, deal-
ing with presence or absence of specific
chronic conditions (12).

Then, each question was written in a long
form aceording to the folloWing protedure.

-long question-consisted cif-threesentences:
_

a. An introductory statement giving a partial
description_ of the topic; of the_Auestion,
including the same terms as taed in the
short qUestion; but in a different grammati-
cal structure, possibly using a cliche;

_



b. An intermediary statement conveying in-
formation already contained in the short
question but not presented in the introduc-
tory statement, and usually introduced by
another cliché; or a filler, introducing some
extraneous information of obvious and
inconsequential nature about the survey
but unlikely to affect the meaning of the
question; and,

c. The question itself in its short form.
The two following examples provide an

illustration of this question-writing procedure:

Q.4. Short Form: Would you tell me what
accidents or injuries you may have had during
the last six months? (17 words)

Q. 4. Long Form: We would like to go next
to a question about accidents and injuries. In
this survey we ask everybody to report their
accidents and injurieS for the last six months.
Would you tell me what accidents or injuries
you may have- had during the last six months?
(47 words)

Q. 17. Short Form: Have you ever had any
trouble hearing? (7 words)

17 . Long Form: Trouble hearing is the last
item of this list. We are looking for some
information about it. Have you ever had _any
trouble hearing? (24 words)

Thus, length was added to questions by
introducing redundancy, .clichés, and extraneous
information. It was assumed that this procedure
did not alter the objective or meaning of the
question_ The short form-D1 the question always
appeared with identical wording in the last part
of the long question. Long questions contained
an average of 38 words each. They were 2.7
times longer than the average short question.
This length ratio was assumed to be large enough
to ensure 'a =substantial variation in interviewer
speech duration, despite expected variations in
the speed of reading.'

questions were used in the same order in all 3
procedures. Questionnaire C (control) consisted
of short-form questions only. Questionnaires A
and B consisted of blocks of long-form and
'blocks of short-form questions alternated in
such a way that each block of questions asked in
the, long form in procedure A was asked m the
short form in procedure B and vice versa. This
particular arrangement was used for two reasons.
First, it was assumed that a questionnaire
employing only lengthy questions might be
detrimental to useful respondent performance.'
Second, this particular design allowed for an
investigation of potential carryover effect of
length from blocks of long questions to blocks
of short question0 Finally, this design allowed
for a comparison of answers to, all questions in
short form in treatment C and long form -in
either treatment A or B (with a mixture totaling
about one-third short questions and two-thirds
long questions). Thus, the three experimental
procedures presented the following questiOn-
length composition:

Field ProceduresThree., questionnaire procedures (A, B, and C)
Were designed from a pool of 28 questions, all Two female interviewers on the Survey Re-
written in both short and long forms. The 28 search Center staff each received about 8 hours

"5114 and Webb's research on Kennedy news conferences74
used the number of lines of transcripted speech as the unit of
speech duration analysis. That measure has been found by
Matarazzo72 and others to be hiedy correlated with standud

-methods of time recording (over.-.90) and highly reliable. :
7

tCurrent Survey Research Center woik tends to discard this
assumption, at least for interviews of moderate total lenwl
(about 15 minutes).

'The carrycner effect was not found by Matarazzo, but was
suggested by the Ray and Webb study of Kennedy news
conferences.



of training. They were instructed to read the
questions_ exactly as worded on the question-
naires, to avoid any obtrusive speech behavior,
and to provide clarification by repeating only
the relevant part of the question and only when
absolutely necessary. They were also told to
omit probing, to accept the respondent's answer,
and to eliminate any kind of verbal or nonverbal
feedback. Furthermore, they were trained to
adopt a regular speech rhythm, consistent for
questions of varying length. They were told that
the purpose of the study was to experiment with
various types of question structure.

Four city_ blocks were selected at random
from two- census tracts in Jackson, Michigan.
The tracts contained white families of moderate
income, with a high proportion of native-born
citizens and a low proportion of persons over 65
years of age. Two blocks were assigned to each
interviewer and interviews were taken according
to a random selection of dwelling unit numbers.
In order to be eligible, respondents had to be
white, 18 to 64 years of age, mrried, female,
able to respond adequately, and fluent - in
English.

A total of 27 interviews were taken (9A, 9B,
and 9C). Questionnaire forms were randomized
among the four blocks, both in terms of number
and administration order. Interviewer 1 toOk
4A, 5B,- and 5C forms; interviewer 2 took 5A,
4B, and 4C forms. All interviews were tape
recorded with cassette-type machines.

Dependent Variables

Two dependent variables, assumed to be
affected by the length of the question asked,
were measured:

a. The duration of respondent answers to
each question. This measure was defined as
the number of seconds from the end of the
question to the end of the response minus
any irrelevant interruption or any addi-
tional interviewer verbal intervention.'"

b. The percentage of questions in which one
or more items of the requested health
information were reported.

L'Answer duration was timed from the tapes by a single coder
using electronic timers,

esults and Discussion

Answer duration. The average number of
seconds the respondent took to answer a ques-
tion in relation to question length is shown in

.table 42. Two converging findings emerge. First,
,it is clear tnat within interviews containing both

short and long questions (A and B) the long
questions did not elicit any longer answers than
the short luestions did (5.6 seconds against 5.7
seconds). Second, interviews with only short
questions (C) ,did not elicit substantially shorter
answers .than long questions did in the other
intervieWs (A and B). The average answer length
is slightly lower for short questions used alone
(5.3 seconds) than for long 9nes used in combi-
nation (5.6 seconds), but the difference is .not
statistically significant and may be considered
inconsequential.

T ble 42. Number of respondents, number of questions asked,
and average duration of answers per question, by question
length

Manion length

Number

of ro'
pond-

ents

Total num-
bar of

questions
asked

Average

duratioP of

resp°n
Per question
(in seconds)

Long questions in
interviews using
both long end
short 4uestions
(questionnaires A
and B)

Short questions in

boi ttehrvlioevfing aunsdi nsgh or t
questions (question-
naires A and B) -

i'hort questions in
interviews using
short questions only
(questionnaire C)

270

270

270

.

15.7

5.3

tDifferances between
cant (two-tailed t).

igures are not stat'stically signifi-

These results are far from the approximately
100-percent increase in ansWer duration re-
peatedly obtained in other research where com-
parable lengthening of interviewer speech had
been used. In the limited exploration under-__



taken, the matching effect between interviewer
and respondent speech duration did not appear.

could be argued that in contrast to other
ypes of interviews which usually, include many

_
open questions, a survey interview, containing a
substantia number of closed questions does not
provide a chance for respondents to do much

king; therefore, the matching effect does not
emerge.

To provide some understanding of this issue, a
further analysis of answer duration was con-
ducted which controlled for question type (open
or closed). While the average answer duration
was longer for open questions than for closed
questions, the matching effect of question
length was not more apparent for thr former
than for the latter. These results do not replicate
the Matarazzo findings described earlier.

In contrast with other research, the major
change introduced in this question-type experi-
ment was a strict control on the information
load and demands of the questions, so that a
long question would not transmit or ask for
more inforination than would a short question.
In view of the results and pending replication, it
is very possible that this control was responsible
for the discrepancy between the present data
and the Matarazzo findings. The absence of a
length-matching effect under the new experi-
mental conditions supports the authors' inter-
pretation of the findings by Matarazzo and
others, prpposed earlier as hypothesis. Varia-
tions in respondent speech duration may be

_ quite independent of variations in interviewer
speech duration, resulting instead from changes
in information content and demand of a ques-
tion. When information level is held constant
across short and Iong questions, there is no
longer any clear indication of_ a matddng effect
Of speech duration.

Reporting equency.The effect of question
length upon the probability that responses con-
tain one or more items of requested health
information_ is shown in table 43. It is apparent
from the table that within intewiews containing
both short and long questions, the length of a
question-does-not seem-to predict the frequency
of report: Thirty-eight per cent of the short-
form questions elicited information, cornpared
to 40 percent fur the same questions written in a
long form. The difference is inconsequential. On

_

Table 43. Number of 'respondents, number of questions asked,
and percent of questions for which any requested health
infOrmatiOn was reported, by questiOn length :

Question length

Number
of ra---

spond-
tints

Total num-
ber of

questions
asked

Percent of
,

questions
with infor-

melon
reported

Long questions in
interviews using
both long and short
questions (question-
naires A and B) . 252

Short questions in
interviews using
both long and short
questions (question-
naires A and B) . .

18

252
Short questions in
interviews using
short questions
only (question-
naire C) 9 252 29

113oth of these prOportions are significantly different from
the proportion obtained in the third group (p < .05, one-tailed,
based on Z).

the other hand, in interviews using only short
questions, only 2 9 percent of the 'questions
elicited some health report. This proportion
differs significantly (p < .05) from the_ propor-
tions obtained when both short and long ques- _

tions were used in the same interview.
Thus, the lengthening -of half the questions in

questionnaires A and B is responsible for a
significant increase in the frequency of report,
compared with the frequency obtained in the
control questionnaire C. Further analysis of the
data by question type showed this effect ,to be
present in answers to both closed and open
questions.

Two suggestions emerge from the data shown
in table 43. First, the probability of report may
be_ enhanced by the use of longer questions.
Second, this effect may be carried over from
long to short questions when blocks of both

-types-are-used in the same interview.--Thus;-while
there seems to be a positive effect of question
length per se upon the probability of report, this
effect also appears throughout the entire inter-
view.

7 6



In summary, the results of this pilot experi-
ment offer the following proposition. When
information demand is held constant, long ques-
tions do not produce noticeably long responses,
but do elicit a greater frequency of report.
Under these circumstances, increases in inter-
viewer speech duration affect the content of the
respondent speech without affecting its aura-
tion. Somehow a long question provides cues
which tend to elicit more information from the
respondent even though the response duration
stays practically unchanged. Tentative explana-
tions of this question length effect will be
proposed in the conclusions to this section,
along with an experimental design for the test of
some derived hypotheses.

EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF
QUESTION LENGTH ON VALIDITY

OF REPORT

While there is some evidence from experiment
that- increases in question length result in

greater reporting frequency, no data are avail-
able so far on the validity of the _extra informa-
tion obtained by long questions. It may be that
respondents overreported a number of health
events or conditions, as is known to occur
sometimes in health interviews. However, there
is no- particular hypothesis to predict that
overreporting would increase as a function -of
question length. On the -contrary, drawing again
from the cue.search model of theinterview, it is
hypothesized that respondents may interpret
long questions as calling for. completeness and
accuracy of report. This would decrease under-
reporting, and possibly overreporting, while im-
proving the overall validity of the data.

The purpose of experiment 2w was to ascer-
tain the validity of health information reported
in response to long questions. To_ achieve this
objective, a sample of reipondents was drawn

:from a pOpulation- of patients who had visited a
physician in a prepaid clinic during a 64nonth
period prior to the survey. At the- time of the

the_physician was: asked_tosurvey_a_
checklist_ of 13 chronic conditions indicating
whether the patient had or did not have each

listed condition, or whether sufficient diagnostic
information was available. Information about
the patient was obtained by-the physician from
the patient's record and from his own knowl
edge of the patient's health. A' weighted sample
of persons was used in which 88 percent had at
least one of the listed chronic conditions and 12
percent had none of them. Respondents were
white females, 18 to 60 years of age who resided
in the greater Detroit metropolitan area.

Among other experimental techniques used in
the study was a test of the effects of question
length on accuracy of reporting. A questionnaire _

was prepared using standard short questions.
These call for the reporting of various health
conditions and behaviors. In the middle of the
questionnaire, checklist-type questions were in-
troduced which asked about the presence or
absence of_ the 13 chronic conditions listed on
the physician summary form.

A second version of the questionnaire was
prepared using the same questions but in long
form. Questions were lengthened in a way
somewhat comparable to the method used in
experiment 1. Since experiment 1 had shown a
carryover effect of question length from long to
short questions, it was hypothesized that con-
trast between questions of various lengths rather
than specific question length per se was the
operating variable. In order to increase this
contrast effect, a mixture of questions varying in
length, rather than _the previous large blocks of
short and long questions, was used. Also, in
contrast to the procedure used in the first
experiment, standgd short probe questions were
introduced after all items in both questionnaire_
forms. This meant that the more information a
respondent reported, the more short probe
questions she would -be asked. This Procedure
was aimed at decreasing the contrast in length
between the two questionnaire forms as a
function of reporting frequency, thus
ing the expected effect of question length on the
number of items reported. Finally, the strate
used in lengthening the questions was slightly

Sonie_questions contained_three_state-__
merits as in the original experiment, while others
contained only two.

Thus, while question length was implemented
on the_ basis of- ticomparable principles (redn-w For a full report of this experiment. which 4so included an

_ -investigation of the ef(ects of verbal reinforcement and reinter- _dancy, cliches, and fillers with_the_information
view. see reference 53. characteristics of the question held constant).,



less differentiation was probably attained be-
tween the two experimental treatments. This
might result in some minimization of the ques-
tion length effect.

Ten white female interviewers were employed
in the study. Question treatments, long and
short, were assiiiial at random within geo-
graphic clusters of respondents with each inter-
viewer admunstering both types of interviews.
Budget_considerations led to some compromise,
both in terms of experimental desigi and sample
size, which might be reflected in less than
optimal stability of the result-5. One hundred and
six persons were interviewed with the short-
question procedure and 96 with the long-
question procedure.

Since, for various reasons, errors can exist in
the physician forms as well as in the respondent
reports, a high degree of agreement between the
two sources was noi-expected. However, it was
assumed that better validity of the respondent
reporting would increase the agreement rates
between the 'two sources. In other words, if
agreement rates on presence and absence of
chronic conditions were found to be higher
under long-question inteiviews than Under short-
question interviews, presumably an improve-
ment in validity had been obtained in the former
procedure.

Probability of aKreement between physician
and respondent on the presence or absence of
the listed 13 chronic conditions was computed
on the basis of. match and mismatch in- "Yes"
and "No" responses provided hy the two infor-
mation sources. Excluding oases where, the
physician or respondent lacked sufficient infor-
mation te determine the presence of a condi-
tion, the_ following four possibilities of match or
misniatch existed for each chronic condition:

Yrs

pHySICIAN

No

Resulb and Discussion

The original report of the study t ed the
data in terms of two types of mismatch:

Type X -A4 and type Y

Type X mismatch was expected to represent the
extent of underreporting (false negatiVe
sponses); type Y, the extent of overreporting
(false positive responses), assuming that the
physician was right in his evaluation. According
to the analysis, the overreporting error was
relatively infrequent and was not_affected by the
question length (.10 under both interview tech-
niques). On the other hand, the underreporting
error was more frequent and it was reduced
significantly < .05) in the interviews in which _
long questions were used (.46 with short ques-.
tions and .38 with long questions).

Since one may reasonably question the ade- .

quacy of the physician's report, as well as the
validity of respondent report, an analysis of the
data from a slightly different-point of view is
presented_ For both _interview treatments, table
44 shows probabilities of agreement relating to
the presence of chronic conditions.

Table 45 presents the corresponding probabil-
s of agreement on the absence of chronic

-

conditions.
This new approach avoids the assumption that

the medical_ records were more valid than the
-

respondent's report. it cioes assume that greater
agreement- between the two sources indicates
higher validity of the reported data.

Based on the material shown in- table 44,
whether one starts from the physician data (roVv_
1), or from the respondent data (row 2), or from
both (row 3), the probability of agreement on
the existence of a chronic condition is con-
sistently -higher with interviews using long ques-
tions than it is with interviews using__ short
questions. For two agreement rates the obtained
improvement:is statistically significant. The in-
crease-in- Overall probability of agreement ob-
tained with long-question interviews amounts to
16 percent.

The data in table 45 show that while agree-
ment rates on the absence of chronic conditions
are not noticeably enhanced by the-use of long
questions, neither are they dimmished by ques-
tion length.



Table 44. Probability of physician-respondent agreemer on the presence of chronic conditions, by type of agreement rate and
question length (originel interview)

Type of agreement rates

Questionnaire
procedure/

Difference

Percent
increase
due to

question
length

Short
questions

Long
questions

A Probability that chronic conditions checked as present by the
A+9 physician were reported as present by respondent . .537 .622 +17

A Probability that chronic conditions reported as present by the
A+C respondent were checked as present by the physician .477 .516 +8

A Overall probability of agreement between physician and respondent
A+B+C for chronic canditione-Mentioned as present by either of them . . .338 .392 +16

, -
1 Number of persons interviewed were 106 in short-ouestion procedure and-96 in long-question procedure.
2p 4 .05, one-tailed, baled oh Z.

< .10;one-tailed, based on Z.

Table 45. Probability of physician-respondent agreement on the absence of chronic conditions by typo of agreement rate and
question length (original interview)

Type of agreement rates

13 Probability that chronic conditions checked as absent by the

Questionnaire
procedure/

iUffer

Percent
ncrease
dui to

question
length

Short
questions

Long
uestions

D+C physician were reported as absent by the respondent .... . 1 -.901

13 Probability that chronic conditions reported as absent by the
D+B respondent were checked as absent by the physician .921 .934 .013 +1

13 Overall probability of agreement between physician and respondent
D+B+C for chronic conditions mentioned as absent by either of diem . 6 7 .011 +1

/Number of persons interviewed were 106 in short-ouestion procedure and 96 in long-question procedure.

This information provides an interesting corn- pereent increase in - the number of chronic, ,
. _ .plernent to the earlier findings. Experiment 1 -conditions reported, it is not negligible in viewhas shown that more information is elicited by of the- fact that the rccall task is easier and the

_ .long questions than-by short questions, and the likelihood of responding is expected- to be -present experiment indicates that long questions uniformly higher -when recognition stiinuli like :,-

also elicit information of higher validity, checklist questions are provided.53 For healthEven though the study was designed primarily behavior noted in other parts of the question-to test the validity of reporting of chronie naire, the effect Of- question length on number
_condi tions rather than , simply.. the..arnount ...re ____ of Atems, reported-was-modest-and-not -statistiz-

: ported,' attention was also -given to the number cally significant, Several reasons for aininiiniza.of- repOrted conditions. From the list of 13 tion of the expected effects of question length-
chronic Conditions, an average of 2.26 were in this study were proposed earlier.
accoUnted-for in the longqiiestion treatment as Since reinterview was anothei variable to be-compared to, 2.06 in the , short,question treat- investigated in -the study, -50 percent- of_ the---ment. AlthOugh this amounts to only a --10- -respondents selected- for original interview were -.

7 9
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designated to be contacted 2 Weeks later.x The
content of the followup was very close to that
of the original interview. Some new questions
about health insurance were introduced to avoid
excessive repetition. The questionnaire con-
tained the identical chronic conditions checklist.
All respondents who originally, had been given
short-question interviews were given short-
question reinterviews; respondents originally
asked long questions were reinterviewed with

xFor reasons of field efficiency, all respondents originally
inteniewed dining the first half of the data collection period
were designated for reinterview.

Table 46. Probability of physician-responden

long questions. Thus, data were available to
examine potential variations in agreement rates
from the first interview to the later one. While
agreement rates were poorer the second time

_

than they were originally for both short- and
long-question treatments, the deterioration in
validity was lower with long questions than it
was with short questions.

Since one focus of this study is question
length rather than reinterView, tables 46 and 47
show the same type of agreement rates on
presence and absence of chronic conditions as
presented in tables 44 and 46, but computed
this time on the basis of the reinterview data.

agreement on the presence of chronic conditions, by type of agreement rate and
question length (reinterview

Type of agreement rates

Questionnaire
procedure1

Difference

Percent
increase
due to

Short Long question
questions questions - length

Probability that chronic conditions checked as present by the
A+B --- physician were reported as present by the respondent _5 i .697 12

A Probability that chronic conditions reported as present by the
A+C respondent were checked as present by the physician . . . . .408 .527 2.1 ve"- . +29

A Overall probability of agreement between physician and respondent
A+B+C for chronic conditions mentidn'ecl as present by either of them . . .301 .3 :

1Number of persons reinteneiewed were 49 in short-question procedure and 53 in long-question procedure.
2p c .05, one-tailed, based on Z.

Table 47. Probability of physician-respondent agreement on the absence of chronic conditions, by type of agreement rate and
question length (reinterview)

Type of agreement rates

Questionnaire
procedure.'

Short
-

questions
Long

-uestions

Difference

Percent
increase
due to

question
length

-Probability that chronic conditions checked as absent by the
0+C physician were reported as absent by the res- pondent

Probability that chronic conditions reported as absent by the
0+61 respondent checked as absent by the physician . . . .......

Overall probability Of agieement.between physician and respondent
0+B+C for chronic conditions mentioned as absent by either of them .

(3)

+3

1Number of persons reinterviewed whre 49 in short-question procedure and 53 in long-question procedure.
2p 4 .10, one-tailed, beSed on Z.
3More than zero, but less than 1 percent. 10



All three agreement rates shown in table 46
were substantially improved by the use of long
questions in reinterview. The obtained increase
in two of the agreement rates reaches statistical
significance (p < .05). The increase in overall
probability of agreement between physician and
reSpondent on the presence of chronic condi-
tions amounts to 29 percent.

While increases in agreement on the absence
of conditions due to_ question length are very
modeit (table 47), there is indication again that
no, deterioration occurred for this type of
agreement as a result of question length in
reinterviews. For the first agreement rate, the
increase obtained in long-question reintemiews
reached statistical significance at the 10-percent
level. Thus, the data obtained the second time
confirm the fiadings--obtained originally. Long
questions elicit a more valid report than do short
questions under conditions of reinterview, as
well as under conditions of initial interview.

In siimmary, this second experiment demon-
strated that improvement in the validity of the
reporting of health conditions can be achieved
without changing the content or meaning of the
questions, but only by increasing their length.
Somehow the retrieval of more accurate infor-
mation is facilitated by a question of long
duration. The request for accurate reporting is
implicitly conveyed by long questions, even
though the explicit demand for information and
apparently the response duration are unchanged.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the data piTzented, three
major suggestions have been proposed which can
be summarized as follows: .When_the length of
survey interview questions is substantially in-
creased and their information dernand held
constant (a) no appreciable increase is obtainedl
in response duration; yer, (b) the response
contains more information; and (c) the reported
information is more valid.

The First suggestion contradicts Other research
in wlilch it-was found that there -was speech--

.
length matching effect in the interview. -This
matching effect in other research might have

-resulted from ari uncontrolled increase in the
information demanded by long questions. The
present Stadyz-indicates that,-when-information

70

demand is controlled, long questions do not
elicit long responses Experimental manipula-
tions of information demanded, associated with
a control imposed on question length, might
help to solve the issue in further research.

That long questions in comparison with short
ones might elicit more information and a more
accurate report is contradictory to co- -in
assumptions and current survey metho logy.
However, the evidence in this paper leads to the
conclusion that lengthy and redundant ques-
tions, as designed in this study, elicit increased
accuracy of report, even though the responses
do not last any longer than those in response to
short questions. These findings are puzzling, and
they raise questions of importance to survey
research. The following should be considered as
results of preliminary investigations that require
replication:

a. The length of the question has cueing
effects upon reporting behavior, causing in-
creased accuracy but not extending to response
duration. A long question may convey to the
respondent the idea that, -because the inter-
viewer has spent much time asking the question,
the task is important and, therefore, requires
serious efforts. Furthermore, a long question
may indicate to the respondent that the inter-
viewer is not in a hurry, and thus releases
perception-of-time constraints possibly detri-
mental to adequate performance in regular
interviews. Finally, the responding behavior may
also gain in effectiveness because some!of the
initial ruminating-type activity has already taken
place while the question was being asked. A long
question may therefore provide cues leading to
more adequate performance and at the same
time prepare the respondent for the expression
of more efficient verbal behavior-.

b. Question length or interviewer speech
duration is only a vehicle or a proxy for another
influential variable, namely, the time given for
recall activity. A long question increases the
time available for search activity and thus
improves the outcome of recall.

c.SinceTi1ncreases in--question length have
been implemented partially by introducing re-
dundancy in question wording, the multiple
presentation of the stimulus may be the -influ-
ential variable. It may act either because of
increased exposure time or because of a repeated =

8 1
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trials effect: Finally, it may be that redundancy
improves the clarity of the question which also
leads to better reporting performance.

According to this analysis, the effects of at
least three variables should be investigated in
further research: question length per se and its
cue-giving properties; time provicien by the
question for recall activity; and redundancy of
the :question. In the experiments described
earlier in this paper, all three dimensions have
been varied simidtaneously so that the specific
effect _of each _could not be isolated. In the
experimental treatments, questions were longer;
they also provided more time for recall since
their first statement always referred to a major
part of the question content; and they were
redundant.

The following design proposal is an attempt
to-investigate the specific effects of variations in
total question length and recall time, while
partially controlling for redundancy. Experi-
mental questions could be designed uSing the
folloWing pool of statementsequal in length
according to variotr: arrangements:

Q -= question in its short standard form;
F filler staiement introducing extraneous

information of inconsequential character
and Unrelated to the specific question
demand; and

q = introductory statement describing the
topic of the question in a manner suffi-
dent to stimulate relevant recall activity.

Each experimental questionnaire would con-
tain only one type of question structure, as
desaibed below:

---

Questionnaire questions in their short
standard form. Question length and recall
time are low.

Questionnaire 2 F the short question pre-
ceded by a filler statement. The total length
of the question is roughly doubled, whereas
the_time for_recall activity is unchanged since
the filler is entirely unrelated to the question
demand. Question length is medium and recall
time is low.
estionnaire 3 q the short question pre-
ceded this time by a statement introducing
the major question demand. Question length =
and recall-time are both medium.

Questionnaire 4 = FqQ: the short question is
preceded by the introductory statement,
which is itself preceded by an irrelevant filler,
question length is high, and recall time is
medium.

uestionnaire 5 = qF . the short question is
preceded by a filler, which is itself preceded
by -.an introductory statement. Question
length and recall time are both high.

Redundancy occurs whenever a question uses
both q and Q, so that thiS variable is controlled
within groups of treatmerits 1-2 where there is _

no redundancy and within groups I-4-5 where
redundancy has been introduced.

This experimental design is presented in figure
2, where each cell represents one questionnaire
procedure and Indicates- the strategy -Used in
question _wording for this procedure. Compari-
son of data from celli land 2 will detect the
effect of increased length under conditions of
equal recall time and no redundancy. Compari-
son of cells 3 and 4 will ,detect an effect- of
increased length with equal recall time and
redundancy. A comparison of cells 2 and 3 will
explore a combined effect of increased recall
time and redundancy, under conditions of equal
length. Comparison of cells 4 and 5 will detect

t-
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Figure 2.- Proposal for a research design.



the effect of increased recall times with equal
length and equal redundancy. Diagonal compari-
sons of cells will provide a means of examining
the effects of various combinations of the three
variables. The application of this design may
generate three types of outcomes:

a. A replication of the earlier findings;

b. An identification of the most efficient
strategy or question anatomy; and

c. Some identification of the variables causing
improvement in reporting.
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APPENDIX

-APPLICATION OF SURVEY RESEARCH.PENTER
FINOINGS TO:HEALTH INTERVIEW

.SURVEY.PROCEOURES

Based on the experience of many researchers
in the health field and other areas it was
expected that underreporting would be one of
the major problems to be solved in the data
collection phase of the Health Interview Survey.
However, before any attempt could be made to

. remedy this shortcoming of the interview
method, it was necessary to obtain some idea of
the magnitude of the problem, to learn some-
thing about the characteristics of persons who
fail to report health events, and to identify the
particular kinds of events that tend to be
underreported. The need for this kind of infor-
mation led to a number of studies involving a
comparison of information provided by inter-
view respondents with independent medical
records of known validity. Several of these
studies, conducted by the Survey Research
Center (SRC) of the University of Michigan,
provided information that led to major revisions
in the collection and processing of Health
Interview Survey (HIS) data.

Recall of Health Events

One of the early studies carried out by SRC in
1958-59 consisted of a comparison of hospitali-
zations reported in interviews with actual hos-
pital records. A sample of patients discharged

--from hospitals- participating-in- the- Pro fessional
Activity Study were interviewed, and the results
were compared with :e. discharge records (see
ref. 17 for a complete description of this study).
Findings of this study described earlier in this
report, demonstrate that underreporting of hos-
pitalization in a health interview situation is
infhienced by the impact of the hospitalization,

the threat or embarrassment caused by the
nature of the condition causing hospitalization,
and the time elapsed between the interview and
the period spent in the hospital. Since the first
wo of these findings involved intrinsic charac-

teristics of the health event, no Immediate
solution to underreporting associated with these
causes was available.

However, the consistent increase in under- ,
reporting with the time elapsed between hcis-
pitalization and the interview was a finding that
appeared to have practical application to data
collected in the Health Interview Survey. As a
result, in the derivation of estimates of the
volume of hospital discharges from the basic HIS
data collected beginning in July 1958," the
6-month period preceding the date of interview_
was used as the period of reference. By doubling
the weight attached to each of the reported
events within that period, it was possible to
produce estimates comparable to those based on
12 months of recall, but with considerably less
of the underreporting bias introduced by the use
of the longer recall period.

The use of the 12-month recall period was
continued in the collection of data on hospital
experience because Of the several kinds of
estimates produced from the Survey. To ccun-

- --bine the -hospital episodes of iample
order to estimate the number of persons with
one or more episodes in a given year, it is

necessary to consider a year's experience for
each sample person. On the other hand, in
estimating the annual volume of hospital dis-
charges, any recall period can be used if -the
weight attached to each event in the estimating



procedure is properly adjusted. Since the length
of the recall period is inverse related to the
magnitude of the sampling error, the 6-month
reference period was selected so that response
bias could be appreciably reduced without an
undue increase in the size of the sampling error.

The imprecision with which respondents re-
called dates of health events during an interview,
brought to light by several of the SRC studies,
led to the use of a recall period in the collection
phase of hospital data extending beyond the
year preceding the interview. For example,
persons interviewed during July of a particular
year were asked about their hospital experience
since May of the previous yeas. This innovation
'mproved the reporting of events that occurred
near the beginning of the reference year, as well
as hospitalizations that started prior to the year
preceding the interview but extending into the
reference year. During the processing phase,
those hospitalizations for which no days during
the year prior to interview were recorded were
eliminated from the hospitalization data.

The SRC record-check studies also revealed
_inaccuracies in the reporting of physician visits:
Even though the recall period for the reporting
of physician visits was limited to the 2-week
period prior to week of interview, some of the
visits occurring during that period were not
reported and, in other instances, visits occurring
prior to the period were reported as happening
within the recall period. This finding eventually
led to the decision to enumerate physician visits
on the questionnaire by date of visit so that
comparison of the occurrence and interview
dates would establish that the event had oc-
curred during the appropriate recall period.

Effective Probing for Health Events
Several of the Survey Research Center studies

have indicated that much of the information not
reported during an interview has not been
repressed,_nor has it disappeared, from memory._

wis-simply not elicited because the question-
ing procedures failed to bring it forth. This
finding suggested that the probe questions de-
signed to_ encourage the reporting of health
events in the HIS were not stimulating retrieval
f information sufficiently, and that questions

constructed to elicit certain kinds of response
;hould be added.

Prior to July 1962, respondents in the HIS
were asked about overnight stays in hospitals of
family members during the previous 12 months,
and about stays in nursing homes and sani-
tariums. Comparison of ,the estimates of hos-
pitalizations for delivery derived from these data
with natality figures for the years 1958-62
indicated that hospitalizations of this type were
underreported in the interview survey. To cor-
rect this situation, a probe question directed
particularly to the population at risk was added
to the questionnaire. In households where chil-
dren 1 year of age or under were reported as
household members, the following probe ques-
tions were asked: "When was (the child) born?"
"Was (the born in a hospital?" "Is this
hospitalization included in the number you gave
me?" If the hospitalization had occurred during
the reference period and it had not been
reported in response to earlier probes, then the
entries on the questionnaire for the mother and
the child were corrected. The addition of this
series of questions resulted in an appreciable
decrease in the amount of underreporting in this
area of the questionnaire:

Through June 1964, the reporting of informa-
tion on the number of physician visits during the
2 weeks prior to week of interview was depend-
ent on one probe question; "Last week or the
week before, did anyone in the family talk to a
doctor or go to a doctor's, office or clinic?"
Beginning in January 1966, the next period
during which information on physician visits was
collected in the Survey, two probe questions
were added: "During that 2-week period has
anyone in the family been to a doctor's office or
clinic for shots, -X-rays, tests, or examinations?"
and, "During that period, did anyone in the
family get any medical advice from a doctor
over the telephone?" The first of these questions
was added to remind the respondent of visits
that were made for preventive care or, in some
instances, _for reasons other= than -treatment of
illness. The second question informed the
respondent that telephone calls to obtain medi-
cal advice were consie -red as physician vists in
the Survey. Both of these questions had been
used by SRC in the study designed to evaluate
interviewer performance over time.

Because these probe questions were added at
the same time as the question regarding the date_ .



of the visit, their effect on the data was not as
obNrious as it otherwise would have been. The
procedure of relating the date of the occurrence
of a visit to the date of interview to determine if
it actually occurred during the proper recall
period effectively excluded all overreporting of
visits that had actually occurred prior to the
recall period or during the interview week.
Previously such visits Would have compensatcd
for some of the underreporting. Their removal
from the data made it difficult to evaluate the
effectiveness of the added probe questions in
terms of additional visits reported, but there is
evidence that the yield from these questions was
substantial.

Interviewer-Respondent Communication

Many of the studies conducted by SRC have
emphasized the importance of the influence the
interviewer exerts on the respondent and, in
turn, on the completeness and accuracy of the
reported data. The interviewer's attitude, her
expectations, the kind of feedback she provides,
and her behavior during the interview are only a
few of the factors that determine the kind and
amount of information obtained during an
interview. However, to take advantage of this
phenomenon in order to improve the quality of
reported information, controls rnust_be initiated
to avoid the introduction of interviewer biases.
One of the best methods of exercising control of
interviewer behavior is to include devices, ques-
tions, and statements in the questionnaire which
will improve communication between the
participants in the interview but will not direct
the responses:

Some of the innovat ons in the HIS question-
naire that have resulted from this type of
research include the folloWing:

a. A simple introductory statement has been
prepared in which the interviewer identifies

_herself_ At_the_cloor of_the _household and
explains very briefly the purpose of her
visit. In case the respondent (or another
family member) wants to know more about
the purpose of the gurvey or the uses of the
collected data, a more detailed statement is
available to the interviewer.

b. Within the questionnaire, introductory
statements are used to explain the subject

matter about which questions are to be
asked and to serve as transition devices
from one health topic to another. For
example, a section on X-iay visits was
introduced by the statement, "Exposure to
all kinds of X-rays is a matter of particular
interest to the Public Health Service, and I
have some questions about X-rays and
fluoroscopes."

c. A sinl calendar card, with the appropriate
2-week recall period outlined in red is

handed to the respondent early in the
interview so that she is constantly aware of
the specific 2-week period referred to
throughout the interview.

cl. Nondirective probe questions have been
included on the questionnaires in areas
where nonspecific or ambiguous informa-
tion is likely to be reported. For example,
if the respondent reports that she visited
the doctor at a clinic, the interviewer is
instructed to ask: "Was it a hospital out-
patient clinic, a company clinic, or some
other kind of clinic?"

In the SRC study on interviewer performance
over time, it was found that interviewers be-
came less careful or conscientious in using the
techniques they were trained to use. There was
also evidence that interviewers who performed
well inspired their respondents to perform well,
as measured by the reporting of hospitalizations.
This study also brought to light the need for
interviewer training to include devices for stimu-
lating the interviewer's enthusiasm for her job in
addition to retraining in the use of interviewing
techniques. These findings have been reinforced
by records of interviewer performance main-
tained by the Bureau of the Census, and have
been taken into account in the preparation of
material_ for the periodic training and retraining
sessions conducted for interviewers in the Health
Interview Survey.

Other Considerations

As in any series of research studies, some of
the experimental measures in the SRC -series,
when tested as methods for reducing .under-
reporting in interviews, did not contribute any
significant findings. In other instances, encourag-
ing results from studies were either inconclusive



or needed further testing in a nonlaboratory
situation. In this latter category is the finding
that long questions are more effective than short
ones in bringing forth c mplete and accurate
responses. More research is needed to determine
if long questions are productive because they
have cuing effects on reporting behavior, allow
more time for recall activity, or merely because
they introduce redundancy of stimuli. Until the
specific variables causing improved reporting are
identified, the introduction of longer questions
on the HIS questionnaire, which would lead to
longer interviews and increased costs, could not
be justified.

Verbal reinforcement by the interviewer has
been shown to have cognit ve and motivational

ffects on the responciznt by instilling awareness
of respondent task requirements and encourag-
ing adequate responses to subsequent questions.
However, it will be necessary to develop ways in
which the interviewer can effectively use re-
inforcement without introducing an undue
amount of bias in the collected data before this
device can be seriously considered.

All of the studies in which the SRC has
attempted to measure the amounts and types of
underreporting in interviews indicate that some
basic principles of memory and retrieval can be
used to improve reporting. Further research is
needed on the ways in which information is
stored and on effective methods of retrieving
that information.
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